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on Evory Whool

Every Mother Can

Afford One
UR immense display of the season’s newest
,*
carriages, sulkies, and strollers includes such a
wide variety of styles and colors that you can surely
find here just the right one for baby. They are all
>
reasonably priced, too. Every mot ter can afford one.
We are especially pleased to of :r these beautiful
•
carriages for your selection because they are made by
J
Heywood-Wakefield. This assures you of every re*
quirement for baby’s health and comfort which 98
years of manufacturing experience afford. Look for * *
Quality Seal on Every Wheel.
$

O

A

LARGEST LINE IN KNOX COUNTY TO SELECT FROM ,

V.

f. studley inc.

*
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LOOK!

LOOK!
SOMETHING

NEW

CHISHOLM’S
GRADE

HIGH

CHOCOLATES
69 CENTS PER POUND

~

-AT—

CHISHOLM BROTHERS
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM.

ROCKLAND

Volume 79.................. Number ?

THREE CENTS A COPY

A RIGHT SMART SEXTET

MORE KIND W<

[Courier. St. Stephen, N.
Apparatus Must Not Go Rockland Has Many Good
. _ .
. __ _ .
.
Things To Talk About— RockUnd High &:hoo Girl. Basketball Team Feels it No use talking, but
Faster Than 20 Miles An
the Courier office do gr
I prominence— but after
Why Not Talk’Em?
,s Jushfied In Claiming State Title.
Hour in Boston’s City
anil always after.
The
Gazette, published at
Proper.
Ira W. Feeney, president of the
Had there been a meeting of the | who has won a statewide reputation Maine, and long recognlSflg
Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc., and George
as forward, anil Leola Cole, the cap leading paper of that Slot
The speed of fire apparatus in the

Roberts, insurance broker, are spon girls' basketball teams from Rock
last week issued from a
business section of Boston is limited sors for the Rockland Boosters’ Club. land High School and Westbrook able center.
One
This leaves as the nucleus for next new business block.
to 20 milts an hour, and the racing of
"What a wonderful thing It would High School this spring, the problem
owners is Arnold H Jones,
year's team Carolyn Perry rf, Helen
••• such apparatus is strictly forbidden, he." said Mr. Roberts to a Courierhistory is told in the credit
M*o*****«*««**«*«o**««*o**»«a***«**«***’^| according to Walter White, a Boston
Gazette reporter, "if two or three as to who is entitled to tho State Coltart sc, and Adelaide Trafton Ig. torlal edition of the paper,
might
have
been all of whom have done their full a few now living in St. Sti
Chamber of Commerce secretary to thousand Rockland people were boost championship
MR. JACK’S QUESTION whom the Rockland Chamber of ing Rockland and Its institutions on settled. But no such meeting took share toward giving Rockland a Calais remember Mr. Jones I
Commerce secretary recently applied every appropriate occasion, every place, for the reason that Westbrook basketball team of which the follow now connected with the
Republican Candidate For for Information. Mr. White’s let where. When we stop to think had broken training when Rockland ers of that game have bien exceed- Courier have personal re
ter to Secretary MacDonald fol about it we really have a lot to boost
through his connection, “lo
‘
anil he proud of in Rockland. Let us
the Senatorial Nomination ia ws:
ago," is still a tradition of
• • . •
constantly keep Rcckland in our
For many long years, wll
Wants To Know.
There is no ordinance in Boston minds. Mr. Feeney sizes It up some
recollection of the present
governing the •‘racing of fire apparatus what as follows: We 'have the finest
edition an “exchange” was
Louis A. Jack, candidate at the to and from fires.
One of the rules railroad station in Maine, four of the
tained until
postal
primaries for the office of United of the Fire Department, however, for-1 finest banks in Maine, the best lighted
'butted in,” and The Coil
zette was ever read with
States Senator on the Republican bids such racing, nnd states specifi- < and best paved Main street in Maine,
cally that no piece of fire apparatus some of the very finest stores in
it this end of the exchange •
ticket, In commenting on n state
is a corkingly good, clean
shall pass another piece of fire ap Maine: our fraternal organizations
ment made by William R. PaXtangall, paratus while on the way to a fire are the finest and best housed In
f
IP,
conducted paper and ever
Democratic candidate for Governor, or while returning from a fire. Maine. Just look at our churches,
so recognized, and we con
Mr. Jones upon the success t1
There are two exceptions to this and it won’t be king until our new
on Alprll 16, says:
High
School
building
will
be
some

rule.
has attained since his "gra
"Mr. Pattantgall is quoted as say
thing
to
be
proud
of.
Then
there
is
Tho Rockland Courler-Gaxetta
The first is that all district chiefs,
ing "We are prepared to fight the
our
Postofflce.
Court
House,
Library,
markedly deserving asset to th*
Republican Party under Farrington and all other chiefs of higher rank, Salvation Army. Red Cross, Hospi
where it is published and
or t'he Kian under Brewster.’
Now may. at any time pass any other fire tals. new Athletic Field, and we must
gratulate it upon Its succWR
apparatus, the obvious reason being
uh a matter of fact Pattangall is
be proud of our new publishing house,
prosperity.
wrong; If Brewster Is nominated, that It is necessary for the chiefs to our hotels, our Street Railway, our
Patt will not only have to fight the be at the scene of the fire as soon as Country Club. I have no doubt that
[Presque Isle Star-Hefi
Republican |»rty but a large per possible.
Tht other exceptions is that when with these for a starter any citizen
centage of his own party.
There
Tho Rockland Courier-I
enn
think
of
many
other
things
such
is an effort being made to raise u nearing the fire, certain apparatus as our American Legion and Coast
one of tho oldest and best
that is required to go Into action at
religious issue.
pers of the State, moved
Guard,
boat
service,
etc.,
but
after
all,
Abolishing State aid for sectarian the fire before other apparatus may the things we should be most proud
handsome new block, which
purposes is not a question of religion, pass such other apparatus In order of is our Climate, scenery, harbor and
had for some time in the
for all creeds are used alike.
We to get in place.
of erection, last week,
even above these our people, the citi
Other rules of the department pro
are about to determine what shall
line paper is now in qu
zens of Rockland, tho finest in the
be the policy of the State.
It is vide that in the town section of the world.
handsome anil up-to-date
generally admitted that the ‘Little city, no fire apparatus will go faster
paper In the State possess®
"Let’s boost for Rockland all the
Red Schoolhouse’ has made America than 20 miles an hour. And in the time, everywhere; let everyone join
on the editorial staff Is W- Owhat It is; but we are now con outlying sections, the speed limit for Ihe Boosters’ Club.
well known throughout th*
Membership
fronted by un element in our citizen fire apparatus is 25 miles an hour. In blanks will be found in all the stores
who has been connected
ship which wants to run private or both cases, howtvor, the speed is gov and all anyone has to do to become a issued its challenge, so the Rockland , lngly proud.
paper since 1882.
This
iparochi.nl schools, which not only erned by traffic conditions. Appa member is sign the pledge
The season's schedule resulted newspaper man has long be
girls went back to normal diet last
breaks the contact between all class ratus returning from a fire is required
forefront in the ranks of the
thus:
"Let me suggest how I think we J week,
es but in many instances turn out to go at a “moderate rate” of speed. should boost for Rockland, suppose
newspaper fraternity.
Like
Stonington 0. Rockland 5.
Fourteen victories out of 15 games
citizens who cannot speak the lan
other successful papers The '
Thomaston 0. Rockland 5.
someone asks us if we think a bridge played and 291 points scored against
guage of this country In which they
Gazette has grown to some
Lincoln Academy 0, Rockland 34.
will be built at Bath, don't answer opponents' 91 justify Rockland High
MISTRESS OF THE SEAS
were born.
by the process of absorpt
that we hope so, but probably It will School in the modest belief that it
Thomaston 0, Rockland 33.
"Question—Should the State tax
consolidation, thus getting
For months past one’ of the big lie a great many years; but say, sure, had a pretty successful season, anil
Lincoln Academy 0, Rockland 29.
itself to educate Americans or Eu
competition, being an nmalg
topics of maritime convetsation has we arc going to have that bridge. that it Is nt least a contender for the
'Rockport 2. Rockland 37.
ropeans’ If we are to educate
of two papers, tho Gazette bt
Then, even though we, ourselves, State title. ■
Camden 8. Rockland 26.
been
the
vindication
of
the
great
Americans a3 Europeans it looks like
older paper, established In II
don’t feel quite so sure, we have
Shipping
.Board
steamer
1/evlathan
Camden
2,
Rockland
14.
The team has been captained this
a suicidal policy.
If we succeed,
absorbed by and consolidat
boosted the confidence of the one we
Morse High 21. Rockland 11.
cur citizenship must be a unit, we Every newspaper and half the speak told it to and by constant repetition season by Helen Griffin, who Is be
the Courier in 1892.
Every
Maine School of Commerce 19, paper in the State will extend
cannot be separated by race harriers ers of the nation seemed to feel that it won’t be long before we have con lieved to have no superior us a guard
or languagesForty-eight different it was a special privilege to knock vinced the whole State that we are in this State. The coach was Wil Rockland 22.
lngs to this able and excellez
Rockport 1, Rockland 19.
races with 48 different languages America’s greatest ship. She was going to have the bridge, and sure liam J. Sullivan, who has had phe
and will hope that it will
maligned
and
criticized
from
every
Hallowell
4,
Rockland
12.
nomenal
success
in
developing
cham

would not mean a United States. It
to prosper in the future ai
enough we will have it. I believe
Lee Academy 26. Rockland 29.
would mean however a disunited angle—called unsafe, impracticable that this attitude towards all the pionship teams from the school’s fair
past In its new home.
and
a
white
elephant.
Now
she
lias
Morse
High
8,
Rockland
15.
States.
We have eliminated Jap
good things we have or wish for will sex. The team will lose Its captain
demonstrated
her
superiority
and
Stonington High 0, Rockland 5.
anese because they cannot be melted
make everything possible and im by graduation; also Dorothy Breen.
[Publishers Auxiliary,
down, and wo should eliminate every earned the grudgingly given title of prove our wonderful city a thousand
Seldom has it been our
“
Mistress
of
the
Sea."
She
has
no
su

other race that refuses to amalga
fold. Let’s all join the Boosters'
to read threo such fine out
mate,
lf the hope of humanity lies perior as to speed, stability, appoint Club, men, women and children, and
JOHN H. GRAFTON
CHARLES H. ACHORN
phies as thoso of Wiliam OU
in this country every patriotic Amer ments or size and has broken record constantly boost for Rockland.
ler, Arnold Hallett Jones
lean must light to keep It American ” after record in service. Within the
John Holmes Grafton, 91, who died
Tn the death of Charles H. Achorn
A. Winslow, the men
week Boston papers have given col
at
his
home
in
Winona,
Minnesota,
last Tuesday, this city loses a citi
Rockland (Me.) Coil,
umns of publicity to the near riot
April 10, was ibnrn in Warren, Maine,
HOW TO ADVERTISE
a recent Issue of tha
zen who was held in highest esteem.
which ensued when thousand* of p/'k
.
March 23, 1833, son of John and A[- res sox.
running
/
For me greater portion of 11I» thirty J] m)ra ,Vfbb)
He was
Ionian* undertook to laiard the cMJ
flbb) Grafton.
Grafton. Me
How to us» .newspaper advertising
“ the career of thre three
during a public inspection.
y
six years’ residence here, his princi resident of Rockland for many years
to get the best results was discussed
the remoY.il of the cld paper
Il is interesting to know that a lo
pal buslnt ss had been In the groc and enlisted In tho navy during the r.ew quarters.
•by Thomas. H. Moore, associate di
eal firm, the George Roberts Co., has
Civil
War,
serving
with
many
other
rector of the Bureau of Advertising
ery line, his first store being the
. Mr. Fuller, as ihe senior
the agency for the Leviathan and
of the American Newspaper Pub
Henry Rhoades stand at the corner of men from Rockland, on the gunboat of the combination, tells how
other Shipping Board vessels. This
Monndnoek.
Mr.
Grafton's
first
wife
Main and James streets. Later he
lishers’ Association, at a luncheon of
^BRAS®
xn
met Mr. Jones some 46 ye
is merely another branch of the now
was In Blake block with the late was Clara, daughter of Capt. Dudley and how they formed a
the Pilgrim Publicity Association in
extensive insuranoe and bonding
I*,
and
Hannah
(Harden)
Spofford,
Reuben 8. Thorndike for several
and friendship then that has
Boston, last week.
business which has developed from
years, and afterward conducted the whom he married Sept. 17. 1856 and life more than ^ell worth
Frequency of insertion is, he said,
the very modest maritime Insurance
store where Albert K. Adams is now- who died in 1867. He is survived by which Is certain now to becon
one of the big factors in successful
agency started 30 years ago by Capt.
located. selling out after 12 years to the widow, Alice C. Grafton; two beautiful with succeeding
advertising.
This accustoms the
George Roberts.
Willis I. Ayer. He then entered the daughters, Mrs. C. M. Youmans of Jlr. Winslow, who seems a
public to seeing the advertisement in
is the wet weather
employ of St. Clair & Allen as sales Winona and Mrs. John Burgess of s'.cr beside tho others, tells
its favorite newspaper and has a de
service
uniform
•
Rev. \V. S. Rounds and
Rev.
man. making regular trips with their Minneapolis; and a son, Charles W. •becamo city editor, the posi
cidedly valuable effect.
for the regular men
large cart for twelve years through Grafton of Cornwallis. Wash.
new holds.
Mr. Moore cited figures to show Charles Paul attended a meeting of
who make eveiy
Mr! Grafton came to Rockland in
Knox and Lincoln counties. During
Noted men refer with
that the papers last year carried the Lincoln Association of Congrega
tional churches in Newcastle yester
day count?
the next four years he established a his young manhood and worked at his their past connection with Tht
about $700,000,000 of advertising, of
' A.J. TOWER CO. BOSTON
day. Arrangements were made for
successful meat route, whioh he dis trade of painter with N. A. & S. H. rler-Gazi tte, among them beil
which about $200,000,000 was national
the June session in Warren.
posed of when his health demanded Burpee. He was a member, playing Herbert M- Ixrrd, now Dll
advertising. < The papers carried
lighter work. For three years pre the cornet, of that famous original tho Budget and a nationally
about 60 to 65 per cent of the total
vious to his last illness, he was janitor Rockland Band, of which thVie arc character.
Gen. Lord edll
volume of advertising in the country,
of the Tyler school building on Warren now hut three survivors—James paper years ago.
and the volume Is steadily growing,
street, and also built a neighborhood Wight, Its leader, Melville D. HetnenTho tone of all three Wo
COMING !!!
COMING!!
COMING !
said Mr. Mocre.
storeon James street, where he sold ice way of San Francisco and Samuel A. is the same, a high appreo
There are approximately 31.000.000
cream and other goods to neighbors Burpee of this city. Following the the other two men with whi
papers printed daily In the United
1
and children. He had not been able war Mr. Grafton removed to Minne comn into daily contact in
k
V
States, and it is safe to assume that
to attend to business sfneo December, sota, but made oeasional visits among duct of t.'^e business, and
the public's habit of reading nrwsCOMING !.!!
and was confined to his home only his old friends in Knox County, the appreciation^ of the fine
COMING !
COMING I!
papers is mote firmly fixed than any
three weeks preceding his death.
last time being three or four years which fate lino? eaat -th,eir lots,®
other habit, he said.
Mr. Achorn was born in Rockport ago, when he and Mrs. Grafton speui biographies aro an inspiratSB
May 26, 1857. and was the son of the the summer at Crescent Beach. Re other editors and we con
THOSE BATH BLACKBIRDS
late Albion anil Ellizaibeth (Maxey) cent winters found him in Florida, Tho Courier-Gazette^ its two
Achorn. He married Ella M. Fogler from which lie returned only a short and its workers.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
e » • •
of South Hope in 1880, who survives j timP jj, fore his death. Ue never lost
In answer to the item printed in
him, as well as one daughter Mrs. tuCh with his early home, l-'or more
[Kennebec Journajl
the Saturday la80? of The CourierWlllbur 8. CroRs; four grandsons, than 50 years he was a subscriber to
If tho newspapers are not
Gazette. your correspondent does
Clifton A.. Raymond F., Harold H., The Courier-Gazette, which followed
mltted to toot their own
not think that the story exaggerated
William W„ and one granddaughter, him in all his travels.
wherewith shall it be tooted?
In the least the number cf black
Mary F. Cross; also a half sister, Mrs.
in some instancos by tha
birds which flew over Bath when it
Lester Dolhnm of Warren. For his
CASEY AND ME
fellow.
This as we recall
said, "Thousands of crow blackbirds
grandchildren Mr. Achorn manifested
so with regard to the publk
—possibly millions of them staging
|
Fur
Tlie
Courier-Gazette]
unbounded love, and the hours passed
our Rockland neighbor, The
g great demonstration when they
In their presence were the happiest of We were i-lainiR from the first, me anil Casey, Gazette, Messrs. William O.
We worked like the dickens all day.
flew over the city Wednesday on
his life, Raymond F., having lived Aral liy way of a change, every evening
Arnold H. Jones and Frank
their way from the Southland to
On April First the Stockholders of the Sawyer
We went to a dance or a play
with him from infancy.
slow.
Canada," as she was fortunate
happy and care-free and jolly
Funeral services were held Thurs WeAswere
At last it happens they
an.v two comrades eoald lie;
endugh to see probably the same
Boot'& Shoe Company received quarterly divi
day afternoon from his late home. 393 When the war struck we both joined the called ujxyn to do a little
flock .of birds here Saturday.
army
Broadway,
Rev.
Mr.
Ratcliff
of
the
dends on their 7'< Preferred Stock. They also
their own account, on the
They swooped down and flew
To go lighting, went Casey and me.
Univcrsalist church officiating. Knox
of occupying new quarters,
across our yard and It was like a
received
a
distribution
on
their
Class
A
Common
Lodge and Rockland Encampment, I. Mary Flynn wrote a letter to Casey.
lustration of which In the
great thunder clbud as the air was
Said they’d not Imrl a picnic nor dance,
O. O. F. were well represehtid, and And
sue of that paper carrle
Ailed' With blackbirds. They lighted
Stock at the rate of 12%. They have the privi
times were so dull and so dreary
rendered their ritual; also Miriam
.Since tho hoys had gone over to France, suggestion of sumptuousnej
la the field and an apple tree in front
Rqbekah Lodge of which he was a But they’d got up a kind of a shindig.
autobiographical response
lege of owning both.
of the house and entirely covered
And gone on a bit of a spree,
situation is done gracefuly i
charter memher.
the tree and a corner of the field in
But there wasn’t no lift1 to the party.
becoming modesty.
There were many beautiful floral
For they didn't have Casey and me.
a black mass.
I never saw such a
These returns on securities in an established
Forty-six years of associ
tributes from relatives anil friends, It. the thick of the fight I saw Caacy.
sight before.
His face was all spattered witli blood,
pleasant surroundings, of 1
among which was a large spray of
Four flocks of wild geese were
business of over a half century, we believe con
was wild with the spirit of battle,
demand such its any at
seen here flying north the last of the
pinks and jonquils from the teachers HeIlls
uniform covered with mud.
week, also some wild ducks.
and pupils of the Tyler school. The "This thing that tlie.v gave me to tight witli newspaper makes, canned,
stitutes an ideal investment.
Don't seem the right weapon to be.
scribed ir. a few hundred w
Somerville, April 16.
C. E. T.
bearers were -H. C. Clark, A. W.
If I liad tiut a tilt of shlilalah,
their readers wish more of'
Gregory. Raymond Stewart and Wil
I could smash eml" said Casey to me.
per’s valuable space had
There are no bonds that precede the Preferred
lis 1. Ayer. Burial was in Achorn I saw hltn again about sunset,
voted to this interesting au
cemi ttry.
‘He fought like a devil that day,

•••

Nothing can be grievous that la but
once.—Montaigne.

A Quality Soal

A BOOSTERS’ CLUB

Is:

—•

wt

Slicker

COAL
Coal Coal
REDUCTION IN PRICE
r

Anthracite Coal............

$17.00

Steam Coal....................

9.50

Coke ................................

14.00

I

PROMPT DELIVERY AND SATISFACTORY

SERVICE

FRED R.
5 PARK STREET.

WELL

TEL. 255

“THE
1 11

One can of

And well soled too, end in a far better financial condition will
you be if you have your shoes repaired at our plant. WE MAKE
'EM^LOOK LIKE NEW. Try our Crepe Rubber Sport Shoe Sole.

“KEEP-’EM-FRESH”

Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.

in four gallons of cold water
will preserve from 20 to 24
dozen eggs.

18 SCHOOL STREET.

ODD FELLOW3 BLOCK

48-49

Price 30c

Keep-Em-Fresh
OREL E. DAVIES
ci

JEWELER OPTOMETRIST
All the Latest in Glasses
SSI MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
UH

EX
1 11 u U ”
Li/1TRESS

WITH
PARTICIPATION

Eggs Will Be Higher

HEELED

FAST
1 flu 1

Original

Egg Preservative _
WALMSIiF.Y.

Stock and never can be without the consent of
75% of the Preferred Stockholders—a very un
usual protection.

The conservative investor can readily see the
advantages of a security of this class.

ASK FOR OUR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
“THE MOCCASIN,” GIVING FULL
PARTICULARS

Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co.

' Henry C. Merwin, secretary of the
Pine Tree Humane Society desires
Courier-Gazette readers to know- that
the organization is at their service.
This is a state-wiile society, which
fias investigated loses from Dnmui'iscoU> to ChesunctKik. it will send
an agent to any place upon request,
and will pay his compensation and
expenses
We trust that whoever
knows of any caaes that needs atten
tion will notify the humane agent
nearest to him. and if that agent, is
for any reason, unable to act, please
notify by letter or telephone, the
president, Charles A. Gould of Far
mington.
All information will be
treated as confidential.

hangor

48-55
PICTURE FRAMING—Sam sharpened, all
kinds of ahop carpenter work promptly and
carefully done.
EDWIN H. MAXCY, over
Payson’s store, at the Brook.

A Successful Maine Corporation

Bangor, Me.

David 3. Beach is carrying mall on
Ansel Saunders' route -while Mr.
Saunders Is confined to the house
by Illness.
Carlyle U. Brown -Is
substituting for Frank B, Gregory,
who is also laid up In the 'house.

I got a shot tn tlie shoulder,
But Case' ".nt down in tlie fray.
He liad died for the Hag and his Country,
That America still might tie trie.
But tlie tears to my ryes they kept rising
Like a mist between Casey and me.
I am back from tlie front, scarred and
broken.
Blit It waa a blundertrg chance
That sent me hack home here so lonely
While Case' stayed over in Frame;
But when tlie last bugle-call musters
God's forces with note loud and clear,
I know we’ll tie there, me and Casey
To answer the summons, "We’re here!"

Every issue of The Co
zette Is a salesman, visiting
times a week the homes of
cinlty and solicit ing business
advertisers.

YOUR FAVORITE
GARDEN ANO CRADLE
When our babe he goeth walMaj
garden.

Around his tinkling feet the sunb
I don't know what mission lie'll give un.
The posies they are good to Mai
Nor what the grand duty will be.
And bow them as they should to h
But tf an.v fighting Is needed
As
farcth he upon his kingly way;
I know He’ll send Casey and me.
And bird lings of the wood to Mm
Nana Huntley.
Make
music, gentle music, all the
KiM-kland, April 19.
When our babe ho goeth walking In
den.

WITHINGTON

ICE
Service Guaranteed
™XaUpton* 88UW

When our babe he goeth swinfin
cradle.
Then the night it looketh ever i
The little stars are Und to
The moon she hath a
And layeth on his Head a .
And slngeth then the wind 1
, A song, the gentle song of
'4Yhen our baba
“
l
cradle.
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THREE TIMES A
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’TWAS A GLORIOUS EASTER

The First Breath of Spring

AFFIDAVIT

Pfr-unall appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on t.atli
ir,-» mat '»» 1» pressman In the
olhre of d" Rockland Vubllalilng Vo., and
tlut . Ito issue of The Courier-Gazette of
April D. 1-4. there was printed a total of
6.310 f"|P«.

AT REASONABLE PRICES

i'lV

. Mild weather and sunny akies was I ing, Maurice McKuslck, Elizabeth
the Easter offering for Rockland, and Sukeforth, Priscilla Saunders, Ruth
Notary Public.
there was a record attendance in all I Leach. Doris Blackman. Dorothy
of the churches, where programs of Spofford, Myra Simmons. Margaret
unusual excellence supplemented a Spofford. Ruth Smith, Barbara Blais
BIBLE THOUGHT]
group of able sermons appropriate to dell. Rose Whitmore, Eleanor Syl
the day. It would be interesting to vester. Helen Scott and Rose McJ
FOR TODAY—|
know just how many persons attend Clure.
ed the Easter services in this city,
.Bible ThnntrhU mer-orteed. will prove iff
The decorations in charge of Miss
prieeleaa hentaga in after yean.
!
and what the aggregate of attendance |i Alice Erskine were very effective,
was. The figures would certainly be with lilies on either side of the plat
a credit to Rockland church-going form and a cross in the center made
FORGIVE AND BE FORGIVEN;—
habits.
of Easter lilies surrounded by lilies
When >c stand praying, forgive, if
St. Bernard’s Church
of the valley.
je have aught against any: that
The services at St. Bernard’s Cath
1
A special missionary’ offering of $500
jour Fatter also whivh is in heaven
olic church consisted of Low Mass at was suggested for Egater Day but at
irglve )» ur trespasses.—Mark 11:25,
7.30, read by Fr. James A. Carey;
the close of the service Sunday night
high inass at 10.30 by the pastor. the total amount received had reached
Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn and bene $1*00. making the missionary gifts
AN ENLARGEMENT
diction at 3 30. To the Park street for the year more Jhun any other
edifice thronged many members of year In the history of the church.
his I -ue of The Courier-Gazette
this parish, and the congregations
• • • *
ients itself in a somewhat altered
also included quite a number from out
Congregational Church
through enlargement by the adof town. The altar was very hand
A splendid audience filled the au
on of a column to a page—eight
somely decorated with Easter flowers.
of the Congregational
The music, with Miss Margaret Har ditorium
.lumns in all, a total of 168 laches
rington at the organ, was of the church on the morning of Easter
added space. An increasing presSunday.
The decorations, consist
usual high calibre.
ire exeicised by the paper’s advering of a large decorated cross and
ising patrons has been a cause of
The Easter service in Masonic many Easter lilies, were appropriate
The table on which
Temple, conducted under the auspices and beautiful.
requent embarrassment with respect
of Claremont Commandcry, K. T.. rested the baptismal font was decoi what we like to regard as the Just
The musical pro
brought out the Sir Knights in large fated with roses.
rhts of loyal thousands of readers
numbers, the delegation of out of gram consisted of .two anthems by
town members being especially large. the quartet and a solo by Harold
[d an equally valued army of conProf. Ckiffey with the vio
Numerous guests shared with the Gleen.
Sbutors. With this increase of
Commandcry in the enjoyment of lin assisted Mrs. Berry at the organ
ace, equal to more than a page of
the service. Potted plants and cut in the voluntary and the offertory.
At the communion service Mr. find
long-familiar form, we hope “to
flowers made the hall very attractive
The sermon was preached by Rev. Mrs. Ralph W. Hantscom, Mr. and
cet all comers” adequately, render(Cvyytl(kt,W.N.U.)
John M. Ratcliff of the Universalist Mrs. Frederick W. Powers, Mrs. Lucyequ.table service to every person
church, who Is about to close his pas Burton. Mrs. Arthur Orne, Mrs. E. J.
ho has come to look to the paper
torate here, and was much enjoyed. Helller, and the Misses Eleanor
|be mutiny had the mates and crew Rev. W. S. Rounds of the Congrega Bird, Marion Clark, Margaret and
ir entertainment or business pubPOLITICAL BRIEFS
TYPE
i overpowered Capt. Holmes and put tional church offered the prayer and Alice Helller. Evelyn Perry, Martha
city.
him in irons; but under the eircumTwo solos by Mrs. Went Wasgatt and Llnola Young were re
Accomplished victory for President
The ‘Coach" Now Formally ! stances I don’t believe any court in benediction.
worth of Warren, with Mrs. Faith ceived Into the fellowship of the
Coolidge in the campaign for the Re
[The Kennebec Bridge proposition is
Dorothy. Perry and Nancy,
this country would have convicted BeiTy at the piano, were a very church.
publican
Presidential
nomination
Recognized By Society of thtm
children of Dr. and Mrs. Emery
had they done so.
ow sailing along In smooth waters— was claimed Sunday by William B.
pleasing feature of the program.
• * • •
11, ward; Edward Gay, son of Mr.
I In the middle 60’s a Knox County
Automotive Engineers,
1 sueii a ligure of speech is permiss- Butler, the Coolidge manager, in a
anti Mrs. E J. Helller;. and Freder
sea
captain
had
a
young
negro
among
Church
of
Immanuel
formal
statement
in
which
he
said
-but it is not unlikely that furick Webster, Jr., son of Mrs. F. W.
/‘Our Essex business to date this his crew. Probably from pure cus
The Y. P. C. U. sunrise service
ir pitfalls are being prepared for it 563 delegates instructed or favorable
Powers were baptized.
It was a
sedness
and
hatred
of
negroes
he
beat
year
has
been
three
times
as
many
whs
the
first
on
the
Easter
program
to the President had already been
service long to be remembered.
shrewd opponents. Every interhim
so
that
he
died
from
the
effects.
cars
as
in
1923.
which
was
itself
knd despite the gloomy morning a
selected, eight more than necessary
• • • *
\Y.1 The captain laid his revolver on the large group of young people gathered
ted county must send to Augusta for choice. In the list furnished by record-breaker,” declares Geoi
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church
libu-deck
beside
him
and
told
the
crew
Snow.
Hudson
and
Essex
di
at the church and were taken in
deawake senators and representa-, Mr. Butler as favorable to Coolidge,
i that he would shoot the first man autos to the breakwater for a half
The Easter spirit was prevalent at
res who will not sleep more than I “eitK<-r by instruction, by endorse - tor.
“Despite any talk of slack times,! that Interferrtd. He was never ar- hour’s service of devotion.
At 10 30 every service. The auditorium was
;ht hours of the 24, and are fully ment °r by ptrsonal preference.” our volume
of business has gone : rested. Sometime later the owner of the Easter morning service brought beautifully decorated with potted
„ .,
e
,
were the New York delegation of 1*1
p.pa.<le of anticipating the dangers
, ..
,
, .
,
ale of unprecedented ’ the vessel put court papers in the together a congregation which filled Euster lilies, ferns and palms, against
5
and others not bound down by man- ahead on a
The pastor spoke u background of Jonquils, pussy wil
ihieh may be encountered. In this datory orders but which he said pre- improvement nd row that spring is; hands of a L’. S. marshal to serve on the auditorkim.
her an 1 with it the customary rush j that captain.
When the marshal on the theme, “He Is Not Here," and lows and roses in the carrying out of
onmetion the Bangor Commercial ferred the nomination of the pr sifor cars, we feel conservative in say stepped on the deck of the vessel the the choir rendered the musical pro the yellow and white Idea.
(lent.
ditorially remarks:
ing that buyers had better place captain whipped out his revolver and gram published previously.
The
At the morning service the chorus
According
to
Mr.
Butler,
the
•Cool

Delegates at the State conventions
their orders now if they want to be Arid point blank at the marshal's Sunday School Easter service was choir of 26 members, directed by Mrs.
idge
delegates
”
thus
far
chosen
are:
fom Lincoln, Knox and Sagadahoc
sure of the delivery cf an Essex car. head, the ball going through his hat. In charge cf Mrs. Lillian S. Copping Howard, gave the cantata "The
Colorado. 15;
Connecticut. 17;
aunties were found interested in
“‘Every motorist should recognize I was told that it cost that captain and included the following numbers: Resurrection.” with incidental solos
Florida,
10;
Idaho.
11;
Illinois.
59:
andidates and platform proposals
clearly the identity of Hudson-Essex a big pile of money to get out of the Solo. “AHelula, He is Risen,” Mary by Miss Bertha McIntosh, soprano,
Iowa,
29;
Kansas
21
(two
to
be
elect

»ut more interesteel in the construcand the* type ot car known as the
Elrd: duet, “Easter Flowers. Easter and Carlton Porter, baritone, and a
scrape.
ion of a bridge across the Kennebec ed); Kentucky. 26; Louisiana. 15; coach.
The tcoach is Hudson-E:
Carols.' Barbara Wiggin and Alice male chorus of ten Voices. Other
If
any
one
wishes
to
refer
to
the
ath. The voters of these counties
Michigan, 33. Minnesota, Sex and Hudson-Essex is the coach.i
o*r. ai
10. a i :
na ,10 1 _
trial of Capt. Holmes he can find the Merrick: trio. “Christ is Risen,” special music was rendered by Dr.
received statements from all 27; Mississippi, 12; Missouri, 26 (13 The Society of Automotive Engineers
Richard Bird, Maynard Wiggin and ! I. E. Luce and Miss Bertha I.tice of
evidence printed in the Eastern Argus
to
be
elected);
Nebraska,
19:
New
now
has
recognized
the
coach,
and
Dondld Thomas; trio, "Fair Lilies," ■ Thomaston.
Jts for governor or Congress
(Portland),
which
can
be
found
on
Hampshire,
11;
New
Mexico,
9:
New
h'as formally defined it as a distinc
Eleanor Tibbetts, Dorothy Dimiok and ■ The subject of the sermon given
he Second district placing
file
at
the
Boston
Public
L'brary.
York,
91;
North
Carolina.
19,
(3
to
be
tive type.
But the best definition
Dorothy Harvey; solo, “Christ is by Rev. E. V. Allen .Was “The First
;.es on record as in favor of
L. E. Fogg.
Risen." Dressier, Adelaide Cross, with I Easter Morning,” in which he carried
(ation. It wilt not l,e all one elected): North Dakota. 13; Okla is the one given by Hud; ,.1-Essex
South
Thomaston,
April
12.
homa. 12, (11 to be elected); Rhode w’hen they invented the coach.
It is
violin obligato by Lucy Marsh.
I the spirit down to the present day.
hen the legislators gather at
» • « •
Island, 13; South Carolina, 11; Ten a car which gives closed car c mfnrts
At 4 o’clock the auditorium was
At the Sunday school hour every
there will be found those
nessee, 12 (15 to be eleet(d); Virginia. at open car cost.
Aunt Tildy Wants To Know
again filled to hear the choir render class had more than the average at
Ut, the expense
, , of the 17; Washington. 17; Wisconsin, 1;
“There is a Hudson coach and an Editor of The Caui'ier-Gazette: —
the cantata “Immortality," supple- tendance. At noon the ladies of Class
is too great for tae HawaU
phiIlpplne8 ,
Hf sex’ci ach.
They are just alike In
I should be glad to have some one mMhbd li a well arranged program 29 served an Hester dinner, to the
i ju g ng rom
e^ -phe statement said there would be their romfort, their durability and
answer the following:
of Easter selections.
The vesper members of the choir and friends?
istent manner in which the ,
,
,
,
..
,
,
two
contesting
delegates
uu,,.,
from i their all-season us fulness.
Tile
1. lVho now uses Daniel W< li service has been such a success the After dinner talks were given by Rev.
:’counties ar» demanding clear „ „ .
.i, .
.
It,
______ __ ,
, „ Georgia and that Georgia delegates E-sex is just si, much Hudson, and ster’s desk in Congress?
last two years that there is little E. V. Allen and the music director.
unequivocal statements from
... , ,
.. ...
.were omitted from the table.
’ “-----man—
can~
make
'............
up his mind on
2. How did the catch phrase doufct that it will beccme a ptrma- Mrs. Howard, with remarks by other
ilates, we suspect that the solons
whether to buy a Hudson or Essex Safety First” originate?
nerf feature of the Easter program.
mcm'bers present. Mrs. Howard was
conclude to oppose the bridge
Gov. Smith of New York claims he j C ach purely on the issue of hew
At the Holy Thursday service the presented with the most beautiful
3. What book of 309 pages w
auction will find themselves in
will receive the Democratic Presi- much lie wishes to pay.
The • •• ach printed in one night?
following were received into church Easter lily of the kt.
ainority.
dential nomination and that he will is an ex lusive Had m-E.-,-x pro
The afternoon was spent in visit
4. Who originated the phrase O. membership: Mrs. Jessie L. Robbins,
be elected. Tammany men say he will I duct
In spite th
popularity of K.. and wh n?
Mrs. Nettie Stewart. Mrs. Adelaide ing. and the singing of Easter hymns,
Lowiston High School girl have 300 votes on the start and phs- Hudson-Ess
open
•ars
toe
ind
I hope to see the above answered in W. Snow. Mrs. Vesta Mills, Miss with lunch at 6.JO. In the evening
i h i< the car the Wantcrknow Column.
ked the faculty one day this week sibly more. McAdoo and Ralston are lluds ,n sedan. the.
Nathalie Robbins, Miss Helen Fee members of the choir {tod Epworth
which makes up the very gn at bulk
ney, Reonard H Campbell. Richard League gave the pageant “Thfj
mpearing in classes with names the rivals Tammany fears most.
Aunt Tildy.
of Hudson-Essex business
P. Bird and Stanley A. Snow.
At Resurrection." The music was fur
initials of young men printed on
|*I da rot know wb ■ started this
the christening of children on Sun nished by a double quartet, with In
AGAIN
APRIL
light colored stockings. It had
MAINE POLITICS
talk about a lull in th automobile
day morning the following were cidental solos by Mrs. Avaughn Ames.
-----busine ss.
Certainly IIucli ,r.-Essex
a fad there of both boys and
brought by their parents for. the ded Mrs. Thelma Stanley’, Miss Marie
•
[For The Courier-Gazette}
Frank G. Farrington of Augusta ' has not felt it.
The fact probably
ication Service: Richard Hart Marsh, Brown and Raymond Anderson and
Sun and soil a-quickenlng
i to print the names of friends on
Work the charm together;
Republican candidate for governor is that the motoring public has be
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Marsh, Bugler Kenneth White. Mrs. Little■ jackets, but to carry the names
Set
the
slow
heart
dancing,
filed his nomination papers Thurs- come more discriminating in its
lAavrence Frederick Pike, son of Mr. hale presided at the organ at all the
This
first
gypsy
weather
—
nd on shapely ankles was consid- , ,jny.
They contain the names of choke, and a few lines which best
and Mrs. Elishu ’ W. Pike; Ruth services. The attendance of the day
Sv it dancing to a tune «
Livelier than that of June
a bit too much, says the Lewis- 3568 signers, including 121 from meet the public’s preference have
Avery Pike, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. was about 900.
* • • •
been g’ttir.g the big ma.-s c f the
E. W. Pike; Priscilla Staples, daugh
Journal. And it takes something Knox and 152 from Lincoln,
Ail of warm earth’s children
whole business.
Every intelligent
ter of Mr. and Mrs- Hector Staples:
Must he newly dressed
Littlefield Memorial Church
of the ordinary to shock LewisIn the green beginnings
The nomination papers of E.bert observer has known rig’ht along that
Mary Achorn Rhodes, daughter of
i Easter at Littlefield Memorial
Of »hclr summer best
Branded calves appears to have D. Hayford, candidate for State this would be -a highly competitive
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Rhodes; Wil proved to be a tlrtle of blessing and
Clapping hand importunate.
year.
But
for
w
Hudson-Essex
—
why.
j
i it.
liam Knowlton Bicknell, sem of Mr. uplift to all.
Dryad trees can hardly wait.
auditor, contain the names of 41
At 6 in the morning
and MJ-s. Putnam P. Bicknell, Robert in a joint baptismal service at the
Knox county signers. The petitions the j/aee was never before so fast.”
See the sky make ndrrors
Harden Fogarty, son of Mr. and Mrs. First Baptist church the pastor bap
Of* each rain-left pool.
i in Kentucky^ggs have become were headed by George W. Gusliee of
Gazing in like children
D. Raymond Fogarty.
tised three adults. The largest morn
irpIrT^Olfic sections that farm- Appleton and Dora E. Crockett of
Coming home from school.
« « * *
Rockland.
ing audience (luring the present pas
It were sad on such a day
i are giving them to produce truck
To he too grown-up to play !
First Baptist Church
torate gathered for the worship ser
Alice
Lawry
Gould.
vers who will gather them. And
A3
To
JeTferson
Davis
With the announcement in Lewis
Easter, 1924. was a day long to be vice at 10.30. The church waa beau
Auburn, April 18.
connection with this interesting ton that Dr. Albert W. Plummer of Editor ol‘ Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
rememleered at the First Baptist tifully decorated with ferns and
Mr. Philbrick’s question about
Dwight Mosher and Miss
s statement the New York Herald ( Bldbon Falls was circulating papers
church. The sunrise baptismal ser flowers.
FUT AMERICANS ON GUARD
,
,,
,
for nomination as Representative to President Lincoln gives me an ex
vice was most impressive and was Lima Sawyer wore the committee.
bune sadly remarks that best eggs Cpngres9 f,.om (he
(Ugtrict. the cuse to ask about Jefferson Davis.
attended by a large number of peo Tho BJble school attendance was
retailing in that city from 42 to jirst contest in the June primaries A good many years ago, when 1 was Cut Don't Stop To Inquire What ple. Besides the people from fhe First among the banner days of the school.
Church
Ho
Goss
To.
cents a dozen. It’s the same old [ f0V the Democratic nomination for a small boy blutberrylng on the top
In the evening an Easter concert
Baptist church baptized at that ser
>ry, paralleled by Florida’s grape ‘ Governor United States Senator or of Ragged Mountain, I s:: w on a large Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
vice there were’three from the Lit ariVinged by Miss Evelyn Jacoftra and
Apropos of the discussion In your
lit crop which is rotting on the I Congressman m’ade its appearance ledge several inn ving-bolts driven
tlefield Memorial Free Baptist church Miss Berla Lord was presented.
Bertrand G. McIntire of Norway had in for guys in the eenter of a pile e f i columns in regard to the Ku Kltix liaptlzed by their pastor. Itev. O. W. More than 40 of the primary and be
les while Rockland is paying 10 and been unopposed for the nomination.
stones. . This pile of stones was i Kian, this little incident of the early Ktuart.
ginners departments were seated upr
generally known as ‘ Jeff Davis Monu-j days of the Civil War will probably
apiece.
At 10.30 a cingregatlon which filled on the platform in their little chairs.
ment.” We boys believed that at be unknown to your younger read the church listened to .one of Mr. The program was well arranged and
COUNTY POLITICS
some time Mr. Davis had been on the ers. and forgottten by your older ones. Browne’s unusually interesting ser the
selections very appro|glate.
enator F. W. Carleton of WoolPrevious to the Civil War, Mussatop of the mountain for the purpose
mons, his subject being' ‘‘The Fact Not the least of interest was the
The following additional primary of surveying the <• ast. Bummers, j chu
setts
had
a
strong
Know
Noth
nig
will have the support of Bath
,
and Meaning of the Resurrection." child characteristics which' presented
when the three camps of girls take!
whose s,,'«i,n was “ 1>ut n,,nt‘ j Th’e special music Included “Awake a contlhpal performance.
Bocrats in the next election, ac petitions have been filed:
The au
Judge L. K. Campbell has filed his their annual trip t . the tap of the | but American on guard.” very proml-' l'p’ My G*®’?'" -Makerthe eholr: ditorium was filled.
T|ie vestry
ting to a Bath Times prophecy. primary papers in the Republican
mountain. I have wondered what they ( umhrldge man, who was
"The Lily of the Valley,” Anderson. chairs had to be brought in and the
reason, obviously, is that his race for county attorney.
■would think if they knew they were nent in affairs, became a colonel of i
Beginners Department Room opened
Edwin S. Vose. Cushing. Republi standing on the spot where th« 'future volunteers in the army. \Yhlle hist Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Mrs. Rachel
locratic opponent favors building
Directly (oHowtng the concert
Browne, Mrq. Lydia Storer and Miss up.
regiment
was
in
camp
somewhere
in'
can
candidate
for
county
commisPresident of the Southern Confeder
Kennebec Bridge at Richmond,
Winola Rlcban, and “Hosanna" by a largely attended C'ommunlun ser-'
the
South
this
occurred:
sioner.
acy stood when he Hung t > the breeze
f which goes to show’ the trend
It was in the early morning of a j Mrs. Joyce and Mrs. Storer. One of vice was held and four receive^ into
Leroy E. Ames of Yinalhaven, Re the Star; and Stripes. Is this story
Mr. and. Mrs.
the features of the service was the church membership.
pular sentiment in this matter, publican candidate- for representa
cold,
drizzly day. The sentry was'
about Davis true or tu t? Who knows?
special children's offering, which net Ralph P. Conant, Mrs. Josephine M.
pacing
his
beat
in
front
of
the
Col-1
bridge must be built at Bath.
tive.
Some of the newspapers use capi
ted. $100 for the missionary offering. Grover and Mrs. Eele/lnh H. Mosher.
Walter T. Prescott of Rockland, tal letter:; in printing_th names of "ne'’>i tent. This sentry was a son of i
4 6'clqck there was a Vesper bapI
Erin
and
in
Cambridge
in
civil
life
St. Petar's Church
’*
rs have fai’ed well from Democratic candidate for representa the four seasons, while others use |the Colonel’s next-door"neighbor" Th'P I “*»"■« servlc* fPr those wh<) Wcre un‘
s-mall letters.
W3ty the difference?
B
able to be present at the sunrise ser
tive.
Easter atarays brings a particularly
it pal Land Banks thus far.
[Colonel
opened
the
flap
of
his
tent
and
Ralph W. Davis of Friendship.
Delmer Howard.
vice. The total number received by happy feeling to the people of St.
looked out to observe the weather.
;■ s compiled in Washington D(.mocratic candidate for representaSouth Hope, April 14.
baptism was 36 and six were received Peter's, exemplifying the Joy of the
The
sentry,
spying
him
through
Ihe
v that 1907 loans aggregating tive.
by letter. Seven o’clock found the day in the pbre white hangings In
[The use of capital letters is a drizzle, saluted and said:
church filled Io capacity with people contrast to the sombre colors of Lent
'Ihe) have been made to farmers
iSamuol E. Norwood of Warren, matter i f "style.” It was an older
“
Colonel,
might
I
ask
you
a
ques

standing in.thp aisles and some turned
hh state. These totals are much i Kepublifun andidate for represen fashion among all writers to employ tion ?”
and the black of Good Friday. This
away, "not finding sufficient room. Mr /car found the church more bfautiful
capitals profusely, a custom aband
tative.
■'Certainly my tnan. what is It?"
ir than those of any other New
('harles L. Roman of Yinalhaven. oned in favor of neater looking pages.
O'Hara’s organ recital, the selections
"Wouldn’t this he a good time to
:state. Massachusetts rated Democratic candidate for representa Some papers use the capital for Re
iff . which were by request, was very than ever, and its quaint architecture
put into effect your slogan, Put none
much enjoyed, as well as special lends Itself peculiarly to decrtratlon
publican. Democrat, Spring. Summer. hut American on guard?”
'I, with 1242 loa'ns, amounting tive nomination.
Philip Howard has filed primary Others argite that a republican or
selections by Dr. I. E. Luce, 'cello and always. The whiteness of the altar
It is not so far away that we have
.420,505.
papers for the Democratic nominal democrat looks the same in
the forgotten that during our late un Miks Bertha Luce, violin, accompanied hangings were enhanced by the
tion for county attorney. He did not spring or summer with small letters pleasantness with Germany we did by.’s$iss Aayden at the piano and Mr. snowy candles, the pure lilies and the
alt eg up collections among the decide to lie a candidate until Sun —'purely a matter of style adopted by
O'Hai(a at the organ. The choir, un delicate shades of the hydrangeas
not stress whether the man selected
.oOl children for any cause, how day, and his primary papers did not that newspaper. - Some are not fussy by the draft was Jew or Greek, white der. the direction of Mrs. Rachel and begonias. These flirwers wer*
found In profusion and their tasteful
orthy is frowned upon by the leave Augusta until yesterday morn- and let it go either wav acoording or black. Protestant or Catholic. The Browne, very , pleasingly rendered
1,
Schneeker's Cantata
"The Risen arrangement Is due Mrs. A. W.
to the way a writer has set it down.!
•mmissioner of Public Eituca- .ihB Mr. Howard’s opponent is Oscar The Courier-Gazette is more or less I question was. "Are you physically fit King.” with »o|o iwrts by Mrs. Storer, Decrow.
H. Emery of Camden, former judge
to fight?"
•r. A, O. Thomas. And Dr. , of probate. Mr. Howard strved a of this sort. Ed. |
Following the cantata 'by the choir,
The Easter music was bfautlfully
I wonde rhow many 100 per cent
is quite correct in his po-1 number of terms as county attorney,
the children of the Sunday school done by the vested choir of 15 mem
Americans there are in the country,
Captain's Name Was Holmes
The moment the door is besides having been mayor of Rock
anyway. The American Indian today under the leadership of Mrs. Joyce bers. the processlonul belhg excep
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
is a small part of our population. and Mrs. Scott* gave a concert pro tionally <ffectlve. Attendance at the
land.
a crack there will come a
Of (hi ship master of whom I wrote Why not try this slogan:
gram In which the following took early morning celebration and at the
hit a will swing it open wide.
as killing one of his crew. I stand
Behold lmw good and how pleasant P91"*-! Mary Cole, Virginia Leach, B. 10.30 service was very satlsfactor}-.
Rockland had a large representation
qorrecled by Mr. Morrison of Me i it is for brethren to dwell together In Callahan, M. Pendleton. Dora Mc- The Easter Sertilon by Rev. J. B.
„
,
in Thomaston last evening at the
Boze. [Mann. Florence Dean. Glenna Rankin. Pitcher was tftorou^hl)’ ehjoVed. The
.anent waves are fine in hair, premjer of ..The prince ahd the thuen. Mass. I thought he might l'ej unity,
Rachael jfoyes, Florence Wentworth. evening sendee was held in the
good in streets," says the ,;00HP Girl." the fairy extravaganza mistaken in the name, so I wrote for
Every issue of The Courler-C.n-J Margaret MtfMillan. Roy Joyce, Carl- church of St. John the Baptist,
nimercial In other words1 by Miss Smith and Miss Rugglfs. information to the warden of the
State Prison, who replied that the zette is a salesman, visiting three ton Gregory, Catherine Cole, Rachel Thomaston, of which Mr. Pitcher Is
.bboard” effect that Chief Praise of the performance is unstintWentworth, rector, and many of his Rockland
,,
,
, . , , led and another large audience ir. ds- qame was John A. Holmes, senten times a week the homes of this vl- ^rotfne, Mra. Helen
Igent tells about is b
for the Becond performance this ced for murder Nov. 22, 1S59. par ciolty and soliciting bualneiw fcr 4t» Cleveland Mor’Jf' ISveMU Frohook. parishioners followed him tfilther for
doned Jan. 8, 1861. It would of course advertisers.
i Richard Whittemore, Gordon Bpurl- Evening Prayer.
ome than In the highway. juelMjay evening.
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HIGH GRADE CLOTHING

And the Services In Local Churches Were Enjoyed By
Record Breaking Congregations.

Bockland, April 22, 1924

Before

Every-Other-De
'”t"
- -----------

FRANK B. MILLER,

Peavy Bros.

oV To?

HAND TAILORED

Suits and Overcoats
For quality, style atd fit we know of no better
clothes than Peavey Bros, make and we can and
do sell this make of high class clothes at prices
way below that of any nationally advertised line.

& HUBBARD HATS

LAMSON

HATHAWAY SHIRTS
YALE AND CARTER’S UNDERWEAR

Burpee & Lamb
WALDOBORO

AVOID WORRY!

____
I
Edgar Hagerman spent the huli lay J
and.weekend at home troin I’ortli tdMiss Audrey Wyman if Eveptt,'
Muss , has been visiting her panjits, i
Mr; and Mrs. W. P. WVman.
Percy Turner of St.
nils w.v in
town last week.
Mrs. Lilia Blaney and Miss Ma ciu
Blaney have returned from a firee
Weeks’ visit in Massachusetts.
CLEANS AS IT POLISHES
Harold F. Gonzales attended Ihe
meeting of the secondary school |ilnSheds Water, Makes Automobile
cipals in Augusta last wei k
Tops, Waterproof, Water Cannot
Rev. Guy MeQuaidee w.i-in N bleWash It Off. Protects Varnish and
boro Thursday.
all Metal Parte of Autos. Albapol
Mr. and Mrs. Meaubec Aclnn il l ive
is non-inflammable and a solvent
returned after spending the t.ntei
for hard grease; will not scratch
in Massachusetts.
i white.
>cen Hpt ilinp
Gardiiu and
FOR SALK BY
Brunswick.
*
Vea-ic Hardware Co., Rcckland
Miss Maeriee Benner of koMistm:
Motor Mart, Moody’s Garage, M.
has been in town a few■ (lays.
B. & C. O. Perry, Rockland Hard
Announcements have been re ivee’
ware Co, Fireproof Garage, Rock
ea 11. S enger
land; Curtis Hardware Co., Cam
irrar al Chaifont. Pa.. April 17.
groom i» the i den.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas t enger
and.a nephew , f F. A. Hovey f this
town. He has spent many si umers
VINALHAVEN, ME.
a.t, Martin’s Point where his treat; ,
46-69
have an attractive sumnTer eainp.!
Mr and Mrs. Stenger will lie ; home;
after May 1 at 3531 North 21; street.
Tioga. Philadelphia.
Dana S. Hawthorne, son of...........
Dr. I
Jdhn S. Hawthorne, who is a umnier*
rClident of W aldobor lias won new
THE THEATRE AROUND
litffiors for himself and Middlebury
THE CORNER
College. At a recent debate between
Xtddlebury and Hamilton Colleges at
Last Showings Today
Albany. N. Y.. young Hawthi rue was
on, the negative side wlileli v ,h the
decision .by 12 to 1. He is a member
of the class of 1921.
Tonight comes one . f he prize,
pictures of the season w h Gloria!
.Swanson In the title role f "Blue-'
Beard's Eighth Wife." T1
part of| WESTERN PICTURE
SCENIC
the taseinnting French girl
ho mar-1
ries a millionaire to have ■r family j
Wednesday-Thursday
from ruin, presents Miss Swanson’s
gorgeous personality in a: ideal s»-ttlng^A Huntley Gordon a d Robert
Agnew are in the supp. ting east
The American comedy is died "The
Rivals." and is sure to I
amusing,
International News is als a feature
—Wifh—
of tire program.
MARY PHILBIN

ALBAPOL
AUTOMOBILE

FURNITURE POLISH

L. C. SMITH & CO.

EMPIRE
MAE MURRAY

“The French Doll ”

“The
Temple of Venus”

DAVID BUTLER
PHYLLIS HAVER

Percy L. M-. Phee, man ,ger of the
Turner Center System ; ,.-e had a
tolerably strenuous day yesterday.
Worked in the forenoot, ''.;.iy(<l ball
in tiia afternoon, and i le the goat
in the evening—when Claremont
Commandcry conferred ft lie orders of
Red Cross and Malta up >n hltn.

And 10CO American Beauties

—Also—
WILL ROGERS in
“COWBOY SHEIK”

Friday-Saturday
Will Rogers in ’ Galloping Ace”

WE WANTERKNOW!

PARK

MATINEE, 10c, 17e

EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c
THREE SHOWS—2:00, «:45, 8:30

The Theatre with the Big Pictures

LAST TIME

TODAY

i “DAWN OF A TOMORROW”
—’With—

[

\ Jacquiline Logan and David Torremce
LATEST IN NEWS

NEWEST COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

BUSTER KEATON
—IN—

/“OUR HOSPITALITY”
Seven Reels of Thrills, Romance and Laughter.

See One of the

Best Comedies Ever Screened.

ROUND TJ4REE OF

“FIGHTING
’

BLOOD”
* FABLES

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY—“DON’T MARRY FOR MONEY*

ORDER EARLY FOR SPRING DELIVERY
We Have In Stock a Good Line of

BARRE GRANITE MEMORIALS, VERMONT
MARBLE COMPANY’S HIGH GRADE MARBLE
AND MANY OF OUR LOCAL GRANITES

We will be pleased to have you consult us before placing your orders.
Telephone Connection

,

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
W^-tf

,

EAST >>9uiW'l *J l!W«W,a-’

-

’Every-Other-Day-

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 22, 1924.

TALK
OF —THE
TOWN
•V
1

AN

0$ the Concrete

April 21-22 —School operetta “The Prince
and the Goose Girl” in Watts hall, Thom
aston. for benefit of School Building Fund
April 25—Animated advertising assembly
at the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 2ft— Liiuerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Megunlicook Grange, Camden.
April *27—Daylight Saving begins In
Rockland
April 3Qp—Thomaston-—Annual dance re
cital of pupils of Jennie Harvey Percival in
Watts Hall
May 5 -Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R. meets
with Mrs Hester Chase. Middle street.
May 3—N.viregliazl recital, First Baptist
Church.
June 3—Knox County W. C. T. U. Con
vention.
June 1ft—Primary elections.
June 21 Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.

UUHltH

Hums'll.

IUKE
ONE (Ut

VERTICAL WRt 4l
STROKE h 9 THR££
point susknsioa-

SIMPLE CAM SHAFTVALVE5 l|*

A. C. Jones has sold a Studebaker
ear to T. .1. Maker of Warren. '

M. Havener is now delivering
Coon ice eream in a steel 'body Ford
,

ztWork on (lie Royal Arch degree is
tlie occasion of a special convocation

of Knlg Solomon Temple Chapter,
•which will be held Thursday night.

Class 26 of the M. B. Church will
serve a supper at 6 o’clock Wednes
day night at the home of Mrs. Mlartha Koster, Broad street.
Mem
bers and husbands are invited.

Tlte High Schol players, made their
debut yesterday in hrynd new uni
forms, bought through the sporting
goods department of James F. Car
ver's store.
The uniforms are light
gray, trimmed with maroon, and
bearing orange and black letters.

Writing from Santa
Barbara,
Calif., Miss Maria M. Barrett of
Rockport, who Is about concluding
an eight months visit on the Pacific
Const, says: "Congratulations on the
delightful opening of your wonder
fully line office. We have been sub
scribe rs to The Courier-Gazette for
over 30 years and enjoyed the paper
always."

0A(K FROM DIE
AUTO SHOW
M&nrisM.W.N.

COMMON SENSE BUYING
Now is the time to buy those articles for Spring,
Summer and Fall use—the furniture for the warm
tnoriths. Foremost in the list come Refrigerators
and the comfort giving, highly efficient modern Oil
Stove.

During house cleaning season any
one having clothing of any kind es
pecially children's, to contribute to
the worthy poor, is asked to leave
the same at City Store Tuesday and
Thursday afterndon between 4-nnd
o'clock, or call 663-W during those
hours and someone will call.
Any
donations will lie much appreciated
nnd given to worthy ones.
We have a full line of Solid

L. C. FIELD
Has been fortunate enough to se
cure the services of—

J. B. Adams
OF THOMASTON

Who is an—
UP-TO-DATE SHOEREPAIRER

and is now able to give the public
Quality and Service in that line.
Hand Sewed Taps if desired. Mr.
Adams, who leaves Thomaston
mornings, will gladly receive and
return work for people in that
district.

L. C. FIELD
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
342 Main St. Opp. Strand Theatre
49»lt

STARTER
ATTEND

The new telephone number of Mil
ler’s Shoe Store is 259-R.

|A blazing feather bed in the house
of John II. Breen on Winter street
Sunday night brought the fire de
partment out on a still alarm.

INNING

Baseball In Rockland Gets a Mighty Fine Sendoff—Rising’s
Flinging Arm Shows Good.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for th/ week in I
the North Atlaati States; Gener
ally fail- with temperature sllghUy be-,
low normal first part; considerable
Cloudiness with occasional showers
with temperature near normal latter
part-

truck.

ELEVENTH

Page

The express crew handled Satur
day a large hoisting engine which
had come'from Boston and waa con
signed to the Yinalhaven Fuel &
Light Co.
Camden Encampment will visit
Rockland Encampment Wednesday
night. Picnic supper will be served
at 6.30. Patriarchs are requested to
furnish pastry.
Rockland High playa In Vlnalhaven
tomorrow—the first game of the sea
son in the Knox and Lincoln League.
Rising will probably start the game
for Rockland. Next Saturday the
strong Wiscasset Academy team
plays here at 2.30.
Yesterday was one of those curious
holidays when It was Impossible to
transact much business, yet there
wasn’t much of anything else to do.
To he sure the banks were open, by
virtue of having closed Saturday,
instead, and there was nothing to
prevent a person from rushing down
town gleefully and mbking a targe
deposit. Outdoor diversion was fur
nished by the ball game tote In the
afternoon.
A number of local an
glers hit the trail ifor nearby trout
streams and some stayed home to do
spring chords around the house. But
as a real holiday Patriots Day did
not rate better than 33 3-3 percent.

The baseball season on the new
Broadway Athletic Field opened most
auspiciously yesterday
afternoon,
when the Rockland High School team
defeated a strong local aggregation
6 to 5. Faint hearted fans who hud
thought they might see oifly a scrub
game, at best, were happily disap
pointed for the contest went 11 in
nings, and produced thrills of a midseason calibre.
Young Rising has wintered well,
and his initial performance in the box
was the striking out of 16 men who
have figured prominently In the Twi
light League and local baseball.
Pitchers were thlcker'n black (lies
over a trout stream in this game
Coach Jones sending three slingers
into the box for the orange and black,
while the Locals worked a fast trio.
Not many ball games find father and
son both pitching, but this was the
case yesterday when Wendell Thorn
ton was heaving'em across for the Ki
Yippies while “the old man” was do
ing his darndest to stem the orange
and black tide.
The blue ribbon artist in this Pa
triot’s Day bout was Stewart—.Frank
Stewart, to be more specific. This
capable guardian of Sack the First
took everything that came his way,
and some that were not. And when
he came to bat—ye gods and small
minnows ! He made two singles, a
double and a triple and if he had
one more turn at bat it is easy to see
what would have happened.
Knight showed good form behind
the plate accepting his 19 chances
McPhee was the Locals’ "man. be
hind," and it was soon seen that the
winter frosts had not affected that
familiar smile.
\
The score:
Rockland High

ab r bh tb po a
Murphy, ss ....... 4
Montgomery, cf.. 2 0
Nosworthy, cf.... 1 0
Masqn, cf ......... 1 0
Greene, p ......... 1 0
Thornton, 3b, p.. 5 0
2
Massolin, rf __
5 1
Fd. Stewart, 2b.. 5 2
Cameron, if ..... *52
Fk Stewart, l'b.. 4 1
Knight, c ........... 3 0
Rising, p, ft ..... 5 9

ANIMATED ADVERTISING
ASSEMBLY
4

High School 01000031001—6
Locals .......... 0010010300 0—5
Two-base hits, Frank Stewart 2.
Three-base
hit,
Frank
Stewart.
Double play, Thornton. Fred Stewart
it-.d Frank Stewart. Umpire, Thomas
Chisholm. Strikeouts, Rising 16, W.
Thornton 1, C. Thornton 5, Wotton I,
Oney 2, Rogers 3.
Scorer, Cecil
Benson.
• • • •
The big leagues got Into action last
week—the American for its 25th sen
son and the National for its 49th sea
son. Will both New York teams re
peat?

—IN THE—

ARCADE—ROCKLAND

FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 25
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE CHAPIN CLASS
A pageant of well known business firms interspersed with

DANCING AT THE CLOSE

• • * ♦

MARSTON’S

' • • »»

FIRST ANNUAL

MAY COSTUME BALL
ARCADE—ROCKLAND

THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1924
MARSTON’S ORCHESTRA
AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION
TICKETS 50 CENTS, Including 50 VOTES IN QUEEN OF THB
MAY CONTEST
The Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc., ifiiuniiiinniiiiiiiiiiiniiuiBiiiiiUUiniESiiiia
1855
shipped a carload of fish to New York
Saturday night. The cargo was in
tended for the fortlgn trade.

^Memorials'*

The Knox County Motor Sales Co.
E. A. GLIDDEN &
has leased from the Deep Sea Fish
WALDOBORO,
eries, Inc,, the Atlantic drying sheds
ZiiiniuinniiiiniiMiiiNiimiiiiniiffliDi!Dii:mRmiriRMM
on Atlantic wharf, and Is using them
as an assembling plant for Ford cars. Common causes of backward i
Defective
Mrs. Guy Lermond who has been
Defective he
spending the winter in the South, has
Defective br
been engaged as pianist at Empire
Defective teeth. 1
Theatre. Her services as pianist at
Defective nutr
Park Theatre are remembered with
Rockland Red Cr
much pleasure.
MARRIED
Grlndle-Dearborn—Camden, April
Lucius II. Duncan died last night Rev.
R. H Hayden. Harold G Grlndle
at his Camden street home at the Miss Frances M. Dearborn, both of
Osgood-Sukeforth—Easton, Maas.
age of 85 years. Funeral services
E Osgood of Easton and 1
will be held from his late residence Clyde
E. Sukeforth of Washington.
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Kt enger-Harrar—Chalfont, P*.,
Charles H. Stenger, a summer I__
Obituary deferred.
Waldoboro and Miss Ida F. Harrar of <

Nathan Berliawsky is walking with
The ice is out of Chickawaukie and
a prtmounced limp, due to a sprained Megunticook Lakes.
■ ib.-f
Refrigerators, which are ab-'l
ankle.
Supt. F. S. Sherman of ,Abe East
ern Steamship Lines, Inc.', .bad, an
There will be a meeting of the Ma
soluteiy guaranteed.
opportunity to see for himself mow . Joseph H. Wiggin who spent the sonic Temple Association at the
We carry the High Grade Economical
rough it was Saturday morning jjown weekend in this city has returned to Temple at 7.30 this evening.
Perfection and Nesco Oil Stoves—
on the waterfront, but he wa»acarce. Belfast.
$1 5.00 and up
there are no better made—2, 3 and 4
ly prepared for the message whtah
The Saturday Night Supper Club
burner sizes with Ovens to match.
•Harrison F. Hicks was guest of held its regular weekly meeting with
came to him during the day that ,the
rough seas carried away part of the honor at a family birthday dinner Mr. and Mrs. A. C. MeXJoon, Grove
A Rare Buying Opportunity is Found in the 65 Cent
company's wharf and freight house given at Ids Talbot avenue home street, last week.
at Dark Harbor. By a dint of ener Sunday afternoon.
Floor Coverings which we are closing out at 45c.
getic work all of the freight was
Will some kind reader please tell
Judge Miller, R. I. Thompson. Alan one who wishes to know the names of
saved, hut the rest of the salvage
work was conducted in the midst of a L. Bird, Charles T. Smalley and En- the southhirds that are now with us.
storm-tossed bay. The wharf was zign Otis are present at the opening filling the world with Joy?
about 75 feet square and the freight of Lincoln County Supreme Court in
31 3-315 Main Street.
ROCKLAND.
Tel. 745-J
house was 25x40, the properties hav Wiscasset today.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Jnseph of
ing come into, the steamship com
Fitchburg, Mass., with their grand
pany's possession several years ago.
Edward M. Hayes, who recently re daughter are the guests of Mrs.
turned to this city, after a brief fling Emma C. Porter, School street.
Tickets for the Nyiireg'aazi recital
Rockland has its “Gasoline Gus ”
Gen. Knox Chapter conferred the at farming, has leased the house at
If there are any ’’Gloomy Gusses" of May 5 are on sale nt the Maine
Members of King Hiram Council
they should join George Roberts’ Music Store, H. H. Crie & Co.’s and 17th an l 18th grades upon the fol 15 South street. And if you think
should put a conspicuous circle
house-hunting
is
any
sinecure
these
lowing
candidates
Friday
afternoon
the
North
National
Bank;
also
by
Booster Club.
Icircle around the date May ?, which
members of the Wight Philharmonic and evening: Everett A Munsey, E. days have a little talk with Eddie.
will be the last work meeting before
K. Gould, Raymond S. Bird and Wal
Society.
ter L. Johnson of Rockland; John W.
Frederick Gage, son of Dr. I. B. the summer vacation.
Linnie Carter who was found in Clayter. Ernest A. Robbins, Jr. and Gage of Swan’s Island was brought
The cnemicai made a quick run to
an intoxicated condition on Winter E. E. Boynton of Camden; Charles to this city Saturday afternoon, suf
street Sunday was sentenced (by E. Shut? of Wiscasset: Joseph Pqll- fering from complications of double the residence of Clarence R. Dorman,
Judge Miller to six months in the man of Belfast; J. F. Clifford of Port pneumonia. He stood the journey North Main street yesterday fore
noon and handily squelched a lively
Woman’s Reformatory at Skowhegan. Clyde; Guss .L. Cates and Jddward across the stormy bay surprisingly
N. Harman of Thorndike and Robert well ahd was taken to Silsiby Hospi roof fire (hat had started from
She appealed.
K. Cousins of Stonington.
The tal where his condition was reported I sparks from the chimney.
»
Chapter Was inspected by Illustrious
In dodging a trolley car at the Brother Harry R. Virgin of. Portland, much more favorable this morning. I Miss Emily Pease, who was one of
head of Tillson avenue Sunday fore active 33d degree Mason, wifo com Dr. and Mrs. Gage accompanied the | the play directors at the Children's
noon Maynard Oxton drove
his plimented the fine quarters and the patient to this city.
Playground the past two years, is
roadster against the front of the excellent quality of the work. Sup
home from Concord, N. H., where she
Spear Shoe Store to the great det per was served by the Eastern Star. .. H. Eaten Boardman, who has been has been teaching physical culture.
riment of the northern plate glass
engaged as pianist at Empire Theatre She plans to spend the iiunim r
window and the nerves of those who
for several months, leaves tomorrow abroad.
The
February
number
of
"The.
'happened to be In the vicinity. Afr.
for Jefferson where he will start a
World's
Work"
contains
an
article
Oxton and his companion fharles F.
motion picture show pf his own. The
qn
"Taking
the
(Constitution
to
the
Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F., and the
Case were uninjured, but neither
pep which this young artist displayed
People,
”
by
Robert
MField,
wbkth
cares to indulge in movie stunts
and his varied repertoire was very various branches of the order are re
conveys the idea of having a nation pleasing to the patrons.
quested to meet at the lodge room
again.
Wide contest in the public schools
Sunday at 6.30 p. in., daylight time,
so that a .better and mors general
for the purpose of attending the Odd
Peter Nelson, chief bosn's mate, knowledge of the principles of COnOn the day of the late M. A. John Fellows' anniversary service at the
who is having a year's leave of ab stitutionoal government may be ob son’s death there came from Law
First Baptist church. A large dele
sence from the Navy, left Monday, on tained by the pu'pils, both of native Court a rescript in his favor in the gation is desired.
the first leg of a journey which will and foreign parentage.
important
Lincoln
County
real
estate
This con
take him prety much over Europe, test was tried out last year In case of Elden O. Borneman et als vs
Miss Anne Hanley, who has served
with a special stop in Denmark, his Southern California, prizes were, of H. A. Milliken. The case had been Ihe past four years as cashier of the
native country. Copenhagen will be fered and it met with such great dragging through the courts since Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc., has resigned
his mail address meantime. He ex success, that the promoters thought October 1914 when a jury awarded the that position, and will spend a vaca
pects to visit the French battlefields, best to have these contests held plaintiffs a verdict of $1295. Milli tion in Portalnd before making other
and if conditions are favorable he will throughout the United States, which ken had bought land adjacent to plans. Miss Hanley's services were
penetrate into Germany. Mr. Nelson has been divided into seven zones Borneman's property, and, it was al- highly valued by the corporation,
will sail from Boston Sunday the 2?th centering .in New York. Philadelphia, leged. had encroached onto the lat which regrets to lose them, as her
on the Cunard Liner Scythia, with Chicago, Boston, (Atlanta, Kansas ter in.cutting timber. The issue in associates do her presence.
the expectation of being home In City and Los Angelea
All pupils volved was whether the old Waldo
February or early 'March. By that from the seventh grade up through boro line should be used or the new
Mrs. Geneva Rose Huke was host
time he will probabjy be- ready for the Senior Class df the High Schools one. The case went three times to
another enlistment in the .U.-S. Navy, can compete <br a ,prize given for Law Court, which decides that the ess at a sewing party and tea Friday
where he has already served 20-odfl the best oration, which must not old line should be regarded. The ver afternoon with her cousin, Mrs. Ai'
years.
*
only be original but must consufne dict .was reduced to $600. which was bert G. Wahlberg of Forest Hills,
only 15 minutes of time in delivery. quite satisfactory to Mr. Johnson’s Mass., as guest of honor. Sunday
morning Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
The funeral services of the late M. No student over 19 may compete as Clients.
Rose entertained a family breakfast
A. Johnson were held at the family It Is desired that the younfer ele ■j ■
party at their Broadway home follow
residence on Warden street Sunday ment in the schools become inter'
Some of the
There will be an apron sale at 2 p. ing which Mr. and Mrs. Wahlberg
afternoon, Rev. John M. Ratcliff- of ested in the subject.
m. and supper at 6 Thursday. April who have been their guests for sev
the Universalist church officiating. subjects qre: "The Constitution;
A very earnest .and tender tribute “Hamilton and the ConslitutloM:”. 24, ,in St. Peter’s Parish room. Sup eral days, departed by motor for
tickets 35 cents.—adv. 49.-lt
was paid to the , character of this “Wiadhlngton and the Constitution;' per
Massachusetts.
I'-» e.;. . man who had shared so largely in “Lincoln and the Constitution, etc.'
the community's affairs, and at the The whole purpose of tlhe contest Is
elope of his sermon the pastor read to aflouse a deeper .interest in the
several touching
stanzas
from constitution and to gain a better
“Hope's Song.”
The Knox Bar knowledge of the lives of the men
Association was present In a body,, who have 'been prominent in our
GRANGE HALL SOUTH THOMASTON
and there were large delegations, nation's history, thus the parents'
from the Masons, Odd Fellows, Elks interest is awakened as well as the
and Maccabees. Another significant pupils in our American institutions.
tribute to the deceased was found in These contests are also launched to
SUPPER 5:30 TO 8:00
*
Aire
fhe wonderful display of floral of promote the art of qratory,
ferings. .inclvded among which were any of the students in the Rockland
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT KNOX LODGE BUILDING
manj- designs of rare otauly.
The schools or in the schools in this vi
Iwarers were Judge Frank B. Miller, cinity going to cotiipete? Even
SMALLEY’S ORCHESTRA
Edward C- Payson, Charles
T. if they received no prise the inforFRESH HADDOCK CHOWDER FOR SUPPER
Smalley and Frank A. Tirreli—all mattou gained la«etudyin|M4ie «ub>
49-50
members of the Knox Bar Asociation. Ject chosen, would be of lasting henThe burial was in Achorn cemetery. eftt and advantage to them.
Oak, White Enameled

Lined

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

l*B«Ba9BSaSBBB9SBS=^S

SUFFER AND DANCE
FRIDAY,

APRIL

25

ORCHESTRA

TICKETS 50 CENTS to entire evening's entertainment.
49-60

♦ « . *

Maine will ihe spattered liberally
with fast semi-pro ball clubs this
summer. Twin towns, gff f f ffmmm
summer. Twin Towns, Dixfield and
Lisbon Falls are busy making plans
41 C 11 14 33 11
for their clubs. Farmington and Liv
Rockland Locals
ermore Falls may be back into the
ab r bh tb po a
fold again. Lewiston-Auburn plan
McPhee, c
2 3 1 1 14 1
championship outfit. Western Maine
Wotton, 3b, p.... 5 1113 5
Rogers, 2b
0
0 0 3 2 0 will be represented by the Eastern
Dimlck, ss ....... 3 0
0 0 0 J 1 of Brewer, two Oldtown clubs and
Bar Harbor. The Millinockets have
Oney, p, cf ....... 3 1
1 1 J it
not yet decided whether to have
Foster, rf ......... 2 0
0 0 0 0
clubs or not. Augusta will again
Brackett, lb ..... 4 0
2 2 10 0
Allen, if ............. 5 0
have a fast team. Berlin, N. H„ will
0 0 1 0
Alealey, cf, ss .... 5 0
0 0 1 0
a nine onto the diamond this year
Thornton, p....... 2 0
0 0 1 3
and will of course, invade Maine
With its n< w bail park Rockland
38
5 5 33 11 4 ought to be in the game somewhere.

pleas*

ing specialties.

Morse High of ltatli has seven vet
erans in its batting order this sea
son, including Sheridan and McUull
aid of the twirling staff,

The Bath Times harks back 17
years to find a Bath girls’ busketbuil
team which can compare with the one
Rockland High defeated with such
ease recently.
....
Manager Merton Ames has an
nounced the following schedule for
the Camden High School baseball
team: April 26, Castine at Camden
May 3, Camden at Belfast, pending;
May 7, Newcastle at Camden; May
10, Thomaston at Camden: May
14, Camden at Castine; May 17, Vinalhaven at Camden; May 21, Cam
den ut Newcastle; May 24, Rockland
at Camden; May 26, Camden at VInalhaven; May 31, Camden at Thom
aston; June 4, open; June 7, Belfast
at Camden, pending; June 11, open;
June 14, Camden at Rockland.
/« « • •
Eugene L. Maddocks, at one time
world’s champion roller skater, died
in Pittsburg last Wednesday of pneu
monia. He was born in Orland, Me.,
in 1861. He participated in roller
skate races In the New England
States and later toured the country
meeting many skaters of note. In
six day race at Madison Square Gar
den. N. Y„ in 1885, he skated 1128
1 miles. Maddocks was well known to
the older sporting fans of Rockland

THE

M,

font.

Saturday’s storm (April 19) didn’t
have anything on April 18, 1916,
when there was one of the heaviest
snowstorms of the season, according
to the record kept on the walls of
Joseph J. Veazie shoe repairing shop
on Myrtle street.

DIED

BORN
Clark 8t C.eorge, April 20. to Mr.
Mrs. Merrill Clark, a son.
KogiOi Waldoboro, April 18, to Mr.
Mrs. IViel C. Bokkf, a daughter.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and neigh
bors who were so kind to us In the death of
our dear baby, also fur the beautiful ttnral
tributes.
Bspeetally do we wish to thank
IFr. Lawry who tried so ,hard to save lu-r
Air. and Mrs. Maurice Proctor and family

East man—Rockland, April
(Smith), widow of Johu M. 1
86 years, 10 months, 15 days.
Wadsworth—Camden, April
Wadsworth, aged 84 years, 8
days.
■Hopkins—Korth Haven, April w.
Emery Hopkins, aged 00 years.
Young—Yinalhaven, April 17,
M. Young, aged 65 years, 10
days.
Grafton—Winona; Minnesota,
John Holmes Gra/ton. native
Me., aged Hl years. 17 days.
Gay—Thomaston, April 1®, _
widow of William P. Gay, ».ged 87
months, 14 dajs.
Duncan—Rockland, April 21, i.r
Duncan, aged 85 ye«rs, 4 months.
Funeral services Thurs<lay afternoon, c
from his lute Camden street residence.
Jtaye—Rockland, April It, Mildred
daughter of Mr. and Mtto. Ernest C.
aged 1 month, 4 days.

BOYS’
SPECIAL VALUES
One and Two Pant

Suits
In the most up-to-date models, made from hanc
wear-resisting fabrics and finely tailored.

310.00, 312.00,SL3.50.315.00

The Payson Compai

SEEDS SEEDS
FIELD AND GARDEN SEEDS. Seed Oats,,
and Wheat. Seed Potatoes, Irish Cobblers,
Rose, Green Mountain and Spaulding Rose. (
Sets, Fertilizers, Bordeaux Mixture, Lime Sul
Dolge Weed Killer (it will do the trick). Boxes j
We have a very complete line of strictly

shipping Eaby chicks; nice line of Sprayers.

SUREPACK
The best egg case on the market may now be
tained at this store.
COME

IN

AND

SEE ONE

The Payson Compi
473 MAIN STREET.

TELEPHOJ
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S Passenger Sedan

$1695

sNow

. f o.b/Toledo

Now you can afford to make that
dream a reality! To own and drive
this luxurious sedan, powered by
the same type of engine used in
Europe's finest cars. Silently glid
ing sleeve valves instead of ham
mering cams and clicking poppet
valves. An engine that improves
with use! An all-season car you’ll
want to drive season after season.
For no Willys-Knight engine has ever
been known to wear out

WILLYSKNIGHT
George M. Simmons
ROCKLAND AGENT

23 Tillson Avenue.

Tel. 4W

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
Has Paid Dividends of

51-2%
Since 1907
HON. FRED E. LAWRENCE, Bank Commissioner
in his last report to the Governor and Council,
said concerning Loan and Building Associations:
“These excellent agencies of thrift and encourage

ment of home building and owning continue to play an
important part in our financial activities. In com
munities of sufficient size and prosperity to support

them they should be afforded every encouragement, as
they have
effective

Every-Other-Day»
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lemonstrated themselves to be the most

agencies

of

systematic

savings

a

on

large

scale yet devised.”

Shares in the April issue are now ready. Deposits
are made monthly in any amount from $ 1.00 up
to $50.00.
TELEPHONE 430
48-4»-T-tf

Where
the trade

find*

APPLES

KINGMAN and
HEARTY
INC.
29 North Side
Faneuil HaU Market

BOSTON,
MASS

A PURPISE
Everyone should have a purpose in life—and
let it be a high one.

You can set a mark for yourself.
Why not decide to deposit a certain amount
of your surplus earnings every week with
the Rockland National Bank.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Tiie Rockland National Rank
Rockland. Maine
|ii|i;. member federal-reserve system

DOCKLAND

SAVINGS

ROCKLAND,

i!,!!!ii!|

BANK

MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3

Saturdays, 9 to 12
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

NORTH HOPE

VINALHAVEN

A children’s Raster cpucert was
given at Unirfn church Sunday even
ing.
At the annual meeting of Union
Chift-vh Society held Friday night at
the vestry M. I*. Smith was moderator
and C. E. Boman. clerk. The new of
ficers arc: Clerk. Mrs. Lottie Carver:
treasurer. Melville Smith; trustees.
Frank. Winslow. John Whittington, H.
T. Arey, Mrs. Lottie Carver and
David Duncan; auditor, M. I’. Smith.
The report by treasure^ L. W. SanbOrn, was read and accepted. The
resignation of Rev. E. AV. Stebbins
was also read and accepted. The
meeting >as largely attended.
The pupils of Miss Hazel Steere
are rehearsing for an entertainment
to be given some- date in May. _ The
proceeds are to tie used towards the
piano fund for their school.
Mr. aud Mrs. W. A. Smith enter
tained at a family dinner party Sun
day in honos' *>f Mrs. Smith's birth
day.
Re v. M. G. l’erry of North Haven
delivered a most able and impressive
Easter address at Masonic hall Sun
day afternoon. The asylum was most
attractively decorated with ferns,
potted plants and flowers. A double
quartet sang "Angel, Roll the Stone
Away,” AV. C. AVinslow, H- L.
Coombs, tenors; Albra A'inal Smith,
soprano: Blanch Hamilton. Dora
A'inal Roman, altos; F. M. White and
O, C. Lane, bassos. The A'inalhaven
Symphony Orchestra played "Onward
Christian Soldiers.” “Abide With Me”
and "The Fifth Nocturne." The
service was largely attended. Those
from out of town were: Mr. and Mrs.
C. 8. Staples, Dr. and Mrs. Lyonborg, Mr. and Mrs. Almond Cooper,
Herman Cooper, J. O. Brown. Foy
Brown and Henry Duncan of North
Haven.
Funeral strvices of Addle M.
Young were held Sunday afternoon
at the home of her brother Jason
where she died last Friday. Deceased
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew J. Young and her age was 65
years. Miss A'oung has made her
slumps
•
home in Vinalhaven for the pas: four
When I think in two weeks myself may
years and previous to this she has
have mumps.
X. M. I*.
lived at Matinieus.
Rev. E. AV.
Stebbins, pastor of Union church of
TENANT’S HARBOR
ficiated at the services. There were
many beautiful floral offerings, silent
At the regular meeting of the O. E.
tributes of love and esteem. Inter
S. Friday night, Mrs. Lillian R. Phllment was made in Ocean A'iew ceme
brook was admitted to the chapter.
tery.
Ice cream and cake were served and
Mrs. Rae Knowlton entertained the
the tables were daintily decorated in
Mothers’ Club Thursday evening.
yellow, purple and white, suggestive
Lunch was served.
of the Blaster season. Easter post
Mrs. A. U. Patterson and sister,
cards served as place cards and pussy
Mrs. Inez Conant entertained the
willows as favors. A printed story
Silent Sisters and their husbands at
telling entertainment followed which
an all day session AVednesday.
furnished much amusement. MaryBen Morang. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Trask and Harriet Wheeler were the
Fred Morang. is confined to his home
committee.
with a broken leg.
■Whitney Wheeler and friend of C.
Everett Libby returned Thursday
C. I., Waterville, spent the weekend from Boston.
with Mr. Wheeler’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Wheeler.
INSPIRATION
Mrs. RInna Andrews who has been
In Florida has returned home and is
She is the quiver of dawn.
She Is the blue of the sea :
a guest of her daughter, Mrs.
:
Sh°
Is the hope that is drawn
Joseph Simmons.
Front a poet’s melody.
Allen Gardiner has had a telephone
She i».the stardust of night.
installed in his residence.
She Is the sheen of the dew ;
Easter services were observed at
Hhe is tiie spirit of light
Tint torches my soul to you.
the church Sunday. Special music
— Le Baron Cooke in Shadowland.
was furnished and a fine Easter pro
gram wag presented in the evening.
STICKNEY CORNER
Mrs. Mary Alley who has been
PARK THEATRE
spending the winter in Massachusetts
*•
____
Miss Bertha Stevens of West Som is a guest of her parents, Mr. and
Tn^ay «-|ll be the last showing of
erville. Mass., was the guest of Mrs. Mrs. MilWr at Wiilardharp'A Dawn of A Tomorrow” featuring
Sterling Hastings and Mr. Snow of
Mahaia Sidelinger recently.
Jacqueline Logan and David TorCamden
are
wiring
the
schoolhouse
The many friends Of Miss Hazel
lence.
The story is a love melo
Sukeforth were pleased to hear of for electricity.
lire. Nancy Long, who has been drama by Frances Hodgson Burnett
her marriage to Clyde E. Osgood of
a popular novel and successful
Easton. Mrs. Osgood was one of a guest of Mrs. Merritt Clark Iras
gone to keep house for Clarence stage play. I The settings are the
Washington's popular young ladies.
Mrs. Elizabeth H. Rollins was call Watts while his daughter is on a va drawyrjg roqm of London society,
cation.
behind the scenes in British politics,
ing on friends here last week.
Capt. D. AV. Wall made a business London cn a foggy nii»ht, the LimeMr. and Mrs. James T. Carroll who
house river front, the slums of
have been in Oakland the past winter, trip to Rockland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary who have Cheapside.
It's human and whole
returned home Monday.
been occupying the Dr.' Leach house some, with many melodramatic highWashington is to haye a girls
for the winter returned to their home spots, one of the most interesting
camp,
"Wetona.”
Miss Bertha
in' Elmore Thursday.
»
films we have ever seen.
And Jac
Stevens of West Somerville, Mass.,
Mrs Rena Andrews who has been queline Logan—she Just reaches
has bought the Albion Carroll farm spending the winter in Florida ar
right into the hearts cf her people
by the lake at RasorviUe'and it will rived home last week.
in her characterization of Glad. On
be ready for occupancy J fine 30.
•Mr. Finney of Boothbay with his the same program there is a two reel
Mrs. Clarence Cramer was calling family will move hts household goods
Comedy and the International News.
on Mrs. R. J. Sargent Sunday.
here and occupy the Dr. St. Clair
"Our Hospitality.” Buster Keaton’s
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cramer and cottage.
He plans to start a fish second feature-length comedy is
little grandson Burgess, were (busi stand- on the wharf which will be coming to the Park Theatre on
ness callers here Thursday.
apiire-iated by the townspeople.
AA'ednesday and Thursday.
This
Mrs. Earle Grinnell Was calling on
Mrs. Rose Watts and daughter picture is described as an entirely
friends here Sunday.
Rosie were guests of Mrs. John Wood new style of comedy.
Aside from
Mr. and Mrs. Earle (Marston were Thursday.
the Keatonesque situations, which
(Mrs. Joseph Hooper is staying with are a staple p’art of the frozen-faced
called here from Rhode Island by the
serious illness» and deith of his Mrs. Weston Rivers a few weeks.
laugh artist’s comedies, the story de
Dr. C. H Leach was in town Fri picts the history of America during
mother, Mrs. Bertha Marston.. Hi?
day
on
business.
family is visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
the railroad building era—one of the
ICipt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook greatest periods in the growth of tho
Hill.
were
in
Rockland
Wednesday.
country. Much of the humor of the
Mrs. A. M. Hill and daughter, Mrs.
A. J. Raw-ley at the head of a big story is developed from the quaint
Earle Marston attended'' the Farm
erfrw
of
men
is
repairing
the
roads
ness of social conditions of the time.
Bureau mteting at Washington Fri
iTho Bt. George Bakery is receiv The contrast between life of that
day.
•
ing a new coat at pain, the work period arid today.—adv.
Miss Gurnell Cabana is worklhgln
being dope by Ray Smith.
Winthrop.
' '’
April 27' the anniversary of the
Mrs. Chester Grierson* and little O. O. F will be held at Tenant’s Har
EMPIRE THEATRE
daughter
Hester,
have
returned bor «Baptist church at 10.30 a. m
home after a week’s visit with her itey. I Perley Miller wilt deliver the
Mae Murray tn “The French Doll"
father, William Creamer.
sprmion.
will have*it’s last showing at the
Miss Gretchen <Jordon of Gardiner
Erdnk Barter is the guest of his
has returned for the spring term of parents and will be Joined by Mrs Empire today.
In “The French
school. This is her third term here.
Barter upon her return from a visit Doll," as an aid to Miss Murray,
Mrs. Robert Cargill is conveying in Bangor.
there is Orville Caldwell. Rod La
the scholars from the Branch to the
Rocque, Rose Dion, Paul Cnzeneuve,
Hodge school.
MRS. ELIZA EASTMAN
WiHard Louis, Bernard Randall and
Wiliam Jackson of West Washing
Mrs. Eliza Eastman, widow of John Lucien Littlefield.
"The French
ton is working for George Gove and M. Eastman, for many years a resi Doll” has a certain Frenchy air
hoarding with A. L. Moore.
dent of the Southend, died in Siisby whi'h helps to weave the illusion
Mrs. Nannie Simmons who is work Hospital, where she was removed There is the usfial short subjects
ing for Mr. Porter at Coopers Mills is after a fall from which she received whb h include a Western Picture and
having \a week’s vacation and is multiple injuries. 'She had remained a Sente.
spending it at hei' homo here.
One of the most elaborate spec
in an unconscious condition nearly
Charles Doe has been sawing wood a week, her advanced age and in tacles produced for the screen is
for J. F. Davis.
juries combining to make the end in said to be offered in the AVillram Fox
Charles Everett was here Sunday. evitable.
Glenwood Gallop who has been
Mrs. Eastman was iborn in New
visiting relatives in Camden has re port. R. I., June 4, 1837, a daughter of
turned home.
Capt. Nathaniel and 'Mary (Lawton)
A. L. Gallop who has been working Smith. After her marriage to Capt.
in Jefferson the past winter has re John Eastman, at that time an of
turned home and with his son Glen ficer in the Navy, but soon receiving
wood is working for Charles Van an honorable discharge, they moved
«r.
to Maine, Capt. Eastman’s native
state. He built the house on Hall
And all taxes pertaining to
street where she ever since resided.
Mrs. Eastman possessed a sunny dis
the City of Rockland will
position and this, coupled with a love
of
music,
and
a
mind
which
remain

Melt a little Vicks in <
now be received at the
spoon and inhale th< ed youthful although bodily infirm
increased, won her a host of office of R. U. Collins, 375
medicated vapors. Applj ities
friends.
frequently up the nostrils She is survived by seven children, Main St., upstairs, over the
Always use freely jus James Albert of Little Deer Isle.
Scott Tea Store.
before going to bed.
Fred H., and Frank W. of this city..
Theodore Dawley, (a son by a for
mer marriage) of Newport. R. L, Mrs
R. U. COLLINS
Ida Boynton. Mrs. Lula Pratt and
Mrs. Grace Ripley, all of this city.
TAX COLLECTOR
Funeral services will be held from
Mrs. Eastman’s late residence today
at 2 p. m.. Rev. E. Ar. Allen offlclafln*

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Deane and
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Ix'rmond and
daughter Elda .who have been spend
ing the winter in Palatka, Fla., ar
rived home last week.
Mrs- Cora Ames arrived home Sat
urday after spending the winter in
West Upton, Mass.
Sympathy is extended to the be
reaved family of Capt. Emery Hop
kins who died Sunday morning.
Capt. Hopkins lived on the Vinalhaven side of the Fox Island Thorough
fare all his life which numbered 90
long years.
Rev. M. G. Perry delivered the
Easter Day address to the Knight
Templars in their hall at Vinalhaven
Sunday afternoon.'
An invitation
was extended to Masons and their
ladles to be present.
Music was
furnished by the Vinalhaven Orches
tra and vocal selections.
Those
attending the service from here were
Dr. and Mrs. Franz Leyonborg, Hen
ry' Duncan, Herman Crockett, F. W
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Staples,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cooper and J. O.
Brown.
The Easter services were well at
tended both morning and evening.
The church was well decorated with
potted plants. Paton Dyer having
this in charge.
Rev- Mr. Perry de
livered a fine Easter sermon.
Fol
lowing the morning service a bap
tism was held when Mrs. Leetefc.
Greenlaw and Miss Mary> -Smith
united with the cirarch.
At the
evening service, the pageant "Dawn
ing" was presented. This beautiful
pageant and cantata, depicting the
life of Jesus at the time of his death
and resurrection was well given by a
caste of nearly 30.
The natal day of Dr. Franz Ley
onborg fell on April 12.
In the
evening 40 of his friends and neigh
bors gathered at the K. of P. hall to
give him a surprise party.
A sur
prise indeed as the doctor entered
the hall to which he had been called
to attend a committee meeting to
find such a room full all wishing him
a happy birthday.
After a social
time of games and contests the partyadjourned to the dining room where
the refreshments were served which
included a handsome birthday cake.
Rev. Mr. Perry', in a few well chosen
words, presented the doctor with a
purse in behalf of those present.
The play "How the Club was
Formed" was presented in Libraryhall. April 11 foll^wed -by a dance in
K. of I’, hall. The play was a huge
success, netting the North Haven
Village Improvement Society (58.
Much credit is due to Mrs. LucyPoole wno played the leading role of
President.
The two other stare
were Herman Crockett and Paton
Dyer who impersonated Mrs. Brown
and Hannah Maria and were the life
of the evening.
Miss Afam Dun
ean and Miss Loqlse Bray gave a
character song between the acts
which brought down the house.
The cortcert given Palm Sunday
under the direction of Paton Dyer at
the church was presented to a full
auditorium. To say It was the best
home talent hag given so fftr is the
least one can say.
Mr. Dyer de
serves a great deal of appreciation
for the work and time he put into
the program-

List week our staff sister who sends forth to
you
Tlie news of Hope’s people, kind-hearted and
[true.
Was wishing that somewhere, a poet of 8prlng
Would burst forth with something—so to her
1 sing.
Now what shall I write of. and what can I
say.
To cheer this dear sister this dull April day ’
An ode to tlie niud? To the snow we’ve just
had I
Or to the nice traveling? Xol that’s too bad.
And to cast my eyes to the heaven’s own
blue,
Thus to write highbrow verse, is a thing I
can’t do.
So 1*11 cotue down to earth and I’ll just write
the news—
Please wait for an Instant, 1*11 just change
my shoes.
Put on a clean apron and tidy my hair.
And get myself placed In my favorite chair,
Now. first. A. I Perry Just sold a fat cow
To Lannle and Leland—and sure they know
how
To dress one off nicely, a part take to town.
And the rest of It Lannle will peddle ‘arotui,’
Donald Pern b borne from the High ttctiool
this week.
His face is so swollen he scarcely can apeak.
He ia still round the house, tho’ much In
the dumps.
They call It the style, but 1 call it the
mumps
Clara Wentworth, nee Hall, with her husband
and son
Have gone down to Appleton, Willard's old
home,
Just to stay a few days with his mother so
good.
To cheer up her spirit and fit her some wood.
Sunday. Alton and Nellie came home to stay
With their wee little son. only Just for the
day.
But Ida, his mother, and pa. Vly G..
Had gone to her old home, her father to see.
And while they were gone, Sam P. and the
boys
Got out the old fiber. And with a big noise
They hU the high spots when they started for
town.
But hadn’t gone far e'er the mud held them
down.
So they called on Kill Hall, a good neighbor
nnd friend.
Who hitched up his team and their troubles
did end.
Everett Dyer is going out. sawing folks’
wood.
He has Just lost a horse.
I knew that he
could
Go around with a smile, just the same, on
his face^
For Ev’s. optlmlnstlc. wherever the place .
There are several new fibers reported In
town;
Atjd Carrie is making herself a new gown.
Gibe pease with the mumps Is gaining, 1
heir,
►
But the rest of the folks will catch them 1
fear.
I’d like to write more, but I’ll wait till next
time.
, ,
And then I wont bother to put It in rhyme
Today is Just fine, bill my courage quite

BACK TAXES

[EAD COLDS

Kiddies’ Evening
Story
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By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

Dog Heroes
“I’ve heard some splendid tilings
about dog heroes lately,” said
Daddy, “and of course I want to
tell them to both of you.”
“Dogs are the best animals in the
world," sahl Nick.
"Oh, yes,” said Nancy, "they are
without n doubt.”
“Well,” Duddy continued, “a
horse was suddenly very much
frightened.
"The horse was used to automo
biles nnd trolley cars, but the horse
had not been hearing anything very
noisy, and suddenly a trolley car
came around the corner making a
great deal of noise.
"I suppose It is just as it is with
people. You know how sometimes
n noise will come unexpectedly and
wp will jump?
“I think It was much that way
with the horse.
“Anyway, the horse did Jump,
nnd then he began to run. Oh. he
was frightened and he Just had to
run—anyway, anywhere, just so he
could run off .some of his fear, or
run away frotrt It,’
“Sitting In the hack of the wagon
was a dog.
His master was in
side one of the shops In the neigh
borhood.
“As the horse started to run away
the dog. with a bound. Jumped upon
the front seat and grabbed the
reins in his mouth. Then he
pulled and he Jumped back of the
seat so' he could pull still harder
and be able to hold the reins to
gether.
“And the dog" brought the horse
to a standstill, and about, on the
street, some people saw It and wrote
to the papers nnd told them of
this splendid dog hero who had
thought so quickly of the right
thing to do at the right time.
“For' one never knows Just where
a runaway horse will run and what
will happen.
“But the dog had kept anything
from happening, and had avoided

Mote Power
Y
OU’VE never seen such power as Jewett
has for $1065. Jewett sets new standards!
And it’s strong in proportion to its 50 horse- >
poAver. Weighs 2805 lbs.—200 to 400 lbs. more
than “light” sixes. That’s why Jewett owners
all brag about its dependability, long life and
freedom from rattles and repair bills. By all
means drive Jewett—yourself. Call us—now.
(617-21
,
.
.

Touring .
Brougham
Sedan . ■

Prittt al Detroit. Tax extra

Ask for terms and demonstration

Fred E. Burkett, Agent
UNION, MAINE

PAI G E

B UILT SIX

picture. "The Temple of Venus',”
Whll'h opens AVednesl.iy an.i Thursday for a two day run at the Empire Theatre.
More, than 1.000 I'acifi ■ coast bathing beauties appear in
the cast and the picture was filmed

Pulling at the Bedding.

all danger by being so quick and so
brave and so bright.”
“Oh, what a wonderful dog," said
Nick. “I guess his master was
proud of him, all right."
“I'm sure of It,” said Daddy.
“Well, he would be a queer mas
ter not to be proud of such a dog,”
said Nancy, and both Daddy and
Nick said:
“That’s right!”
“Then,” said Daddy, "I want to
tell you this evening, too, of the
two collie dogs who caught and
held the burglnr who was trying
to rob their master.
"It was In a big city building and
the burglar knew that lots of
money was kept there, but the bur
glar did not know that two collie
dogs lived in the basement of this
building.
< ‘ (AtlM
"Tlie master had a great deal of
room fog them there, and he had it
fixed up very nicely for them, and
be would take them often into the
country for long walks and runs.
“The burglar was leaving with
the valuables he had stolen when
the master, coming In, saw the bur
glar.
"He tried to get the valuables
away, but the burglar was strong
and was getting the best of the
master when the two collies, hear
ing the master's voice and know
ing it sounded the way It did when
the master was distressed, hurried
up the stairs.
"Quickly they saw what waa hap
pening! Quickly they went after
the burglar.
“Now, the burglar didn’t like these
two big collie dogs. No, he didn't
like them at all.
“He tried to escape, but they held
him fast.
1
“He had dropped the valuables,
but the collies still held him as the
master had not told them to let go.
“The master sent for a police
man, and before long a policeman
came.
“And the big burglar gave up
stealing for his living after this, for
somehow, not only had he been a
failure, but he had been made to
feel such a worthless wretch of r
creature by the two splendid collies
who got the better of him.
"And, the third dog story I have
been saving to tell you was of the
little fox terrier who smelt smoke
late at night and who awoke every
member of a very sleepy family by
pulling at the bedding upon each
bed until they got up.
“The fire was put out In time,
hut if It had been allowed to get
any more headway It would have
caught them all.
“Anfl the little dog had saved so
many livas! AVas It any wonder
that he became more of a pet In the
family thnn ever?”
“I should say not,” cried Nick,
and Nancy added:
"I have always adored fox
terriers!”
1321, Western Newspaper Union.)

(Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the homes of this vi
cinity and soliciting business for its
advertisers.

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

Coupe fl . . . $1250
De Luxe Touring
1220
De Luxe Sedan .
1695

$1065
1325
1495

I
j
j
I
I

on Santa Cruz island.
Mary Philbin and 1‘hyHts Haver appear in the
1 a ling feminine roles with David
Butler i-i tlie principal masculine
part.
The picture was directed by
Henry Otto.—adv.

Yes, It’s a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace
AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
"•

MADE AT BANGOR, MAINE
.a

<r

This is not a cheap
furnace, it is the best
and one of the heariest
built, with asbestos be
tween two double walls,
inside the outside wall.
All Avails made of heav
iest galvanized iron.
With double or single
feed door.
Do not let anyone tell
you that it is not the
best one built, because
our price is much lower
than other high-grade
makes. The difference
is in the profit, not in
the quality.
I have a cheaper furSL nace made by the Homer
Furnace Company, size
"/22 inch, price $165.00,
but the Kineo is the

lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
inch $185.00, all set up.
I am willing to put one of thes^ in any home, if
suitable for a one-pipe furnace, witn a guarantee to
satisfy or take it out after Ave have had some very
cold weather to test it. You need not make any pay
ment until you are satisfied.
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
Ranges and Heaters.
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
shelf for $60.80, delivered anywhere in Maine.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

_Jw/Af the Sign
jiNorf-h National^

of
Banks

ESTABLISHED 1954
We cordially invite accounts, large or small,
Feeling' that relations once established will
become permanently agreeable and mutually
profitable.

Limited U. S. Depository
Member Federal Reserve Bank

North NationalBank
Rockland, Maine
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IOUND THE PLANT
| ,j Series of

RHODE ISLAND REDS..

Bulletinettes

Were February Leaders In
Maine Egg Laying Con
test.

sling With the Big Knox
bounty Lime Industry.
Gregory

Mrs. Belle R. Morse cf PittsfleM,
led during February the annual egg
laying contest.
Her flock cf Rhode
likind Jteds produced 495 eggs in
that month.
Arthur Ibquette of North Edgecomb came second with 474 eggs:
E. W. Wentiworfh of Winthrop,
third, with 457 eggs; Martel Mc
Lain of West Appleton, fourth, with
437 eggs and Harriet Cootbroth, of
Alfred, llfth. with 417 eggs.
One of the interesting features as
shown by the February record is
that Rhode Island Reds took all live
fl’.'it places.
This will be tho first
month that Mrs. Morse has taken
first place although she came in fifth
in both the December and January
records.
Mr. Paquette’s Rhode
Island Reds have taken second place
for the last three months and were
the leaders in November, the first
month of the contest.
Mr. Wentworth's (lock won first
honors In December and January and
second honors in November.
The following is a list of contes
tants who did especially well, fin
ishing In the order named; C. L.
Dinsmore. Waldoboro; Mrs- E. C.
Martin, Liberty; Mrs. N. W. Toiler,
FUirfleld: Philip Sanvllle, North Ber
wick; Fred Bartlett. Houlton; Fred
erick liable, Gorham; A. G. Hall.
Southwest Harbor:
Ernest
G.
Brocks, North Berwick.
The Maine winter egg laying con
test ia an annual affair, this being
the sixth year it has been held.
It
is conducted by O. M. Wilbur, poul
try specialist of the Extension 8ermost of the prominent poultry
vice and the competitors include
reisers in the State of Maine.
In
ordir to take pkrt In the content
the competitors must follow regula
tions prescribed by the Extension
Service in regard to
housing,
breeding, raising and feeding the
flock.
They keep reports which are
forwarded to Mr. Wilbur each
month.
The contest opened No
vember 1 and will end April 30. At
that time the records and data from
each competitor Will be summarized
by Mr. Wilbur and a statement re
turned.

p’lth five kilns out for repairs two
eg of masons went on this week
ush things alonr.
forresl Day has been out since
ch 18 on account of sickness, und
|)rge Miller has been out from the
Be cause since March 29.
Jltl 5 was high for the week of
29 with 1257, No. 1 coming in
nd with 1236. For the week of
•11 5, No. 5 held her own with
1, 4 being second with 1116.
Hydrate Mills

the loading of 26 cars in two days
|h mill products made one of the
ly sessions of the past two weeks.
| has been an altogether busy
nth and hustle continues to be tlie
|Iy password.
r. Fink of Washington, D. C., a
fernment lime expert, has been
to test out digester results. He
nd them very satisfactory. He had
one suggestion to make, which
L^>een complied with.
Northend Cooper Shop

I' »

penry Schwartz, who has been out
March 17 with a grippe attack,
Sects to return to work thiR week.
Tlarch was a buiy month for the
Ip crew. They took care cf lfi
(loads of stock and made 30,500
frels during the month.
Quarries

*

eginnlng Wednesday. April 9, Dr.
i Will be at the quarry dispensary
ry Wednesday morning from 8.30
19.30 o’clock. Employes are ened to free consultation during that
rlod.
Point

Kilns 1, 2 and 3 are now on hard

he cooper shop resumed operation
nday morning.
ony Cross of the Jobbing crew is
King in as kiln man.
cargo of 25.000 brick from d iwn
d way arrived in last week,
ugusto Delmonico has taken the
let Vacated by Louis Peterson on

5.
he trimming crew now working
prises John Y. Sullivan, Mel
pies, Percy Roscoe. Eddie Snow,
tries Seavey, Thomas Lothrop.
roduction figures have beeh strikthe high places the past two
,ika, those of kiln 1 reaching the
•notch record of 1416barrels.
■ htghets yet. The crew on this
i are Antonio Delmonico, F-ed
wnsend and Lorenzo Stanley. Kiln
cas second with 1245. The average
• kiln for the week of March 20
|S 118214, and fcr the week of April
t was 1228*4. which beats all ree
ls for weekly average production.
Roekpcrt

Albert Rhoades is back on the j ,b.
pert Carver is on as day foreman
place of Be^t Poland, resigned,
erbert Poland has relinquished his
• as day foreman and is working
(the pet shed as spare kiln man and
Wer.

[Vork is progressing rapidly on the
ement building. There will be live
ements In the building, fitted for
trie lighting.

24 -ich ventilating fan with moattachment is soon to be installed
the northcrSi of the cooper shop,
ich it is thought will do away with
shop smoke nuisance,
tufus Shlbles had a four days' layfrom arnt injury received while
oading barrels. A burrel fell from
■k, striking him on the right arnt
1 causing a severe cut. He was
pded by Dr. Green.

Counteract Your
Tendency toward
Acid Mouth . . .
By letting WRIGLEY’S give you
relief, lasting joy and benefit.
It removes the food particles that
lodge in the teeth and cause fer
mentation and decay. It WASHES
the mouth and teeth, counteracting
the acidity that does so much damage.

t

11

WANTS THE JAPANESE

WRIGLEYS
after every meal

•

is prescribed by dentists and doctors.
Says one dentist: “If chewing gum is used
regularly it will result in a noticeable
benefit to the teeth.” Get your WRIGLEY
benefit today.
Several flavor*
Wrigley qualitySealed in the
Purity Package

' R. A R. Relief Association

t Was a wild and wooly night- for
monthly meeting, but a few un
rifled braved the elements nnd met
nday evening in K. of P. hall,
vie Daniels was down, bringing
h him six new enrollments, which
ke 13 new members since the
rch 3 meeting. The treasurer fe
ted ho ‘had paid sick benefits
ountlng to 387.76 during the month
six. Three members are on the
list at present.

NOTE,
"Tests show that
the glands of the
mouth are twenty
times more active
when we chew.
The fluid from
these glands neu
tralizes the acid in
the mouth and
washes'it away.”

... —Frtm a
College Prtftutr.

THE APPLE MARKET

.

* -

l>ck Ndt Cleaning Up at Well at'
It Week Ago—Mothtng New To
Mjffsr.
|

| "here is nothing new to offer on
api»le market.
Trade has been
l ittle quiet on Ben Davis and
urks for several days.
Quota
ble remain unchanged but stock
I not cleaning up as well as a week
1 >.
I tlwltis. Xo 1, bills.............. 8240 In 13.00
Idsln,. unclassified, blits. .. 2 00 tn 2 73

ldwlBS, boxes.- ........................... 30 In 1
I enlngs. etc. bbl«. .............. 39 tn 123
I 4t Apple,. bhls..................... 2 00 In 3 .30
| Its, bills......................................2.00 tn 3.30
-kj, bbls.- ............
2 00 to 3 oo

1

J rD»rls; bble................

|\*Msr“bHs.'-

I'•

..........

Varieties, bbls...........

I..30 to 2 2.3
1.30 to 3 00
2.00 tu 3 00

Il.f Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
[(‘■The House Built on the Apple."

very issue of The Courier-GaItc is a salesman, visiting three
les a week the homes of this vihty and soliciting business for its
lertlsers.

. IT IS SERIOUS
Ijns Rockland People Fail To RealIje the Seriousness of a Bad Back.
fhe constant aching of a bad back,
weariness, the tired fteling,
pains and aches of kidney Ills
ay result seriously is negleccted.
ngerous urinary troubles ofttn
low.
Rockland citizen shows you what
(lo.
rs. L. M. Barrows, 15 Gay St.,
s: “I had a severe attack of kitltrouble. I suffered from a tired,
ty feeling all the time and black
eks appeared before my eyes. I
ught my glasses were the cause at
t but the optician told me that my
ey» were out of order and adme to take a kidney mfdicine.
I had read about Doan’s Pills beso good. I bought three boxes at
tredge's Pharmacy and after using

Page Five

— MAKE IT THE CHILDREN’S TREAT -

fie/?

UKof* UtM'j&az

PLANT

It Depends on You!
You cannot go wrong if you
make our 180-page Catalog (mailed
on request) your guide, in purchas
ing agricultural needs.
We list “everything” at 1924
prices.
The K & lY dealer in your
neighborhood will serve you weU.
Write for your Catalog, today. £..
KENDALL and WHITNEY. Portland,

Vegetable
Flower and
Garden Seeds

Dealers in Agricultural Merchandise

'

since 1858.

=5=

</or results

It’s the tobaccoandthelfcdvantage
of being carefully
hand-made that
counts in a
■W -A. 1ST TP -e:

ange new furniture for your old.

id

We must keep o

Coupe
$640.00

When'

With the Radio Fans

they

(By the Radio Editor)
’ Well, I am back again and found
the mailbox bulging witli letters from
my friends who have written me dur
ing my ten days’ visit to the Portland
Marine Hospital where I was under,'
observation. Most uf the letters are
requests for our Radio applause Cjirds |
I which 1 believe are g ling tu be a big
hit among the readers of the radio
column. I am mailing out all re
quests this morning received up to
this date, but I have lots of cards left
and I hope there will be many more
readers tvho will send for them.
* • • •
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD *
Confined as 1 was to the hospital
Eastern Standard Time
about four miles out of the city of
Trains Leave. Rockland for
Portland 1 did not get in touch with
Augusta, A 57.00 a ra., 17.30 u. ra., tl-10p. in
Bangui. A 57.00 a. m..!7.30a ni. tllOp.ra.
anyone there who had much to say
Boston. A»'.0.)u m..|730a in.. tl lOp.ra.
about radio, blit I doubt if the Inter
For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
Brunswick,A§7.00a.m., t«’-30a. ra., |1.10p. m.
est on the whole Is as keen in Port- 13.30 p.m.
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
Lewiston, AJ7.00 a. tn., |7.30 a. ra., 11-10 p. in
| land' as it Is here. From the train
New York, 11.10 p. in.
! and car windows 1 saw very few anpriced automobile.
Portland. A (7.00 a in .. 17.30 a. ra, tl 10 p.m.
( tennas, and in the supply stores 1 |3.30p ni.
Waterville AJ7.0 ) im.,17 3 ).i m.tl 10p.m.
Call 837-M and ask for a demonstrationand regards
found that they were slowing up on
Woolwich, Aji OJ a in.. | ,'.30 a.m.,fl.10 p. m.
laying in radio stock until anbther t3.30 p. m.
to our easypayment plan
(fall. Most dealers conclude that the A Passengers provide run ferriage Bath to Wool
t Daily, except Sunday.
| summer is the quiet time with them ai*h.
M. C. DOUfl ASS.
M. I HARRIS, *
Roadster,
$490.00 Utility Coupe,
$640.00
and have founded tills conclusion tn 3 24-L3 V. P. & Gen ! Slgr. Ccn’l Passenger a<t
static and the lightning hazard which
Touring,
$495.00
Sedan,
$795.00
prevails in the summer months. Most Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
dialers are looking for a decided drop
ALL PRICES F. O. B FLINT, MICH
in the prices cf parts an 1 access; ties
BANGOR LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE
as well as in ready-made sets. There
STTAMSHIP BELFAST
is also a tendency for m re con
Leave Itoek’nnd Tue-davs, Thursdays and
cerns to put out sets in knocked Battirdays at 8.00 1'. M. for Boston.
Return Iaiuve Bor.ton. Mondays, Wednes
down shape, and some dealers are
Telephone 837-M.
Main Street
and Fridays at 5.00 I* M
Leave
looking for a decided change in prices days
Rockland. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
from this source. It is understood days at Y0« A M ; ( air.-Jen 5.45 A M ;
that manufacturers who sell sets in Be’fast 7 I*. A '.M ; BueLsport M3 A. A(.;
9.15 A .M. ; Due Bangor 10.00 A.
this manner do not have to i>ay roy Winterport
M
alties
to
the
patent
holders,
which
Return
—
Leave
Bangor. Tuesdays, Thurs
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
WEST ROCKPORT
thereby gives them an advantage of days and Siturday-i at 2 on P. M. for Bos
ton and way landlnft.i. due the following
selling nt a lower retail price. Only morning nbout 7.00 A. M.
The residents cf upper Rankin
Mrs. Henry Fogler returned this
time will tell what will come out of
MT. DESERT 4 ELUCHILL LINES
street have hardly dared leave their week from Camden where she has
these conclusions but you can depend
BAR HARBOR LINE
hemes fcr several days, as grass fires ( spent the winter. Mrs. Lufkin who upon it that I shall keep my old re
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
have been cf fresident occurrence and has also been spending the winter
Saturdays
al
5 A M for North Haven.
ceiver in commission all summer if
the prevailing high winds have spread there accompanied her fur a short
Stonington, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast
possible Just the same.
Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11
the flaptes in all directions very visit.
A
M.
quickly. The latter part of tlie week
Mrs. Elsie (Andrews) Munsey and
Return Leave Bar Harbor Tuesdays,
Ten days without a phone on my
large tracts of pasture and Held have, son arrived Monday from Florida and
Thursdays and Saturdays at 1.00 P. M. for
ears sort of whetted up my appetite Rockland and wav landings.
been byrned over, leaving nothing will spend the summer here.
BLUE HILL LINE
more to be burned near the houses.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merrill and for some good radio, so about 6.45
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
This relieves the fears of many, but son Blaine, Miss Hope Thomas and on the evening that I returned home
Saturdays
at
5 00 A M. for Dark Harbor,
1
put
on
the
phones
and
switched
o
’
i
It Is still possible for flames to cross M. S. Heatd and family of Camden
South Brooksville, Hargentvllle, Deer Isle.
these burned spaces in a high wind were visitors at the home of Mr. and the power und was delightfully en Brooklin, Sou'll Bluehlll, due Bluehill 11.00
tertained for about 15 minutes by a A M.
though hardly probable. To those Mrs. J. F. Heald Sunday.
Return-Leave BhiehiU Tuesdays, Thurs
dance concert from station WBZ's
who do not fully understand the
and Saturdays at 12.30 P. M. for
Boston studio. It came through per days
workings cf an engine it seems that
Rockland and way landings
fectly and was a treat that 1 will
ST. GEORGE
At Boston connection is mode via the Met
something might be done to keep the
not forget for some time. I realized ropolitan Line express, passenger and freight
sparks bhek in the engine where they
steamers for New York and points South
Mrs. Maynard Kinney and son John then Just how much I had missed and West
belong and thus save anxiety and
my
radio
while
I
was
gone.
After
spent
the
weekend
at
Clark
Island,
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
worry all along the line.
Portland-New York Freight Service
Martha Allen arrived home from guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. that I was satisfied to put my phones
up and relate my experiences at the
Direct Freight Service between Portland
Waltham Friday night. She has been John Richards.
and New York is resumed from the New
Capt. and Mrs. Fred Robinson have hospital to the folks at home. Head State
spending the winter with relatives in
Pier. Portland, Me.
SalHngs Tues
returned home after a short stay in ers who have maintained an inter days. Thursdays and Saturdays each way.
that city.
est
in
my
welfare
there
can
rest
as

Through
rates
and
direct
track
connections
Rockland.
The new owners of the Oliver place
Maine Central and (irand Trunk Rail
Mrs. Weston Pierson recently visit sured that I had a most pleasant with
are moving in. One family has moved
roads
time, was treated more like a guest
ed Mrs. Ada JeDkin.
F 8. SHERMAN, Supt . Rockland, Maine.
from the Will Kalloch house.
R S. SHERMAN. Agent. KocklanJ, Me.
Mrs. Elsie Thomas who has been than a patient and won a host of
Frog.s are creaking in neighboring
new
friends
among
the
disabled
exswamps; wild geese arc moving sle't with the grippe is reported bet
service men quartered there. The Vinalhaven and Rocklaud
northward; bluebirds have arrived; ter.
Neighbors and friends ef Mrs. Nel Portland Marine Hospital is certainly
song sparrows have given their cheerSteamboat Co.
Just like a home and I shall never
ful greeting every morning for two, lie Kinney gave her a surprise pa ty
The direct route between
weekR; crocuses are in bloom and (last Monday night in honcr of her hesitate to get there again if I am ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
women have begun to swap flower, birthday. Refreshments and a social ever called to do so. It's a wonderful
I3LAND
place.
seeds across the back garden fence evening were enjoyed.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
•
•
•
*
*
—all proving that spring is really here j Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Mann of Spruce
(Subject to change without notice)
1 hope in w that I am back and IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3.
once more.
j Head recently visited J. A. Gilchrest.
1924.
J A correspondent states that mayLewis Ri.binSon who has been sick at the old typewriter again that a'l
Leaves Swan's Islar.u daily except Sun
flowers are
budded. If he (or she) ; with a bad case of tonsilitis is re readers will get themselves together days at 5 3(t A M for Stonington, North
and write me a letter uholit the luck Haven, Vlnaihaven and Rockland.
will take a walk in the woods next ( ported better.
Returning haves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. for
they are having with their receiv
November (possibly still earlier) and
Vlna'haven. North Haven. Stonington, and
Every issue of Tile Courier-Ga ers. Tell me what you think of the Swan's Island
look carefully, it will be found that
radio column, make any suggestions
W. 8 WHITE.
mayflowers are already budded and zette is a salesman, visiting three
General Manager.
will remain thus all winter under the times a week the homes of this vi you like whereby you think y u
Rockland.
Maine,
Jen
3. 1924.
snow. Waiting for the warm sunny cinity and folieiting business for its could make it better. Ask for any EASTERN STEA51SHIP LINES . .((I ..........
thing you would like to sec print cd
•
d^yi << spring to Unfo^l their poXa.s. advertisais.
regarding radio or reef Ivlng condi
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
tions and give me your lists. It will
soon be summer and then I shall
Diseases of the Eye;
IT IS A PLEASURE TO MANUFACTURE A MEDICINE want to know how many fans are
Refractions, Etc.
going to have the courage to hang to
THAT YOU GET LETTERS LIKE THIS
407 MAIN STREET
it, and also those Whq take their
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Mr Claude A. Bell
Lincoln, Maine.
sets away on camping trips or to the
Lowell. Mara.
Mar. 21, 1’I24.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
beaches and what luck they are hav
Office Telephone 493-W
Dear Sir;
1 am enclosing money order for $3.00
Cease rend me ano'hcr bottle of Pr M Her- ing. Limber up that writing hand,
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
raenee's Aethnta Medicine and pleare forward as soon as possible, as I am almoat out readers, and let me hear from you.
It aure U wonderful medicine. I have not been down sick in bed or had a doctor since I I don't, want the interest in the radio C. M. WHEELER, D.G Ph.C
started taking that medicine last November
Some mornings I feel stuffed op and five
minutes 1 take the medicine I am ail clear and free front asthma for soot- time
I take column to die out during the sum
Chiropractor
just one dore a day and that !i at bed time and it does the trick.
You can publish this in mer.

Thinks Congresi Wrong In Barring
Them-From This Country.
_
*
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
It is with regret that I have read
in the papers of the action of Con
gress in voting to bar' the Japanese
from this country. I believe that
immigration should be restricted,
that our country may not be overpopulated; and I believe in the policy
of selecting only those immigrants
who are physically and morally fit to
become citizens of otir country, with
its glorious past achievements in the
interest of God and humanity,
Our greatest heroes have been
God-fearing and law-abiding. And
I’m sure that hot one tbue American
lives who really respectk any man or
woman who holds public office, small
or great. Important dr unimportant,
and falls to upheld in the ditscharge
of duty the high standard these
heroes of oUr National history set’for
us. We want ohly such imptigrgnts
as will help to uphold and perpetu
ate these standards. We do not want
a class of potential
murderers,
thieves and anarchists, to make of
our country ihe land of unrest and
trouble they have made of some
European countries.
But If wc select the Irest from other
foreign cnunjries, Is .it fair to bar
pven the best that Japan can give
us? Doee it not make us seem in
the light of an enemy—and how can
Japan think otherwise? I think no
one who realizes tvhat war lsf wants
another war. It is too horrible, too
Inhuman.
Those brave boys—and
brave girls, too-^-who Saw'service at
the front in the last w-tjr can tell Just
how hp^nlble it was Many of those
boys will neyer be the same, because
of what they went through.
In my home 1 feel thd effects of
war.
My husbdnd was overseas at
the front and took his part in the
lighting. He Jtflew there would be
plenty of help here at'home, so fie
did his part "over there.” though
bearing phyaittil Infirmities thst had
barred others from going to • the
front. Now .he is trying to earn his
living-—and mine—but it 4s hard, be
cause those' privations and dreadful
sights have piade their mark upon
hinf. Many consider him a "grouch,"
they sav hfe's' quick-tempered and
perhaps a bU queer. But If fou had
seen your buddy killed -by your «tde.
hid had hls rlife blood- sprinkled on
you, if you Jiad slept" 1« shfll holes
filled with uqapeaka.Ule things, if
you had seen hulnan beings torn and
mangled and fiad been made 19 kill
human beings id the name of war.
I’m sure you. loo would have shat
tered nerves that would make you
“different."
We wlvfs and mothers of these
ltoys who have come back from war
do not have the easiest time, trying
to restore these dear ones to nomal.
We suffer, 'but we keep on hoping and
praying. And how we hate war and
dread the very thought of another
one. And these boys who arc “dif
ferent” from the affects of war—4>e
square and patient with them and
don’t hold it against them if they are
“different." Surely they need the
patience and understanding of every
person who has any patriotism or
Christian spirit in their heart. Show
you have some gratitude.
So I hope thait Congress will re
consider its attitude toward the Jap
anese. and be careful not to place
our country in danger of another war.
A good man is a good man the world
over, whether white, or black or yel
low. I know there are such upright
men among Japanese, as In othfr na
tions, so why bar Japanese, when we
welcome others? The same Goel
made us all. Have we any right to
show- race prejudice and bar eligible
Immigrants of any nation, simply
because they are not of our color?
Mrs. E. I. Savage, Jr.
Rockland. April 19.

P?S

Balsam

SEA

VIEW

your advertisement and sign my
I have had asthma for over
but nothing has ever checked it
and tell you how thankful I am
bottle I will be cured iroin it if
Penobscot Co.

GARAGE

name to It
....
400 Mein Street, - - - Rockland
• ♦ « «
12 years and tried about everything I have seen advertised
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropraetie
Send for your apidause 'cards now
as quick aa your medicine.
I cannot commence to write
Office Hours;
thal I have tried your medicine and I tliink about another fans. Let's get them going and en Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays, 10-12; 2-5;
it works as wonderful as the last bottle did.
7-8. Tuesdays, Thursdays, 10-12; 2-5;
courage the stations to keep up the
ARLINGTON I LEWIS.
Saturdays. 10-12.
Tel. 886
good work.
Lincoln. Me.

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Ofllco Hour,: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.

A stroke of Luck/

Ruidence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

T, I, phone

184

THOMASTON, ME.

DR. T. L McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
T,t,phon« I3S
3S UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
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Graduate of American School of
Oatecpathy

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
X\ WWWW

X \\V\ \\ \\WW Av 4
A\W "S'""
.WWWWWWNWVA

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Telephone 323

38 Summer Street, - - Rockland
58-tf
W

A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.

OULD you paint your house
if it cost you nothing?

W

Prepared
Paint

370 Main Street, Rockland

WM«

You sure would! Paint for the
average 10-room house costs
$35.00. You’ll save that on re
pairs in short order.
Every stroke of a brush filled with
du Pont Paint is a stroke of luck
for you, because every stroke saves

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A

J. Erskine & Co.

417 MAIN ST., • - - - ROCKLAND

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
Special Attention to Probate Matters

875 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

you money.
Come in and let’s do some
figuring together.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney At Law
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

Telephones—Office 4S8; House 603-W

We guarantee greatest valui
every can <jf DU PONT paints, ’
niahes, enamels and stains.

J. A. JAMESON CO.

A. C. MOORE

745 Main Street

Piano Tuner

ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE

WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Every issue of The
Courier-Gazette is a ^alusman. visiting three
times a wetk the homes of thie vi
cinity uni soliciting business for its
advert wru.

K4OMASTON
auMtssusisrtf .mute.
-

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, luesday, April 22, 1924.
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PRINCE

AND GOOSE GIRL

THOMASTON BAND

the bubble if ail old man, throw
ait’u the waste-basket and forget it.

Atmospheric Conditions
Warn of Foul Weather

NEW GIRLS’ CAMP
Another summer camp Is to be
added Jto the list in this section—
'Wetona." a camp for girls, to be lo
cated In /Razorville, town of Wash
ington. Miss Bertha Stevens of West
'Somerville, Mass., has bought the
Albion Carroll farm there and will
have it in readiness for camp occupancy in June.

Lost and Found
LOST—il’ni'ketbook between Knight I

John I). Morrison.
Store anil 11 Pleasant St. Reward. 1
Miss Elizabeth Gillchrest who was
at PVl'Il S GARAGE
44Recollections of the Organi 258 Broadway. Methuen. Mass.
Sometimes when the air is ex
Jetained by sickness from returning
FOUND—Smart purse inatalnlnstraordinarily clear and distant ob
change.
Call al THE COl'RIER-GAZETl
to Gorham Normal School, will go Last Night’s Performance of Thomaston Extravaganza a
zation of Half a Century
jects are visible with unusual
OFFICE.
49«lt
ROCKPORT
Wednesday.
sharpness and sounds come iffoni
Huge Success—To Be Repeated Tonight.
LOST STRAYED OR STOLEN—March 1
and More Ago.
Mliss Aleada Hall who is studying
Aliss Dorothy Andrews is at home afar with sturtllng distinctness, it
poodle dog.
I know where lie is. Flea
the organ at Coburn Classical Infrom Boston for a few days.
return him without further trouble.
MR
is a warning of Rut weather. Then
IJ
’
ELLA
JOSES.
I'nion.
43»5i
Editor of The Courier-Gaz.t: : —
stitue, Watervdlle, has a position as
Miss Marion Weidman left Monday It la
An audience that tested the seating capacity of Watts hall
organist of the I'niversalist church in
FOUND—A Belter Kemsene—Luaterll
I was much interested, in your arti for Marcellus, N. Y., where she will
You can have it delivered In 5-gal. lota,
Fairfield. Much to her surprise and
the peacock loudly bawls
last evening enjoyed to the full the presentation of the fairy
cle of March 10 in which the Thom be the guest of her uncle Dr. C. E. When
vour
home anywhere in Itm-kland free. F
Soon
we'll
have
both
rain
and
pleasure she found the pastor of the
Weidman and family for several
1-1!
tale extravaganza, given by the pupils of the Thomaston schools.
squalls.
Every issue of The Courier-Ga service call MOODY'S. 455-M
aston Band of 40, 50 or 54 years ag" ' weeks.
church to 'be Rev. R. .1. Mooney, a
NOTICE
—Notice is hereby given of t
zette
is
a
salesman,
visitir.'g
three
vas
mentioned.
If
it
will
not
tresformer pastor of the Episcopal
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill has returned
The book by Rita Creighton Smith, the musical score by Marga
Under these atmospheric condi
<»f deposit book numbered 100, and 1
times a week tl.e homes of this vi loss
t.wncT of said book afd« for duplicate ,
hurch in Rockland and Thomaston.
pass on your space too much 1 will! from Wilkes Barre, Pa., where she tions the songs and cries of birds
ret
Ryggles,
shared
the
praise
that
was
bestowed
upon
the
ad

cinity
and
soliciting
business
for
its
acco:dance
with the provisions of the Htl
Miss Hall writes that Mr. Mooney
give some of my recollections.
i has been spending the winter with sound loud to the ear. The barking
biw
Security Trust Co.. Union Mat
inquired Concerning eytryone he
mirable stage performance. A more extended review of the
I can recall the Band of the 50's'her niece. Mrs. Elmer E., Matthews, of dogs, the lowing of cattle, the advertisers.
Branch.
By IOHN H. WILLIAMS, Mgr
49-T-53
had kntown Un Thomaston.
and previous to 1860.
Kendrick |
anil x,rs- Howard Dunbar of whistles of locomotives, the honk
charming event is* reserved for a later occasion. Last night's
I Mrst Julia Fernald of High street
Fish. Jr., was the leader at that time B >ckl mil were guests i f his mother, ing of motor horns, come from far
is better after several weeks sick
audience included a large number of patrons from Rockland
away, whence sounds are not com
Summer Cottages and Boar
was born in Rockland, my parents' Mrs. K. M. Dnnbar Sunday.
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fish have monly heard. To the eye the dif
removing to Thomaston about 1>53
and
adjoining
towns,
doubtless
a
precursor
of
another
large
FOR SALE—Summer cottage hits at I
| 'Mr. and Mrs. Howard Smalley of
ference
of
visibility
from
the
ordi

moved
into
a
|iart
of
Miss
Lena
Wanted
graham Hill, price $100 and $150. Al
54.
Our home was on the Old
Worcester spent Sunday with Mr.
nary
may
be
likened
to
the
con

audience this Tuesday evening ad the second performance.
summer
cottage to let, 6 rooms, electl
County Road, near the Baptist Cleveland’s home on Union street;,
WANTED—Chauilttrmaids to work at the lights, city water. 5 minutes to eleeti
trast between a view through a THORNDIKE
and Mrs.
Elbridge Wlnchenbach.
church, which is not no win use. ' Camden.
HOTEL.
4»-tf
Those who take part in the extravaganza, in the order of
ears;
prlc?
$250 for season.
G. A. TAR
Miss Ella Copeland, returned from
The Methodist church will have a pane of ordinary window glass and
Box 245.
47-tf
Ouii nearest neighbors were Judge
WANTED—40 bead of cuttle to pasture. Roukhind. Me.
Worcester with them.
that
through
one
of
plate
glass.
their stage appearance, are as follows:
40,54
C. M BURGESS, Union. Me
Bedar Fales, who was Judge of Pro rooked food sale at the Rockport
COTTAGE AT
CRESCENT
BEACH
The
reason
is
that
during
the
oc

Burbsigh p’ejrlef of Sbtnerville,
bate Court; Rev. Daniel Full, wh > Ice Co’s store. Saturday, April 26.
WANTED—At Martin’s Point, Frieiitbliip, rent for the summer; has five sleeping root
Jack O’Lantern.....
Maurice Lindsey
currence of a warm southerly wind
Mass., is Visiting his father, Eben
Me.. June I5tb until Sept. 15th. competent and large living room, with fireplace, fl
soon after moved to Wisconsin; Mr. beginning at 12.30 p. m.
Every room furnished. Fine wi
Feyier.
ut
a
moilerute
height,
a
condition
Ladv Claire .................................
Clara Lindsey
girl for general work.
Good cook
No kitclitn.
Miss Elsie I.ane is at home from
aughan, Samuel Stackpole, Leander
E. B HASTINGS
45 tf
Wages $15 |x>r week
Bed of if water.
'Thomaston friends of Miss Bell?
Barrington, It. 1.. where she is teach- usually preceding a storm, a stratus latindry.
Lord Bertal
Arthur Brazier
Rokes. Frdnk Hanley. William Stuc
required
MRS. E. S. MAYO.
SELL OR RENT -Summer
cottage
cloud is likely to cut off the sun's references
Orne, who is taking a cuorse in nurs
pole.
Capt.
Bob
Watts,
Capt.
John
|
ing
to
spend
the
Ffcster
vacation
with
214
Culver
Rood.
Rochester,
N.
Y.
40-51
Pleasant
Beach,
South
Thomaston.
Bea
Prince Loyal
Albert Elliot
ing at the Maine General Hospital
Cottage comfortable
Bentley, the Edgerton family and. I’d' parents. Capt. and Mrs. George heating from the ground and so
WANTED—Two table girls at tlie THORN tlful location.
Don
Pomposo,
Master
of
Ceremonies
Kamos
Feehan
well
equipped
for
at
least
six
persons.
(.
prevent irregularities in heating DIKE HOTEL.
are pleased to hear that she has her
47-tf
Kendrick Pish. Sr., who conducted a Lane.
garage
E.NSKJN OTIS. Rockland. Me.
and also to permit the surface air
cap and gown which indicates pro
Ms.
Jeanette
Cc.rthell
and
family
WANTED
—
Crocheters
on
infants
caps.
Ladv Elsa
Ruth Lermond
39-tf
business at St. George and was in
The result is a
MRS. LAWRENCE HAHN, Thomaston. Me
attending the P riueess
gress.
MSss ©me writes that she
who have been living on Chestnut to remain cool.
terested in martime affairs.
Lady Constance,
Maxine Barry
.
40-51
homogeneous lower atmosphere Tef. 11-3.
likes the work.
street,
Camden,
during
the
winter
I plainly recall the Presidential
To Let
WANTED—Widow wants housekeeping po
through which light and sound
...... \da Davis
Princess Adelisa
Mr. und Mrs. Charles M.-lnnes and
umpaign ot 1856. when James Buch- have returned to their home on | waves travel without local disturb sition in widower’s family, with or with
daughter who have been at their
TO
LET
—
Three
unfurnished rooms sul
Frederic Sawyer
Minstrel ...................
out ditldren. MRS. W F. MASON. 4X Pa
ran against James C. Free - Beech street.
ance.
The sound waves are fur cific St., Rockland. Maine.
able for lighthousekeeping
Call at
47*40
home at Willis’ Corner a few weeks
Frank Jordan of Thomaston was 1
mint and was elected,
Frances Btr.ler
Israel
BROAD
ST.,
or
Phone
741 M.
49*51
Dame
Knott,
the
Witch
ther Intensified nt a distance from
returned to Boston Mbnday.
calling on friends in Itown Sunday.
. .WANTED—Baby carriage in good condi
W
sfcburn
was
elected
over
EphAlice Collamore
their source b.v a phenomenon very tion
Apply
TO LET—Furnished tenement.
Sylvia, the Goose-Girl
GEORGE
I
LUCE,
Waldoboro.
Me.
Mrs. Cottam is 'in Portland for a
Fritz Sjogren of Winthrop. Mass. j
ri am K. Smart.
The Wide Awak
29 Orantt S; TELEIflIONE S73-.I. 47*49
47*40
common on a quiet morning after
Stephen Lavender
few days.
Five-Fingered Bill
w ere just coming into fashoin.
As was rhe guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar I a clear night when the air close
TO LET One furni.died front room
WANTED
—
At
once
woman
to
work
in
Mr. and Mrs. William Brazier Jr..
Forrest Stone a small boy I was in high glee win n Smith for the weekend.
Dead-Head Dick
PLEASANT ST.
47*52
to the surface Is cooler than that a kitchen. REAL LUNCH, Myrtle St. 47-tf
and son who spent Sunday with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sturgis
Grotton
and
they
paraded
with
their
glazed
capi
Gordon
Spaulding
William Kidd
TO LET 1 large furnished room, wi
few
hundred
feet
aloft.
There
Is
WANTED
—
A
rent,
last
week
of
May,
a
Mr. and Mrs. Braxiei Sr., returned
lid caps, and I well remember sum daughter Virginia of Rockland were a concentration of the waves. In small house not far from car line witli a kitchenette Suitable for ligld housekeepln
Joel Miller
Blackbeard ...................
to Portland Monday.
of the mottoes which they carried: guests Sunday of his parents. Mr. Ihe warmer air nt a moderate place for garden, in good neighborhood and hath on same floor Very central. Apply
48-50
Maynard Beebe
Long John Silver
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Feyier ‘•pent
reasonable rent, by two adults.
Address 36 SCHOOL ST. Tel. 348-M.
"The tribes Tlf Ephriam shall nu it and Mrs. c. E. ib aton.
height the sound waves travel fast
TO LET Furnished apartment, hot J
Sunday in Warren.
Elmer Eaton
Pew
........
Miss Vina Collin returned Saturday er than in the lower (older air, so ••RENT” care Courier-Gazette.47*40
a way before the hosts of Israel ”
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of two cold water. ele<-tric lights, gas and hath R<
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Carle were in
“Fremont and Dayton.
We’ll giv to Medford, Mass., after spending a that those that ascend are bent MRS.
Edgar Ames
reasonable. Apply at 47 North "Main 8tre<
Since
..
«
HATTIE KALLOCH, 157 iMlddle St.
town Sunday enroute to Cushing.
FLOYD L. SHAW
48-tf
them Jessie.”
(the name o( Fn, - week at the home cf Capt. and Mis. back to earth and combine with
• 4«-tf
Douglas Vinal
Billy Bones.....................
Miss Smith of Bangor who came
George Lane.
mont’s wife).
,
TO
LET
3
furnished
rooms,
light
lious
those
tlint
travel
the
normal
WANTED—Man on a farm to drive team,
John Creighton
to attend the funeral of her sister.
The Pirate King
keeping. Modern conveniences. For adu
Mrs. A. B. Higgs of Rockland was straight course, thus Intensifying at once. Steady job for u good man
After the election, while a salute
J D. onlv
MILTON
M
GRIFFIN,
25
Ocean
i
Miss Mabel Smith returned home by
Malcolm
Creighton
46-M
Pete, the Terror
w as being fired from an old cannon, in town Sunday to attend the funeral the sound In the listener's ears.
PEASE. Hope.
Tel. 373-M.
48-tf
•boat this morning.
a premature discharge was the cause services of Mis. Chester P. Went
Alice Felt
WANTED—An agent in
Rockland witli
Arlette
TO LET—Two pleasant furnished rooms f
John Hewett, registered druggist,
business on wafer front to handle full line
of a severe accident to three , f the worth.
Rent reasonable.
’
Wilma Cushman. Lena Dow.
1 ADIES: Jane Barry. I ut.- I ball
Was
of Palmer marine engines.
Excellent prop light housekeeping.
wliU enter the employ of Winfield
Mrs.
R.
A.
Barns
is
at
home
fr
in
bung
men
in
the
party
—
Elliridg
FULTON
ST., or call 411-W.
4C-tf
Juh.is'o
Ilf!"rude l.ibby, Bernice Maos it ion for rigid party.
Deliveries from
Maud Keizer. Mai;-.:
Brackett May 1.
Burton,
a
teamster,
Mr.
Walsh
anil
[
Bites
college
to
spend
the
Easter
rePortland
32
sizes
of
two
and
four
cycle
en

Center of Universe gines. Moderate prices. Good discounts. TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stove
Ruth Pillsbury, Muriel Reed,
lone.v. Lnra M<js«\ k •• Ollv<
William L. Armstrong who has
third whose name I cannot recall, cess.
and muslcdl instruinents or anything th
Rebecca Robertson, 1> nhy Tii Tai like. Burnley Vinal, Evelyn
Alcyone, the brightest star of the PALMER BROS., Portland Pier, Portland, requires a dry, clean room
made a trip with Capt. Earl Starrett
Terms rei
Mrs.
Bertha
Thurston
was
the
so

believe
Burton
fully
recovered;
V
i
tig.
Helen
Young,
rphatn.
PhylUs
V.
Maine.
45-50
sonabie.
FLVE’S GARAGE, 221 Main 8
is at home.
Walsh partially lost his sight. I do loist at the Baptist church Sunday Pleiades, equals In brightness the
T
Rockland
40-tf
Ol
im
ic.
George
Davis.
Kenneth
COl’RTIEKS: Stephen !•.;
WANTED-Plain cook for the season at
Mrs. Clara Hhrrimgton, Miss Kath
At the vesper service star Zeta. It was at one time fan summer
not recall whether the third man sur morning.
home on Vlnalhaven.
WM H
TO LET—Small apartment at 26’L Elm
Il
r. Mayo, Lewis Smalley, Dana
cifully
pictured
as
tlie
center
of
the
Feyier. Klbri<U:<‘ <’
erine Harrington and Miss Ethel
vived.
They were blown down tin Sunday afternoon a iluet was ren
GRAFFAM, 11
North St.. Newtonvllle, witli ail modern conveniences.
Will he
il:.am \ i;ial. Percy Williams.
Slone. Hu ward
Brazier have returned from Boston
Mass.
43*54
steep Schoolhouse Hill, just aline dered by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F universe by tlie astronomer Madcard after April 7.
iMRS. (’. E. HE(’|
ler,
hut
tills
was
merely
a
specula

where they have had employment
BERT.
Rockiand
Hair
Store.
336
Main
HERALDS’: Pnihp Wv.lu. \\ .l .iiii Manning.
or
Bridge and hack of (he Storms.
The ordinance of baptism
WANTED—Position as
Bookkeeper
41-1
tion for which there Is absolutely
with A. D. Davidson, formerly with
Stenographer, regular or substitute.
TEL over Carlo's Futit Store.
, , ,
Aunt Lydia Webb storee.
ATTENDANT : Reginald M< aughlin.
was administered to (three candi
no foundation. The Pleiades form,
ETHOS'E 726 W Rockiand
43 tf
the J. B. Pearsi.n Co.
Many of the Wide Awakes soon dates.
COURT
3 (Beethovc. Minuet in G): Ada Davis. Luru Morse,
Miscellanedus
in fact, a moving cluster of stars of
Mrs. Norman Simmons of Friend
WANTED—Man to sell made-to-m» asure
enlisted in the Fourth Maine Regi
At the Methodist church Sunday
Ruth P.lbbuty. Rebecca Robertson. Albert Elliot. Ramos Feehan,
200 or more members, and iis prin clothing direct to we-arer. SCOTT SYSTEM
ship is visiting her aunt. Miss Rosa
NOTICE—There will lie an open mei
ment. among them my beloved Sun evening a union Sunday School con
Oliver
Ccllamore,
Frederic
Sawyer.
x
—
Wholesale Tailors, Vl> Bedford Sf . Bos for all building trade Unions at tlie K
cipal stars are .associated with a
Teel.
*
day
school
teacher,
Henry
Tillson,
cert
was
given
under
the
direction
ton_________________ ___________ M 42-53
Hall
on April 22 at 8 o'clock.
Member:
ENCHANTED GEESEn Forrest Grafton-. Edward Gordon. Lampl
nebula of vast size. There Is no
J. B. Adams, the shoe repairer has
chose mutlllated body was hr ..ugh:
Mrs. Ma'bel Crone, and- Mrs. W. reason to believe that our sun with
WANTED—Housekeeper in faintly of 3— all Unions are requested to lie present
Pasanen,
Evangeline
Paquin.
Katherine
Beattie,
Marian
Felt.
Zs(
.
A-MES.
R
Sec.
48 engaged to work in FRtckland this
one willing to go in country: work easy
home In a few weeks from the dis
I.. Ballard. Miss Mattie Russell
his family of plunets Is moving good home for the right person.
(’. c.
SLAVE GIRLS (Scarf Dance by Chaminade) Jane Miller. Evelyn
summer for L. C. Field, will go back
EQUIPPED
FARM
ONLY
$1100.
50
.
trous battle of first Bull Run.
g-anist.
The chorus was large and around tills or any other center In
41-tf
t’HIL4>S, telephone 11-21, Union
NEAR CltY—IMany advantages <this
Gleason. Vera Morse. Katherine Creighton. Mildred Demmons,
and forth daily and deliver all work
Aanong the oth«- orguniations. 1 well trained and the program re the universe. It has been estimated
perous
section,
close
city
and
Bay;
WANTED
—
At
all
times
Shaggy
cat.;
and
Ruth McFarland, Dorothy Starrett, Ruth Averill.
entrusted to him.
well remember the Rockland City flected much credit on the commit- I that tlie distance of tlie Pleiades
flttens.
Highest prices paid. TEL 352-14, level loamy tillage, spring-watered past
: II,(I; 166 apple trees, grapes; 6-d
Mr. und Mrs. Collamore and son
DUTCH DOLLS: Florence Tuttle, Alice Tuttle, Elizabeth Woodcock,
Guards, whose imposing appearance tee and those who assisted in carry from the solar system Is over 300
JOHN S RANLETT. Rockville, Me. 31-tf
Iriii'i . ban, poultry iiouse. Price r
Rose Tuttle, Jeannette Tuttle.
Levander of Friendship were week
in their tail bearskin caps is still n ing it out.
The auditorium was light years, or. in other words, that
$1166 and to settle qufokly horse. cowJ
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
my memory: also the City (bays in cro»wded to its utm s: capacity.
TRANSFORMED CREATURES (Swedish Folk Dance): Robin, Warren
nenu, tools Included* ROY C. FISH, f
For Sale
the light from this cluster takes
Burnham.
(). F. Bldg., Belf«3t, Maine.
49-J
their natty blue uniforms. Wow v.c
W. S. Barrett and Miss Maria over 300 years to travel to the
Everett; Owl, Tom Scott; Cat, Virginia Brazier; Pig, Madeline
FOB
SALt
—
Whitney
stroller;
also
nur

Mrs. Poland of Loudville is visit
boys longed for the Fourth of July— Barrett, who have been spending earth. We see these stars today
Mossman; Butterfly. Dorothy Brennan; Rose. Florence Young;
PAGE'S
TRANSFER
A
STORAGE
sery phalr in A-l condition.
Ill COTTAGE Wants a load of furniture from Boc|
ing her sister, Mrs. George Frisbee.
up long before day, walk to 1: , -k- eighit months on the west coast, are ns they were before the Pilgrim
•
Carrot, Katherine Brazier; Corn. Frank Jacobs.
St., City.
D ’I
Belfast or Camden to Waterville on
Mis. Susan Bradford of Friendship
land,
three
or
four
miles,
following
now
in
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.
From
fathers
landed
In
America.
—
Na

AUTUMN LEAF FAIRIES (Tarantella Caprice by Dellafleld): Elizu
If it can be done at myj
FOR
SALE—Modern
nuihueaiiy
hid. turn trip
spent the weekend with her mother
the
crowd
all
day,
going
over
to
there
they
go
to
San
Francisco
and
vciilenre within ten days or two weeks]
hair
mattress,
pillows,
hall
rack,
sprlmc.
ture
Magazine.
Robinson. Katherine Scott. Janice Pillsbury. Eleanor Morse. Eliza
rea-unable rates can be had
If wd
Mrs. Lydia Newbert.
small
mahogany
china
cabinet,
bassinet,
Jfuneson's
Point
to
see
the
ra
i
s
.?r.d
irrive
at
their
Rockport
home
by
beth Creighton, Barbara Elliot. Elizabeth Vinal, Leona Williams.
crib. Iilgli chair, go-cart, bath room fixtures; tin- jdh ve i».iy t'«»r a telephone callJ
Armand Degpres of Auburn who
fireworks, then walk home to Thom the last of MayTeJ
alau modern Singer Sewing Machine.
MKS. < IIARLKS ST . Waterville, Me.
Smokeless
Explosive
is employed at file prison spent
aston—and a more tired lot of buys
4|
LKOL.V ROSE. 100 I'nion St.
Tel. :t:U-W or 165.
The geological survey says that
Easter at home..
48»3#
ould
not
be
found.
RADIO LIGHTNING
ARRESTORS:!
TURN
ME
OVER
It. L. Jameson has bought Stahl's
tive
and
very
popular
Ada
Davis.
there are no absolutely smokeleaa
The Pythian Sisters Circle will
lOne of our neighbors at West
FOR SALE—9-roum house; hoi water heat, tect your Radio Receiver and comply
Garage und will run that and the
explosives. There is always a lit
cement cellar; modern improvements; large the Underwriters’ Rules by installing
meet with Mrs Clarence Robinson Maurice Lindsey was a rollicking
Bay View Garage during the ROtn- Meadow Road was Uncle Jim SpcarJ
Jack
O
’
Lantern
and
Frances
Butler
garden.
New grocery business well stockeJ. our ”Approved” Lightning Arrestors
tle vapor present even in com
Thursday night.
cobbler, who had been a diummef
aerial circuit.
Prices (according
M. G. GURNEY, 3 I’ark St . Uanulen 47-tf
ade a terribly efficient witch who iii“r, after which his entire attention
pressed air. Smokeless powder Is
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter who has
in
the
Mexican
War
and
was
con

56- to $3 each.
HOUSE-SHERMAN
John will be given to the management of
FOR BALE OR TO LET—6 room new bun next to Ford Agency, Rockland.
simply smoke-weak powder giving
spent a month wiflli her parents, Mr. did ail the transformations.
stant
visitor
atftlie
crimp
ground
of
his recent purchase.
galow
ap
387
Broadway
All
inkHlcrn,
Creighton
as
a
swash
bu
kling
pirate
very much less smoke than black
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given
and Mrs. Clifford Clark, will leave
gerage.
I. BELIAWSKY. 385 Broadway.
About 50 members of Camden Com- the Fourth Maine Regiment nil Mills
[ held a high pla ?e in th ■ grand
will pay no hills contracted ,by
gunpowder. Though sinokelessuess
47-tf
Friday for her home in Boston,
Tel. R58-W.
die street heights in Roeklmil. One
Lillian
A. Mank, after this date. ULI^
mandery,
K.
T„
attended
the
Easter
is the characteristic that has at
stopping for a short time with her climax when his buccaneers produ til
day a member of .the dram corps
FOR SALE—Business opening One of the L MANK
n accurate replica cf Thomaston’s services at the Elm street Congrega
tracted
attention
to
such
povvderj,
finest
opportunities
in
a
business
way
offend
Dated
at Warren, Me.. April 15, 192i
brother Leslie in Portland.
tional church and listened attentive gave Uncle Jim his drum at dress pa
47T
in this dtv for many years is found in the
their superior power is Important.
M.ss Hilda George will arrive next new High Schofll Building as the ly to an excellent sermon by the pas rade, and I can assure you fora time
sale
of
THE
NEW
YORK
BAKERY
a
sound,
The uncom
While black gunpowder Imparted
NEUTRODYNE—We offer for sale
Saturday for a two week's vacation. goal of their efforts.
hat
he
lielA
the
center
of
the
stage
well
established,
modern
equipped
and
pros

tor. Rev.. H. I. Holt, his subject be
' to the projectile an initial velocity
perous baking business.
Mr. and Mrs. tube latest model Freed Elseman Xei
The Thomaston churches observed pleted half must be lighted before
This receiver
ing "There Must Be No Shipwreck.’ and showed the saldier 1, iys how to
j of 1.700 feet per second, Initial veWeiss who have successfully conducted the dine Radio Receiver
Easter with appropriate services. they can rest
use
sheepskin.
He
was
nearly
80
plant since 4916. are disposing of their Iwi'ti used as a demonstrator; guarani'
Mrs. W. C. Benson and Mrs. Wal
The dancing features held par'
, locities of over 3,000 foot-seconds
perfect condition.
Lint price $150.00
TTie congregations were large and
yt'ars
old
at
the
time.
Rockland
interests
and
leaving
the
city
at
lace Easton have gone to Deer Isle,
' have been attained with smokeless
price if taken at once $10.1.00—price
an early date.
the musnal programs were satisfac with the music, particularly the del called by the critical illness of their
Among my play and s ho ilmates
HOt’SE-Rl
powders. This has compelled fight- {
One of the most desirable homes in the $5.00 per week until sold
ate social dances and the beautiful
tory. r /\n evening sermon with a
were
many
who
afterwards
became
' lng modern battles In open order ' ?Itv, the Weiss house at 22 Brewster street, MAX..1M . 585 Main St.. Rockland. Me
The five little Dutch mother. Mrs. Amos T. Small.
31)
baptism brought a good sized au- scarf dance.
well
known
'
ship
captains
—
Edward
is
also
offered
for
sale.
It
is
thoroughly
Mt. Ba'.tie Lodge, I. O. O. F.. Maid
and at long range and has made
modern, beautifully located with spacious
VULCANIZING I .am nmv ready to
'dience to the Baptist <bui li. Pas girls in the Dutch -dance were par en Cliff Rebekah Lodge, Canton V. Gates, Fred Stackpole, David
necessary an Increase in thickness
grounds
and
garage
Inquire
New
York
ticularly
well
received.
The
cos

rani/.e fires (and tubes at the lowest f
tor- Short .was assisted in the ser
Hodgman. Fred Waldo,
Charles
48-56
and Cord tire guaranteed.
Return by :
and resistance in the armor of bat Bakery. L A. WEISS.
Tonight secs Molyneaux and Megunticook En Coombs, Fred Fales, Harvey Fales
vices by Chaplain Cldffoid of the tumes were beautiful.
.1 X. MALHOTTE, t'lilon. Me
3G«
campment
will
attend
divine
service
tleships.
FOR
.SALE
—
N
o
8
3-ravity
fire
vulciinizcr.
repetition of the extravaganza and
Maline State prisiin.
and
many
others.
Among
my
Xo. 3 tube vulcanizer. both gas burners; I
LADIES—R, liable stuck of hair gorti
the Baptist church next Sunday.
4 Jennie Harvey Percival's pupils the completion of another great step it The
leiltii'ing shell, tire buffing head with pe liie lti.eklanil fitiir Store. 330 Mold St
April meeting of the Garden teachers were David Starrett. in the
destal and a tube testing water tank. Bien orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES
give a program of ballroom, national, i the work of those loyal workers Club will be held at the home of grammar school, Mr. Paine and A.
Big Job
used 3 seasons and in excellent condition.
ir the new High School Building.
classic and interpretive dances in
A clergyman seeking to intrdffuce
K. P. Knowlton ill the Thomaston
MRS F M. l'EKKY, 64 Mechanic St
Tel
Mrs. Leo F. Strong April 29.
• * • •
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. C
Watts hall
Wednesday evening.
Bimic new hymn books, gave ‘.the
433-2.
______________ _ _______ IU4''__
Ralph Wilson has returned from Academy and in the High School,
ing. Crockery and Household Goods B,
Elizabeth Gay
April 30.
clerk a notice after the sermon.
Nat Robbins, who served in the
FOR SALE—Cladiolt Bulbs, large sirs’. and Sold. C T. BRAGG. Rankin Rio
Knox
Hospital
and
is
quite
comfort
Mi s. Elizabeth A. Gay died at the
sponsor
fanev bulbs, any color or mixed. 60c per
fThe Ladies’ Aid of -the Congrega
The clerk had a notice of his own
ilile at his home on Chestnut street. Union Army, was captured and put
dozen. Sweet pea plants In i>ots 00c per doz
of kislory
to give with reference to baptism
tional church ‘Will hold a sale of home of Mrs. Sarah Foster at the
in
Libby
Prison,
in
Richmond.
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kin<
Capt. William Jordan of Ellsworth
Iceberg Letlure plants, 15c 1ST dozen. L
West
End
Saturday
evening.
Mrs.
of infants.
At the close he ’an
cooked food and aprijtts Wednesday
With others he escaped to the Union
to'
11
E CLARK, Tel. 864-R._____________ I’l’L. Trucking and Moving
is in town.
Gay
had
lived
close
to
88
years.
She
nounced: “All those who have chil
afternobn at 2.30.
lines burrowing under the founila
Milking
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING—
^^irWafterKalci^h. used nis
FOR SALE -Two
pure
bred
Grindle-Dearborn
was
a
woman
of
wit
and
wisdom,
dren they wish baptized, please
Ralph O. Whitney died last night.
Shorthorn bull calves.
Meadowbrook ami meh work call 349-M Rockland.- C
tions of the buildings, and 1 believe
Rondhurst breeding Federal inspected.
H. JOHNSTON. 16 Pleasant St.
' 49*6
Harold Gage Grindle and Frances is alive today.
to
flue mud off of\ send In their names at once."
Obituary is deferred to the next is with a remarkable tact with boys
E.
&
A.
A.
MILLER,
Waldoboro,
Maine
of
whom
she
taught
many
in
Sun

McKenzie Dearborn were united in
The clergyman, who was deaf,
FOR SALE—DODGE TOURING CAR
e.
WkaWn?
sue.
The last time I was in Thomaston
49*54
Al shape.
Been run less than 5066 nil
assuming that the clerk was giving
Mrs. Mary Bunker lias been ap day school. Her genial, happy ways marriage at Sf. Thomas Episcopal I went to the Old Academy, looked in
FOR SALE—Choice Mixed Dahlia Bulbs. HARRY FLINT, 262 Main St.
4
Won her many friends wlhose friend lilirch Easter Sunday at 3 o’clock In through the windows and pondered
ids notice, arose and said: “And
pointed tax collector.
$1 per dozen postpaid
MRS. .1. W. SAVFrom he afternoon. Rev. Ralph H. Hay on the careers and fates of my old
I want to say for tlie benefit of
WABD. Union. Me.
49-54
Edward K. Hanley has bought t ship she held through life.
Used Cars
those who haven't any, that they
FOR BALE—Kineo parlor stove.
Largest
two hundred acre farm in Union April 30, 1865 she held her member den performed the ceremony, using time friends.
slae
Good as new.
HARRY FLINT. 262
may he obtained from me any day.
FOR SALE—Ford Coupe. 1923, up-tir-di
Many wonder who the fortunate ship in the Baptist church, always he single ring service. The wedding
I followed the sea for a number of
Main
8t.
47-tf
She gave march was played by Mrs. Hayden years, then in 1S68 went to awrt-nce.
between two and four o’clock, tlie
Can be seen al FLYE’S GARAGE.
49’5
young woman Is who will be assist interested in its welfare.
FOR SALE—WIRELESS KXI’KRIMEX
of her time and means to its sup The bride was given away by her Mass., inhere I was in the employ of
the oues with the red backs at 23
FOR SALE—Overland Sedan.
Mile;
ant manager of the farm.
TERS
—
Attention
!
A
few
instruments,
parts
Mrs. Gay was twice married father, Edward F. Dearborn and t'he the Pacific Mills for 4:1 years, 32
Two Marble Imposing Sur cents, and the ordinary little ones anil raw malerial for making same. A line 5011 miles. A. K. HIGGS. 27 Warren
The news that Jchn Ruggles Ed port.
48-5
first to Capt. Arbei t A Aldrith of ittendants were Miss Doris Ogier years of which I served as overseer,
chance for the fellow who huihla his own
gerton, who spent two months at
faces, size 3ix38 in. and at 13 cents.”
FOR SALE—FORD TOURING CAR
set
and
wants
to
do
expci
imeniing
Reason
New
Bedford,
Mass.,
by
whom
she
maid
of
honor
and
Emerson
Wads
home recuperating from a very se
but am now on the retired list.
My
for selling—moving.
Ihione for appoint goisl repair. 3 new tires. 2 on rear
30x60 in.; also Shafting
vere breakdown, is almost well again had three children; second to Wil worth ns best min.
Reason for selling
last relative in Rockland v.-.is the late
It All Depends
ment
L. X. BEXXER. 1« Knox St.. Thom spare, bargain.
liam
F.
Gay
of
Thomaston.
Re

ability Io operate.
EDWARD SEAVZY.
The
bride
is
one
of
Camden
’
s
popu
47-4:1
Is very gratifying to his many
Alden Wooster, who served in the
and Pulleys.
The teacher hntl been trying to aston.
Hyler SI.. Thomaston.
.
4#*7
maining
relatives
are
a.
daughter,
trimming
of
lace
to
match
and
a
FOR SALE—House in Caindtn. nlili all
friends..
The welcome accorded to
4th Regiment and was a G. A. II. vet
inculcate
the
principles
of
the
modern improvements, stable and garage
Inquire at This Office
him on his return to New York shows Mrs. Nellie Smith of Swampscott. picture hat of Begonia. She carried eran. If this all seems t, ,, milch like
Golden
Rule
and
turn-the-otherslate roof on all buildings.
Call idler
Eggs and Chicks
that he has made a place for him Maes., a sister, Mrs. Mary Will lu s bride roses. The dress of the maid
5.3(1.
MRS. W
F. DRINKWATER. 311
cheek.
Mountain
St.,
t'amdeu,
Me.
Tel.
85-5_
self there.
At the Aetna office ter of Detroit, giandchilJren. Mis. J honor was blue satin-back canton
“Now, Tommy,” she asked, “what
47-58
where he is assistant manager of Byron Hahn of Medford. Mass.. Mis. in pe with a corsage bouquet of
would you do supposing a boy
cheap.
FOR
SALE
—
Small
gas
healer,
t'he liability department he was Nellie Starrett of Thomaston, Mis. sweet peas: with this she wore
struck you?”
42-tt>
COURIER-tiAZBTTE OFFICE.
greeted wit'll flowers and a card of Elizifbeth McCullooh of Minneapo hat of gold lace.
“How big n boy are you suppos
A reception from 4 to 5 was held
FOR SALE- Tile steam heating plain used
welcome as well as by personal lis, a grandson, Edgar A. Healey of
ing?” demanded Tommy.A-Auierlin uur old nflk'i- includes radiators ami eoils.
greetiitgs from every member of tha Brooklyn and a niece Miss Florence at the home of the bride's parents on
can Legion Weekly.
Sold
as Is or taken down. THE COI KIERBay View street. Refreshments were
great force. - At St. Andrews' M. E. Stanley of PasadenaGAZETTE.
fi-lf
served
by
Mrs.
John
Salisbury,
Ml'
church where his activities hav
FOR SALEA-5 draft horses we are now
Life,
and
Women
1
'ran
is
Bn
snahan,
Misses
Louise
using
auto
trucks
and
must
dispose
of
horses
been greatly missed he was given
CAMDEN
Curtis, Doris Ogier, Gladys Cole and
Half the trouble In life comes
at ollie
H. It. STOVER * CO . koi klsml.
special Sunday evening service bf
Me.
"l-tf
from too much joy.
Marguerite Arau.
Mrs. Stanton
welcome witli remarks of appreck
The dates for the Legion Minstrels
FGGS FOR HATCHING—From Mamn
FOR SALE—Oak porcelined Refrigerator,
Two women may agree, but mira
tifon by Dr. Hartdock, the pastor are May 8 and 9. The Imy.’it Dearborn had charge of the guest
medium size. Almost as good as m».
Ap Light Brahmas. $1.56 |>er setting of 13 e
cles are never sure.
book and Mrs. Fred Irish of the wed
and by Mr. Ritter, superintendent of will be the best ever.
G M. SNOW. Spruce Head. Maine. 49*:
ply COt'RlER-GAZETTE.
311-511
Matrimony Is one way to endThnding gifts.
the Sunday Sehoo"l.
Mr. Edgerton
P. H. Thomas has been ill Boston
FOR SALE—K I R. Eggs from (
FOR SALE- Second hand Brunswick Cabi
CHEVROLET GARAGE
OILS AND GREASES
certalnty.
The bride is one of Camden's popu
is one of tile official heard of St. An on a short business trip.
W.
net Phonograph ; 2 Cornets ; 1 Bass Drum ; 1 laxrs tor hatching, $1 setting.
Lend
me
a
dollar
and
I
will
wish
lar
young
people,
a
gradtiate
of
Cam
49*.’
Flat Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC.. Music WHITNEY. Rockport. Me.
drews, the youngest member eve
Alvah Anderson and Miss Florence
Call 837-M
Call 127
36-tf
you had remained my friend.—Rich
deii
High
School,
class
of
1919
and
of
Dept.,
Rockland.
WHITE WYANDOTTE EGGS, from ,
elected to that office.
*
Anderson have been in Boston to
mond Times-Dispatch.
.Miss Josephine Forehand’s School of
♦ • • •'
THURSTON OIL CO.
AIRS. 4A
FOR SALE--2 larlor stoves. 1 hid. dining lifted stock $1 per setting.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
purchase equipment for the new
mom furniture, etc.
ROBERT COLLINS, SDN. 68 Camden Street. _______ . 4,6'
Domestic
Science,
Boston.
The
groom,
iWhat was b.v 'general acclaim the beauty parlor which Miss Anderson
Wholesale and Retail
31-tf
Real
Estate.
375
Main
SI..
Rockland.
Chevrolet
Cars,
Parts
and
PHONF|67-II,
CAMDEN
—
T
o
get
finest in the remarkably line series r' will open May 1st in the ronis re well known as the catcher oh Cam
s Funny
».
FOR SALE—Gardner house. Beech Street: room or house painteil. Dr that job of
Service Station. Auto Ac
Oils for All Purposes
in cently occupied by Miss Myrtle I'.eaii. den's baseball team, is the local agent
penter
wo.-k
that
you
have
needed
so t
entertainments recently given
Stover house. Limertwk St.; 3 houses at
“A palmist,” wrote a youngater,
for the Prudential Insurance Co. lie
cessories.
Southend. Nice house with iniprovcincnts at A M. PEARSON, 54 Mechanic St. 45'
town was presented in Matts ha
Ross McFarland and a picked bowl
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
“
Is
u
woman
who
uses
her
hand
in

Northend : 55 acre fatiti with plenty of wood
EGGS—Thoroughbred White W.van<U
last night and will lie repeated to ing team went to Bosti’in Saturday to graduated from Kent’s Hill In the
689 Main St., Rockland
$1566 Long list of other good trades ROB also Black Decoy Ducks.
1 70-72 Tillson Ave. Rockland stead of her slipper.”
$1.60 per set
tight in ’’The Prince- and tin- Goose try for the New England champion class of 1915 and attehded U. of M
ERT
COLLINS.
Real
Estate,
375
Main
St.
“
The
difference
between
an
ele

J
M. BARTLETT, South Thomaston. ’
leaving to enter the service, in the
34-tf
Sirl.”
The 1ml! was ;-i*nwdeil to ut ship.
387 4.
42-!
phant
and
a
microbe,
”
wrote
an

World War. After a short wedding
GARAGE.
LAUNDRY WORK
most capacity and hir.-f-ticaliy every
Miss Margaret Aran has entered
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polisti
other, “is that an elephant carries
BABY CHIX Wyllle’s Sihgle Uomb 1
trip
the
young
people
will
mhke.thelv
Large
Used in RocWand for sixty years.
bred tor eggs, type and color.
Order e
Seat is sold for tonight.
The story the employ of the Megunticook Fruit
a trunk and a microbe carries the
Call 170
home in Camden.
bott|e 60c; small
t»m«H hot!
bottle 36c. BURPEE FUR 22e
’Call 124
postpaid.
F. H. WYLLIE, Tli
22? each poStpa;
of the play was written b.v Miss Rit Co. for the summer.
grip.”
I »
IXIMPANY.
Phone 171 42.
3R*i
mWT
;be co
:
aston. R. F. *D.
Smith and the beautiful musical
People’s Laundry
Miss Esther Smith of the Quality
Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
livery issue nf The Corn ief-Oanumbers were from the gifted pen Lunch Room is enjoying a week’s
17
Limeroek
Street
On
Day
REPAIRING, STORAGE
of Miss Margaret Ruggles.
These vacation at the home of her par zette is a salesman, visiting three
We do all kinds of Laundry
tifnes a week the homes of this vi
Customer—Where cun I find the
two enthusiasts directed the pla ents in Washington.
AND SUPPLIES
C. O. HARADEN
Work.
Family
Washing
a
cinity and soliciting business for its
stocking-snle counter?
and were the key factors in its tie
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Capt. Ernest Libby has returned advertisers.
Agent for
Floorwalker (halfback on store
mendous success. There was not ar. home to Machiasport after a short
i Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
DODGE BROS. CARS
team)—Third scrimmage on ygur
amateurish line spoken or a single stay in town.
1 Shirts, Coflars.
AND
left, madam.—Boston Transcript.
unprofessional dance produced,
Jeremiah Wadsworth died Sunday
OF ALL KINDS
was a finished performance from at the age of 84 years. Funeral ser
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
MONUMENTS
[start to finish and tally deserves un vices will be held Tuesday afternoon
stinted praise.
Tin' principals wer at 2 o'clock from the home of his
Telephone Connection
W.P. STRONG
Telephone 205
[so highly successful that words fir brother Andrew.
The officiating
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELfift
PREPARED
DF^Y
PASTE
iq express the public appreciation
Gilchrest
All Films Hand Develope
clergyman will lie Rev. E. M. Holman
WALL PAPER
Will* Go Anywhere
Miss Alice Collamore as the Goose of the Baptist church, of which the
Monumental
Works
Mixed With Cold Water
Ton
Lots
$3.50
Jill made a tremendous hit and h
deceased hail long been a member, i
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
Telephones 156-M or 629-J
ringing was exquisite.
Albert Elliot
Main Street
Miss Ruth Thomas has been elect- !
S. D. BEATON
SUPPLIES
H. H. Crie & Co.
was charmingly effective as the cd supervisor of iiiu^ic in the Caul- '
234 Limeroek St.,
ROCK^AN
Thomaston,
Maine
THOMASTON, MAINE
PROMPT SERVICE. TEL. 672-M
MAIL ORDERS ESPECIALLY
456 Main Street, Rockland
ince and was ably supported
den schools for the ensuing year, to,
49-tf
41-tf
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
TuAS.-tf
Feehan and the always effe
succeed Miss Myrtle Bean, resigned.
Ba ,mos
n
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Ato

cloak keep
Qieftn3 55^ feet.
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Directory

Money
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Every-Other-Day

SHE WAS HAPPY

BUDGET RAISING

HAPPY GOLDEN

WEDDING

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Hears Prof. Mitchell Tell
Vlrs. Thurlow Passed Pleas Universalists
Will
Make,
„
Their
Annual
Financial
i
Mr
and
Mr8
'
^8"
1
Sottthwd
Kept
Open
Home
YesStory of Harriet Beecher
ant Birthday—A Word
terday—Many Congratulations From Callers.
Stowe—More New Mem
About Ginger.
Can vass Tomorrow.
bers.
The Universalist church will have
It .was the good fortune nf a Cou

house committee entertained at
luntry Club Friday at dinner
uctlon with marked success,
nner was particularly appetizannual financial canvass Wed
d auction prizes went to Mrs. rier-Gazette reporter to step into
Kenneth C. M. Sills president of J
lurpee, Mrs. J. O. iStevens, Mrs. one of the brightest, pleasantest nesday. There has been little change
Bowdoin College was unable to keep
in the budget from last year, the total
Bird. F. A. Thorndike, J. A.
ooms in Rockland yesterday.
The amount remaining the same, $7000.
his appointment with tlie Woman’s
1 and Albert O. Wuhlberg.
oom was gay with flowers and the Also, the same plan of canvass will
Educational Club Friday evening, and
ir tilled with their fragrance, the be followed. The teams mi t at the
i Frances 'Snow is home from
there came in his place Prof. Wilmot
church
at
8.30
in
the
morning,
return
ffe for the Easter recess.
B. Mitchell who tohf the story of Har
sun was shining through a window
at noon for conference and lunch. In
riet Beecher iStowe.
as indeed it does at practically all
the evening at 6.30 a parish suppey
i. Hager was home from BowMrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs. Marcia
times of day and in an easy chair will be served when the drive returns
'ollego to spend Easter Sunday
Burch and Mrs. Ruth Hanliorn were
at a bright eyed woman who was will be announced.
ris parents, Mr. and Mrs. Erappointed critics for this meeting.
elebrating her eightieth birthday.
The suggested affiliation with the
fagerErrors noted at the preceding meet
The woman was Mrs. E. W. Thur- Congregational church will cause no
ing were reported by Mrs. Katherine
w and from her many windowed change in the carrying out of the
Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
. Mather, Mrs Grace Armstrong and
rial church will meet with Mrs. oom it was possible for her to see financial canvass. In this connec
.Mrs. Stevens.
Mrs. Rose Penney,
Maxey at the Highlahds Wed- the bustle of I'nlon street, the bright tion the chairman of the board of
.Miss Mae Barstow. Mrs. Mary Finela
ed
youngsters
of
Grace
street
i evening.
trustees, William I). Talbot, read the
gold, Mrs. Sarah Rosenbloom and
hool (which she particularly en following statement: "Feeling that at
Miss Annie Saviile were admitted to
joys,)
the
distant
activity
of
Main
lur Smith of Portland was a
the best it wilb<ake much time to
membership. Six new names were
street,
and
in
part,
tlie
well
regulated
nd guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ausgive this matter proper consideration,
proposed. Th civics lessons under
Smith.
llis daughter wilt perating of her own extensive busi and knowing that in similar federa
the management of ‘Mrs. Mhbel
ness,
the
Thurlow
ice
cream
plant.
(t far a week's stay.
tions a number of months and in
Stevens, continue to be a source of
Mrs. Thurlow’s world has been
som cases one or two years have
inspiration and pleasure and bene
The Remainder of Our Great Stock
aid Oonia left Saturday far physically bounded by the four walls been required to arrange details, we
ficial results ar- being obtained fr« m
f the room since last August when
York on business intent,
n.
see
no
other
course
than
to
plan
for
the
catechism
of
the
Constitution
of
i spinal trouble deprived her of the
s hume Thursday night.
Must Be Cleaned Out Before May 10.
the United States.
use of her lower limbs, but.it has only our work the coming year, and have
accordingly arranged for our finan
Mrs. Emma Parsons read a paper
in Libby Relief patchwork club served to sharpen her enjoyment if cial canvass to take placce on April
on the Primary Law, and hir view
There is Still a Tremendous Assort
Mrs. E. J. Southard
with Mrs. J. F. Cooper Wed- the visits by her numerous friends 23”
E. J. Southard
point evidently met tlie approval of a
and
to
heighten
her
interest
in
the
• afternoon for sewing. Picnic
The teams which will make the
majority of tlie members.
business to which she has given her
■ will be served, and all rement and Prices Have Been Given a
Prof. Mitchell’s topic was ‘'The
life.
For 47 years she has been the canvass follow:
From 2 O’clock yesterday after his boil.oorl in the Hancock county
for the evening. Friday Mrs.
Team No. 1, Main Street—Clarence
Great Work of a Maim Woman.”
vital force of the business which
town.
He
learned
tl.c
‘
r..'e
of
ship
noon until 10 last night the residence
r entertains the members of
Still Further Cut.
hears ljer r.nme and has seen its Daniels, captain, Edith MacAlman, of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar J. Southard at carpenter and e -ame s’ oh an adept which was a resume of the circum
Mayhew Tent in the same man
proud name carried far and wide. F. C. Black, B. B. Smith, F. A. 10 Ocean street was besieged by a at that vocation that he was made stances surrounding the writing of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin by Harriet
Today that interest is not lagging Thorndike and H. P. Blodgett.
steady str am of callers, the Occasion boss Joiner ;i wnich capacity he waa
Team No. 2, Wards 1 and 2—A. P.
md daily reports bling pleasure to
for. many years employed at .he Beecher Stowe.
being
the
golden
wedding
of
this
well
r Knox Chapter. D. A. R„ wllj her chamber.
We Carried the Highest Quality of
IFamiliai'ity allows St.Clair, captain. Mrs. Margaret BenThis story. Prof. Mitchell said,
Bean shipyard in Camden, Carleton
their next meeting May 5, at her to visualize every word and act, wr. Miss Myrtle Herrick. Mrs. Lo known couple. Among those who & Norwood’s yard in Rockport an 1 was written in what is known as
me of Mrs. Hester Chase, Mill >et she is anxious to feel once more retta Bicknell and Mrs. (’athie Dia came from out of town purposely to Octob’a yard in Rockland.
The Parson Titcomb House” in
Goods in the City and But Slight Dam
take part in the festivities wire Mrs.
reet.
the actual joy of "making."
Vessels embodying his handiwoC; Brunswick, where Mrs. Stowe lived
mond.
Frank
S.
Taylor
of
Winthrop,
Mass.,
The profusion of flwers drew
have gone to many of the world's while her husband was a professor at
Team No. 3, Ward 3 E. It. \*eazie,
age was done it by Smoke and Water.
David Talbot and Miss Maud forth the information that they were captain, Mrs. Katherine Veazie. Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Southard; ports, where the cabins finished by Bowdoin College. Another interest
will entertain the Charity Clul birthday and Easter gifts from Faith Berry. .\Ti s. Nettie Stewart, Miss Charlotte Conners of Lynn, Mr. Southard have been greatly ad ing fact concerning this house is that
Thursday at Mrs. Talbots home, friends, here and away.
A hand Miss Martha Cobb, E. C. Payson, E. Mass., a niece of Mr. Southard's; jtnd mired.
Particularly was this tlie Henry Longf llow ami ids •broth«,.‘
: avenue.
some bouquet proved to be from F. Bprry. .1. F. Gregory, M. E. Wot- Mrs. Alary Mer.dell of Brooklyn, a case with the ship Frederick Billings Stephen lived there when they were
near relative of the family. Mrs. built at Rockport. Her cabins were
'the girls" those employed in the ton and William Rhodes.
at Bowdoin.
Taylor was accompanied by her son, palatiul, in the full sense of that
home of George Everett at In plant.
There were also beautiful
Prof. Stowe, who was teaching at
Team No. 4. Ward 4—E. F. Glover,
Ti Hill was the scene of a happy emembrances from nieces, Mrs- captain, Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs. Master Richard Taylor,’ who was an stereotyped word, and the fame of Lane’s Seminary in Illinois, received
404 MAIN STREET.
Rockland
■ing of friends and neighbors Lewis Knowlton of Somerville. Mass, Angelica Glover, Mrs. Ethel Camp- I important factor In the ocasion by Knox county's boss joiner spread a call to Bowdoin in September in
lay evening, the occasion being ind Mrs. Lewis .Richardson of New bell, Miss Thtrese Rankin, F. M. Tib- I virtue of being the Southards’ first wherever this famous ship went.
the year 1849. Prq^essor Smith of
grandchild. A pleasant surprise' was
A nearby tray bore a pile of
The Southard's made their home in Bowdoin went to Bath to meet Mrs.
thday surprise party for Mr York.
ibetis, Mrs. Frances Bicknell, E. (
I
gay
hued
greeting
cards.
[the
arrival
of
Mr.
Taylor,
who
had
Rockport while he was employed in Stowe, who arrived in advance of the
tt, who was completely surDavis ;md Mrs. Leola Wiggin.
Twa other things serve to keep
not thought that he would be able to the Bean yard at Camden.
Mr.
hut proved himself a line host,
professor, and seeing only a little,
Team No. 5. Ward 5—O. B. Love- 1
Cine
be present.
Sourhard also built a great ninny
evening's entertainment eon- Mrs. Thurlow’s days happy.
shabby woman land from the boat,
joy. Miss Gladys Blethen. Mrs. Carol
of vocal and instrumental is the pleasant companionship of McDougall, Mrs. Nettie Wotton, L. R. * An organization which came in a Houses during the period when ship he returned to tin* college and r» , eal ds anil dancing. Ices and Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham and the other Campbell. Ellen Cochran. Mrs. Ger-I body was Bird Branch of the Inter bulldlr.g lagged, and among other porttd that Mrs. Stowe did not arrive,
is the ii markable love of a handvere served.
national Sunshine Society, which Mrs. buildings he constructed the Rock
but that the only passenger was “a
same little Pomeranian, "Ginger," trude Tibbettp and II. <». Gurdy.
Southard so ably served as president. port schoolhouse.
foreign woman of rather unprepnsTeam
No.
6.
Ward
G
—
E.
W.
Berry,
who has deserted his master, Charles
MrSouthard
came
to
Rockland
25
Acting
ns
spokesman
for
this
society
lard A. Rhodes of Portland
A. iMitehell these live years and spent captain, Mrs. Susie Davis. A. F. Minnie Miles, who is also a near neigh years ago. and was employed at st ssing appearance.”
the holiday in this city, a guest his days and nights with Mrs. Thur Lamb, Mrs. Anne IIa kell and Mrs.
‘‘Three of her family were preach
thousands who had been indifferent is not na.'eswry in this spray aa the
bor of tlie Southards, presented the Cobb, Butbr & Co.'s yard 23 years.
daughter Mollie, at the home of low.
Since illness has confined her Adelaide Snow.
He
IS
a member of Aurora ers,” Prof. Mitchell said, “anti if flocked to the standards of anti-' strength of ihe lime aulphur will
couple
with
a
gold
piece.
The
W.
C.
"arolyn Littlefield.
Team No. 7, Ward 7—II. H. Payson, T. I'.. in which Mrs. Southard has Lodge, F. & A. M. and the First Bap- skirts had been popular in tlie pulpit
to her room his absences can be
kill all leaf eating Insects, especially
slavery as never before.
in that period, it is certain that sin
measured in minutes and each return captain, Mrs. Phyllis Morse. Adelbert long been an earenst worker, also list church.
‘‘She found herself world-famous the tent caterpillars which nri
would
have
been
a
preacher,
too."
. Daniel Lakeman gave a dln- is the occasion for a frantic renewal Miles and Georgi L. St. Clair.
pr< settled its compliments in gold, I Mrs. Southard was born in South
A
almost in a night, and 10,000 copies of hatching nt this time of year.
<ffty at her parents' home orr of acquaintance.
the sift being made in behalf of that ' Thomaston, May 17, 1856, her maiden He went on to des ribe the circum the book wen sold on the first day, spreader, either case In or tfprayi la
stances
cf
how
she
happened
to
‘Yes, 1 am happy," said Mrs. Thur
t avenue Friday evening, in
WARREN
organization by Mrs. Hope Brewster. name being Julia Clark. She is a
and more than 300,000 copies were very effective in tills spray using
write the book. ‘‘One Sunday after
"All these things,
of Miss Frances Flanagan. An low with a smile.
1M
The speeches of Mrs. Miles and Mrs. member of the Sunshine Society, the
sold during the first year. Her roy one-half lkiund t.i 50 gaHons.
shower was a pleasing adjunct the growth of the business and Gin
Misses Flora Shaw and Janet Berry Brewster told of the very high regard W. C. T. V., the Woman's Educa noon in the month of February, 1851, alties of ten per cent amounted to sure to cover every part of the trie
ger help to pass the days, ihongh I
■ event.
of Marlboro, Mass., were weekend in which this popular Southend tional Club and First Baptist Church, ther might have been seen in the $10,000 in the first four months. She including the ends of thfe llmlhs with
w mid like to get out In the work
Give every tree a RJoM
very active in all of those organi- pew at the communion service a lit was invited to go abroad, and her this spray.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard couple is held.
I suppose one reason I am
utiops and greatly interested in nil tle woman of so ordinary appearance trip through England, Scotland and snaking. '
’’
i. Donald -M. Brewer is here for l-com.
Rog as, .South Warren mail.
An
informal
address,
which
embod

as to attract no attention. This little
affairs - which have a bearing <
days visit from Revere, Mass so contented Is that I never was able
Mr.'
and
Mrs.
Edward
Gray
will
to
Paris
waft
a
triumphal
tour.
ied
clever
bits
of
rhj
’
mp,
Was
made
woman was Mrs. Stowe, who seemed
■r return to her home Mrs. S. F to go about much but my friends soon move to Thomaston where they by Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Who is Rockland's civic welfare.
FEATHER
Refreshments were served to 68
bring me the rides they take and
"Hie couple were married in Rack- to be a b licver in Hall Caine’s idea
?f will accompany her for an
will
Reside
with
Mr.
Gray
’
s
sister.
Hava your-Fstthgr Bed* mad* irt,
prominent
in
social
organisations
to
persons under the chairmanship of
the good times they have.
I am
land'
but
begin
housekeeping
in
when he said, some years ago that he
nite visit. Mrs. Donald Brewer
up-to-date feather folding mdf*>
Frank Fowles is the guest of his which Mrs. Southard also belongs.
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, assisbd by
always glad to see them."
Rot*k|ipf‘. Ixive of home and family used to do some of his best thinking
trees, cne side summsrjfothdi* aidi
o sing at the dance in Warrin
fathojij, Aliinl Fowles at the Echo
Friends at home and abroad srtit
other
members.
liWa. been the dominating influence. In church.
■veiling ibut owing to a severe
winter. Also renovate all hirda of
house.'
their congratulations through [he,
The
Wo
mil
n
’
s
Edueati*mal
(
’
lub
is
thfcle. lives*Aingular\v- fn\u*c<l
Miss Marion* Black of Vinalhaven
’’Tln're eam< (b Mrs. Stowe at this nearing the 300 ma.ik in membership.
• is unable to Ho so.
Mt
faneey pillowa. If interacted, tela-/
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae of Rock medium of (lowers, telegrams, let a-S to health in their advancing years
is
the
guest
of
MrsE.
E.
BroWn.
time
a
vision,
heaven-sent,
the
death
■r gave an exhibition of eecen
phone 25-6.
4S-t2
land wer guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. ters and a veritalble shower of souve they are enjoying life with the spirits
Among those present Friday night
Dime
rock
street,
enroute
to
Chelsea,
of
a
faithful
old
negro
Uncle
Tom
anclng.
A. F. IRELAND, ThomaaUt)
E. Watts Sundry.
were nine members who have attend
nir postcards.
dT youth.
Mass., where she has a position in a
She
described
it
as
a
most
vivid
Pearl Hilton has joined the ranks
Ic s and cake were served. The
■The Southards have one son, dream, like the unrftlling-of a great ed every meeting this year. The an
Lucy E. Russ of 7 Holmes non-English, school.
of new radio owners.
nual meeting will lie held May 2, and
gathering was always a very' Jolly Joshu'a N. Southard, who is assist
\
-----is visiting her sister, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brennan of one. and Mr. Southard went on rec ant cashier of the North National picture, and said, “I was overcome Senator Ralph O. Br<‘Wst(-i\ one of
LET THE
by it. I went home, went to my room
?ir. and Mrs. E. J. Wardwell, who Rockland were callers on relatives in ord for the day as the most kissed
tn H. Small in Stonington.
B-ank ond a member of Rockland’s and locked the door, and wrote an the Republican candidates for flic
have been spending the winter in town Sunday.
TORRINGTON
runn in Rockland. He also proved his School ('ommittee: and one daugh
governorship nomination will lie the
outline of the story on thrown pajwr,
lual election, reports of ofTnlers, Miami. Fla., arp at the Vendome in
Helen Bacheldsr who has been ill bbilUy
ihilUy at re
repartee.
pa
ter. Elizabeth, wife of Frank Taylor which caused my children lo weep speaker.
DEMONSTRATOR
Xial study of features aresi hed- Boston* for a week’s visit, -before com with scarlet fever is gaining daily,
.fC'; 11\ J. So
Southard was born in of Winthr«q), Muffs.
A third child. and exclaimed: ‘Slavery is the most
t|i»r the Woman’s Educational ing to their summer home In Camden. thoug-h not up yet.
Show
you the TORRINGTON
.rioak^vile, Oct. 10, 1852, and spent [ William died at the
SPRAYING SUGGESTIONS
17.
pf*bel thing in the world.’
Jlay 2, when Senator Ralph O.
ELECTRIC CLEANER.
He will
.'j——■;
“
She
always
ft
It
that
sire
was
an
ster will address the club as one
Tlie first spray Is tlhe 'delayed dor quickly show you why the better
instniment
in
the
hands
of
Provi

candidates for Governor, over
mant.
This should ‘lie applied when cleaner is called the meat faithful
SONS OF MAI^E CLUB
dence,” Prof. Mitchell went on. ‘‘Her the leaves are alxiut ts to *4 inches servant that aver entered the horned
FULL RIGGED SHIP
lem'oers will lie in arrears for
book made its author famous in a long.
Ittance of next year’s dues, unUse 15 pounds dry lime sul For Free Demonstration Telephone'
Somerville Organization Holds Its
In the South, slaveholders phur or 5 gallons liquid lime sul
hey attend to it at once. They
54-to
Annual Supper and Elects Officers
Which Had Wooden Sails— night.
were shamed, and much dissention phur to 50 gallons of water. Threeivfted to send their quarter nowwas
started,
while
in
the
North,
ail to the club treasurer. Miss
A Strange Sight Seen At
eight |(int of black leaf, 40 can }ii‘
Office 4 Willow Street
Editor of The Courier-f^zrtte: —
We Have For
thousands who had been blinded by added if plant lice (not oyster shell
Hovey, 8 Laure! street, or take
ROCKLAND
47*49
The Sons of Maine Club of Somer
Ingraham
Hill.
sophistry
had
their
eyes
opened,
and
a ale) are present.
Arsenate of lend
ut fail to the next meeting early
ville.
Mass.,
held
its
annual
meeting
■lull is now in the best condition
A Courier-Gazette reporter rode
history financially and numerion Wednesday evening, April 16.
but it is up to you members to
At 6.30 o’clock 50 membere sat dxjwn to Ingraham Hlill yesterday af
Standard Makes
it so. Mrs. Nellie Hall is elecdown to a bountiful supper prepared ternoon and was repaid ’by a very
manager. Nine members rank
f.y the executive committee and it unusual sight—a five-masted full
rigged ship with vViiodcn soils.
er cent in attendance thus far.
was partaken of with appetites that 1
& Pond
The craft was 60 days in Ihuildlng,
al have paid dues in advance
is pravcibiul of a true Son of Maine.
and represents the handiwork nf one
•ears, a proof of faith in the club
Tin? reports of the oflicers showed an
man, Michael L- Johnson, formerly
is appreciated.
active meml orsbip of 203, bills all of Bangor, and a deep water sailor
paid, und a small amount in the of some 15 years’ experience. Tin- past
. C. iS. Keene, who has 1m cn In
treasury. Election of officers fol four years have found him with more
n City Hospital for several
lowed x
idle time than usual on his hands,
s has been removed to 560 Blue
President—Charles E. Jacobs (Mt. and with the intention of occupying
ivenue, Dorchester.
Vernon); vice presidents—Charles S. it to a future profit he has dabbled
Brackett (Jackson) and Freedom IR. in vessel models.
ends of E. E. Gillette anel family
Blake (Gorham); treasurer—Ripley
The live-master aforementioned is
ip interested to know that they
F. Wiley
(Swed.n); secretary— one of them. She is 24 inches long
iow located in their new home
Charles F. Brackett (Welts),.
and gracefully rides a choppy sea
irver road. Newton Highlands
Tlie new year book was distributed. manufactured from calcium plaster
Mandolins,
$4 to $25
., a residence recently bought by
Accordions, $4 to $100
Remarks praising the dear old native and given the proper greenish hue.
lillette.
State of Maine were made by ex- The details arc complete, even to ’.lie
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7
Auto Harps,
$7 to $12
presidents, near presidents and others lighthouse in the distance and a
Brief Cases,
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
$3 to $7
joch Class of the
Baptls
and the evening was thoroughly en spar buoy on the port how. Tic
will meet in the chapel
Music Stands, $1 to $2.75
joyed. Knox County had five mem wind Is on tlie sihip’s quarter, and
Clarinets,
$35 to $85
Eiay afternoon to tack com
bers present. Camden. Rockland. she has. the appearance of logging nt
Music
Rolls,
$1
to
$3.75
'hinese
Gongs,
$4.50
Is.
Tlie
Washington. AVarren and Tenant's a pretty good rate of speed.
Saxophones, $85 to $200
ship is constructed of poplar, sails and
Cornets,
$ 1 5 to $ 100
Harbor living represented.
"X
—
abd Mrs. E. M. Lawrence ar
all, the sails being so carved as to
Albion B. Crocker.
Strings for all Instruments
Drum Traps, $30 to $100
give the impression of being tilled
Sunday from Cocoanut Grove
Somerville, April 19.
Harmonicas, 15c to $2.00
Violins,
Violin Bows
with wind. Thero is a vast -amount
ind are occupying their home on
A New Light Weight,
New System of Force
Four Bearing
i greet.
The Cnurler-Gazette received a call of work ih the craft, and great care
Harmonica Holders, 50c
Violin Supplies
has been taken to tarry out tlie
Small Displacement,
Feed Lubrication to AH
Crankshaft, Four-Wheel
Saturday from Roger L. Gowell, for technical details.
e Business and Professional Wo
merly county agent, stationed at
Mr. Johnson has done consider.itile
High Compression, High Brakes—Internal Type Rotating Motor Bearings
> Club has obtained Mrs. Edith
Warren from 191G to 1920. Mr. Gow- work in the vessel line for Cobb Aer, dramatic leader, for Tues
i ll is now stationed in Poland, a near Davis, the well known Rockland
Speed, 4-Cylinder
25 to 30 Miles Per
evening, April 2. The enter
Firestone Balloon
Given the
Telephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
neighbor cf Senator Bert M. Fernald, dealers In antiques.
lent will he held at the club
Motor
Gallon of Gas
and is (operating a 200-acre farm, hull of an exceptionally fine tii nlei
Tires
s. A small admission charge
he has given the craft a ship’s rig
[lie made for guests and non
which cnrrj^s 15 head of Holstein and bent wooden sails similar to those
|v”s____
cattle. 200 hens, and other farm ad above described.
Lovers of vessel
juncts in proportion.
models will be delighted wit'll lliis
auction party will lie given by
one, and efen tlie fancy price tlirtl
lilies of the Ijniversalist church
has been tacked onto it may pot de
|e Copper Kettle next Tuesday
ter them from desiring to become its
noon. There will also be table
possessor.
ph Jong.
Eath Times: Andrew Griffin. 17,
and Hugh Elliot, lY, the two Rock
land boys who ran away from home
Thursday noon and were detained in
Bath by City Marsjial Hall just af
ter they arrived on a freight train,
returned at 4.31) by automobile when
the Elliot hoy's father came after
them. The boys maintained a stoical
silence until just before their de
parture. The youngest hoy said he
.
—CAN BE SEEN AT—
had never been away from home ami
was thrilled with the idea nf going opt
trjjsee the hig sights under the guid
ance of the older hoy. But utter 24
hours from his own fireside he w<
corned the opiiortunity for returning.
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ADVANCE OF CURRENT DESIGN

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
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A NOVEL APPEAL

FROM FAR-OFF CHINA

There is no
Better Top

Knox County Helpers Learn

Milliken of Surry Tells Why
I mentioned in a previous issue
How the Slant-Eyed Kids
he Kiatifying success of Armand
He Is Running For Legis
Irokalyan, the Metropolitan tenor,
Celebrated Christmas.
l.v'ho was heard at the Maine Festllature.
I -als with so much pleasure. In the
Miss Emily W. Murrls of Longcuve
1 April 5 issue cf Musical America
A. T. Milliken, prominent resident
desires The Coufier-Guzette to give
Jippears a most interesting article
of Surry announces that he is a can
libout this young man.
Perhaps
Personal examination of the new Apper- publicity to a letter that she and her
didate t'br State Senator in .the fol
|rou would like to hear a bit of it
Sunday school associates have re
md feel more acquainted with him
lowing unique style:
son Permanent Top will giv you a new ceived from China, In the hope that
Although an Armenian, it tells u<
To the Voters of Hancock county: —
understanding of the vast difference be- readers may be led to help by mopey
Ihe was born in Bulgtrit. to which
I have been urged by some of my
liis parents fled during the massacre
friends, and all of my enemies, to be
tween ordiniy .nulled permenent top. ""’“./..'.“l.'.nd'S TSi
In Constantinople in 1M$.
lie tins
come a candidate at the dune pri
brought up in Egypt, where he went
maries for the nomination for sena
and this distinctive Apperson improvement this way, thlnXlng others will ibe In
] o Italian schools.
He was destined
terested.’' The letter Is dated at
tor lrom Hancock county. Of course,
| >y hts cesmooolitan trail ing to end
It will last throughout the life of the car Shanghai. China, March 12. and read
it’s with reluctance that I consent to
jp an American.
‘'1 first began to
run. but I place public duty before
—always rigid, without rattle, and mani- us follows:
-ing in Alexandria," says Mr. Tckat
• e . *
personal consideration.
As Roose
Ivan. 1 was in n ciiui—h choir and
velt would say, "my hat Is in the
Dear Erlend»--Two months before
taining
its
original
beauty.
Side
curtains,
In musical comedy."
Mr. Tuk.itytan
And litre we behold the attractive residence of a Maino man who
ring."
Before the campaign closes
Christmas I wrote asking for a con
I s fond of contrasts.
lie has inindividually fitted tp each top and body, tribution for tny work also for a lit ur suered because he laid the foresight to get into the Florida real est
it witl make your blood tingle.
histtd on Them throughout bis short
game while the getting was godo. The man is Walter W. Tibbetts, formt|
What Hancock county needs In the
jlife, for 'he is NtUl in his twenties.
always stay straight in line, providing tle help In fitting "Christmas” to my of Rockland and the resilience is his West Palm Beach home, located,
legislature is an orator of force, vis
little slant-eyed “brownies" In China.
Iln Alexandria and in Cairo later the
ion. eloquence—a man who can hyp
closed car comfort under extreme weather The response in favor of the kiddies Jefferson and Olive streets. The Spanish style of architecture, adn it ne;
lyoung tenor -*ang in ‘The Merry
APPERSON
notize the legislature and mesmerize
was all 1 hoped for. thanks to the big only a glance of the eye to fliow a home which any man might envy.
NYIREGHAZI COMING
■Widow'’ and ‘‘The Chocolate Solc mmittees.
Not since Samuel
conditions.
heartedness of good friends at home. Tibbetts Is considertsl one of the leading dealers of the South, and lias
|iier.”
Afterward in Greece he
Wasson represented Hancock county
It was fine. But I am afraid I laid offices—one in Posloltlce block. West Palm Beach; the other on Lake Tr
ontinued his musical comedy ca
next to the Palm Beach Club, in l’ulm Bench proper. His official desiM
Nyireghazi. the world famous pi in the legislature without that gift
more emphasis on the "Christmas”
reer.
Then his father sent him to anist is coming In recital to this city of oratory is like a ship without a
This is only one of the many exclusive than on the need'of the work. Had tlon Is "The Sign of the Daimond T." Diamonds are evidently Trumfsf
Paris, not to join the Montparnasse I May 5.
The appearance of this rudder or a pump without a handle.
features built into thisfcgood automobile, the work been as abundantly supplied his ease.
r the Murgrr "Vie do Boheme.” but jgenHts will be the most startling mu The great orators have shaped the
as the treat I would not qfed to write
to become a tailor, a skilled custom [ sj-Jal event that has ever taken place p^utic-al course of nations.
and again marks Apperson as a leader in for more this year. 1 am sure that all
iailor.
MIr. Tokatyan’s father was ; in this city in the pianistlc field, j Ag an ()1.ator I think I fill the
I need Is to mention this need. You
chemist and believed that every-I The world's critics cf both Europe bill.
My style cf speaking is that of
H. M. deROCHEMONT
advanced construction.
can sond money safely by check,
one should have a trade.
Itinerant ' and America acclaim him a second Cicero, the Roman—clear. forcible,
draft on N. Y„ or V. 8. paper money
103 PLEASANT STREET
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITIO
singing wasn't a trade, so young Ar- .l.iszt.
His first concert before the convincing.
I have elsttcity of c nIn registered ltttcir. 1 I’. O. Money
mand was sent to the Neapolitan ' public was given in Vienna when science. without which no politician
The Famous Shoot Music you see adve[
HEATING
tised in all the loading magulses.
Orders are not convenient now since •PLUMBING
School in Paris, the m< st famous he was two years old.
He played can succeed.
I was born on a farm
Over
220
selections—send
for'
the U. 9. P. O. in Shanghai has been
[training sehcol for tailors, to learn with orchestras when he was six here in Surry in 1875: 1 expect to
TEL. 244-W
catalogue
closed. We are now.under Interna
to do something profitable.
"I still years oldHe has made two trips die here in 1055.
and
You see I have
117-tf
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Mi
tional irttes and rules. If more con
|eould make a suit. I think.” he says, around the world playing in all the plrtny of time yet to reform.
A
venient. hlease send to my brother,
‘but it is much simpler.to let some ' leading musical centers and aston- candidate born on a farm has, now
Rev. O. B. F. Hallock, D. D., 10 Liv
3he else do it, if you have the money j Ishir.g all critics.
Wherever he has adays. a great advantage—it’s an as
ingston Park. Rochester N. Y. Ite
[to pay for it.' I do. however, make [ played. It matters rot the size of set.
1 was educated In the public
Maine
Wholesale
Representative
for
will forward it to me.
.uggesilons about
my costumes, i the building, ft means a capacity ^-hoois of this town, and fcr the last
Apperson Motors, Inc.
Now I wish to tell you about the
plan some of them, correct the de house.
nineteen years I have been receiving
tails in others.
It makes me feel
If it were not for the closing of private Instruction at home.
Christmas
treat
for
my
little
Direct Factory Branch
good that I can do it, but I'm glad the musical season in the big cities, it
’ brownfex.’’ I made out a list of
On my father's side 1 descended
1 don’t have to.”
would be impressible to present Mr. from an old English fainly—people
things I wished to give to the iltWe
• * • •
Nyireghazi in these smtUler cities.
ragmufllns—Christmas tree. Safits
w hose possessions consisted of titles.
Take a jeu) minutes today.
Those who had the good fortune My ancestors were poor but honest
Mr. Tokatyan’s Parisian activities
Clau9. 300 apples, 300 lots of candy,
’were not limited to learning his to hear Mr. Nyireghazi at the Maine Why 1 think they were honest. Is
nuts, popcorn. 300 pencils, 300 hand
Music
Festival
last
fall
will
recall
trade, however. for he used to sneak
kerchiefs,
300
Christmas
cards,
because the reerrds show that In two
*away' after a day at school and slag that no such enthusiasm has ever hundred years we have had only one
'scripture calendars. Gospels for all;
in the little cafes.
Tho side-shows been witnessed by any artist who lawyer In the family.
then for the girls. 160 dolls. 140
On my
fascinated him, and he finally got a lias taken part in any series of con mother's side I descended from Caln,
packets of colored crayons. glfl's
Job with one. and he felt it was the certs the past"27 years. At the conclu sun of Adam and Eve.
I'm willing
toys, ribbons, etc and for the boys.
happiest time of his life.
Then he sion of his perfomance the audience to admit my ancestor Cain had
150 balls, 150 bags of marbles. 140
had to go back to Egypt and the war rose enmasse. and cheered f r several criminal record—that he wasn’t
writing
tablets, and
150 toys.
This marvellous young model citizen—but this should never
broke cut.
After the war he began iminutes.
Through the h>lp of many home
In his be used against me In the coming
to study music seriously.
He went man is now 21 years old.
friends the whole 300 were supplied
to Italy, convinced final!)- that he finul recital in San Fran isco this campaign—never.
Yes I descended
and more too. We had a big Job gethad a voice that was above the cafe past month, the leading Journal of from Cain, via Ireland.
They too
GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO. INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH Al
’tlng all ready. When we came to the
concert standard.
He coached with that city says, "all pianists have were good people—they always kept
ICA
Portsmouth, N. H.
A TROT THE FOURTH
J distribution we had a time. 300 *a,
Philadelphia. Pa.
Nina Cairone at Milan for two and faded from memory, since the daz- out of politics.
ASSETS DEC- 31. 1923
OUR BOAT BUILDERS
not enough, firgry ohe that had av^r
a half years, and then he made hisjillng performance cf Mr. Nyiregy$ 59.100 00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
1 served in the city government ot
And Other News Gossip From the .,)een n0 gunday School and their Mortgaso Loans .............
2,082.2S3 75 Real Estate ................................. $2.1
pperatie debut In 1921 at Modena in I hazi last evening, when 3000 peo- Gardiner, Maine.
Block* and bonds ...........
\Vhile a member
Twin Towns in Lincoln County.
(brothers and sisttts and rouMns Cash
131.583 08
iu
Office
and
Bank
.
Puccini'a ’Manon.'
But he really J pie sat entranced and amazed at his of that august body. I served oa two Gray
of Thomaston and
156.840 40 Mortgage Loans .........................
came. We had-to stipply what we Ato' Balances .............
did ii- t make a name until lie came , marvelous performan -e.
He re- important
25.794 62 Stocks and Bonds ...................... 37/
committees—sewer and
Tl'.e Newcastle and Damariscotta fould fln Christmas day and then Jnd Interest and Rents .......
“
Camden
Anchor
”
Have
a.538 71 Cash In Office and Bank ............ 4,1
to America and even in Americu at reived countless recalls, and played cemetery.
Both departments pre
Driving Club which recently organ- a ?pcond d|strjbutloh to those nylssHl All other Assets ................
first he failed to make a name.
He ' fifty-five minutes In encores, before pared during my administration
ized
with
Chester
Vannah
president
a
fpw
dayg
,$2,461,171
36 Agents’ Balances ....................... 4,!
Gross Aglets .................
Much Spring Work on
went to California, gave a series of the public would let him go, and the Just as things began to. look bright102,637 06 Bills Receivable ....................... ]
and Frank M. Decker secretary. wul| j d(d nQt Jct g^nla myself. I Deduct lie bis not admitted
concerts, and nobody came.
No lights were obliged to be put out. bright politically—they changed the
Interest and Rents ................. ;
Hand.
fhe ct-owd
Admitted
........................... $2,358,334 30 AU other Assets ........................
one knew him and he had no friends. end the piano closed.”
form of government.
Of course thts
ChUUMrtLIAB1UTUCS
DEC'.
31.
1923
After
the
California
debacle.
ended my political career in that lo
Gross Assets .................
.$30,24J
Five •Gray boats" arc under con
and he did Net Unpaid Loaaes ................... $ 104.570 41
Guiseppe Baijtbos.hek of the Metro
I immediately moved to an struction at the Thomaston yards of
Unearned Premiums
.......... 1,155.378 82 Deduct Items not admitted
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